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ABSTRACT 
 According to Sundstrom (1999), performing teams conduct “complex, time-
limited engagements with audiences in performance events for which teams maintain 
specialized, collective skill” (p. 20).  Musical ensembles have been included in team 
research on orchestral leadership, yet as a performing team, the internal connections 
between musicians have not been studied.  The handbell ensemble operates as a 
performing team while sustaining a prominent degree of interdependence.  It is generally 
unknown how musical performing teams such as the handbell ensemble function and 
learn interdependently. 
Using Salas et al.’s (2005) Big Five theory of teamwork as a theoretical lens, I 
conducted a case study of a community handbell ensemble to understand: (a) how 
interdependent team interactions of team leadership, mutual performance monitoring, 
backup behavior, adaptability, and/or team orientation contribute to the function of and 
learning within this handbell ensemble and (b) how interdependent team interactions of 
shared mental models, closed-loop communication, and/or mutual trust contribute to the 
function of and learning within this handbell ensemble.     
The case was limited to one handbell ensemble known as the Campana Ringers, a 
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group who performed for a community church.  Members included their director and 13 
ringers, one of whom was myself.  In individual and group sessions, I interviewed the 
ensemble director and all team members.  Observational and rehearsal notes were coded 
and primary themes were presented through the core components and coordinating 
mechanisms of the Big Five theory of teamwork (Salas et al., 2005).  Secondary themes 
emerged connected to the uniqueness of handbell playing and co-mentoring occurring in 
the ensemble.  
            In data from my findings, I recognized all elements of the Big Five theory were 
present in interactions between handbell ensemble members.  Implications from this case 
study are connected to co-mentoring, a type of collaborative learning utilizing reciprocal 
teaching and learning (Mullen, 2005).  Findings from this study may inform music 
educators in community and school settings who wish to develop or incorporate 
components of teamwork and co-mentoring practices into their ensembles. 
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A Chronological History of Handbells 
Handbells are not a commonly-known instrument yet have an extensive history. 
Without an understanding of the evolution of bells, one cannot appreciate their 
development from their practical and cultural origins to instruments in the modern 
handbell ensemble. In order to provide an account of their development, in this section I 
include a chronological history of handbells.  
Bells have been used since 3000 BC when Chinese emperor Huan Ti ordered 12 
hand-held bells to be produced as pitch standards (Avedikian, 1983). Handbell 
discoveries from Antiquity include 80 bronze bells from seventh century Iraq, as well as 
49 iron bells from sixth-century Ireland. Historically, many cultures used bells to 
announce births, deaths, weddings, feasts, fires, floods, and to ward off evil spirits or 
enemies (Avedikian, 1983). Eastern cultures employed bells to create a sense of 
mysticism and their ringing tone has since been associated with the infinite (Durrick, 
1994).  
Biblical citations refer to bells of gold; in early Christianity, bells were used to 
locate grazing and missing animals, for funeral processions, and for swearing oaths upon 
(Durrick, 1994). Peasants were more fearful of falsely swearing on the bells than on the 
Bible (Parry, 1957). The early Christian church employed bells to perform cures and 
miracles (Parry, 1957). About 400 years after the death of Christ, the Bishop of 
Campania, Italy, decreed bells to be rung for announcing worship hours. Because of the 
bishop’s location in Campania, the science of bellringing was coined Campanology 
     




 In the tenth century, William the Conqueror instituted the practice of ringing a 
curfew bell, signaling the time to cover fires at dusk, which propelled the installation of 
bells in European and English churches (Parry, 1957). Ringing handbells to ward off 
demons was common in pre-Medieval funeral processions (Encyclopedia Britannica, 
Handbell), the most famous of which was recorded on the 11th century Bayeux Tapestry, 
depicting “the burial procession of Edward the Confessor, complete with bells” (Parry, 
1957, p. 16). 
Medieval bells were rung for varied reasons, such as a call to begin work 
(Avedikian, 1983). European peasants used handbells as fertility charms (Encyclopedia 
Britannica, Handbell) and Turks raised bells suspended on a staff to ring during long 
marches for marking time (Parry, 1957). Religious pilgrimages included the presence of 
handbells and employed the Sanctus bell during services (Avedikian). Handbells in the 
Middle Ages were also sounded to pronounce visitors such as pilgrims coming to town 
(Avedikian). 
Beginning in England during the tenth century (Encyclopedia Britannica, Change 
Ringing) and commonly practiced in the center of European towns by the 15th century, 
several coordinated people were needed to ring sets of five to 12 diatonic large tower 
bells (Avedikian, 1983) by pulling ropes attached to enormous bell wheels (Encyclopedia 
Britannica, Change Ringing). The bells ranged in weight from several hundred pounds to 
two tons (Encyclopedia Britannica, Change Ringing). Every bell was pealed, or swung, in 
a full circle of 360 degrees (Parry, 1957) within a numerical sequence rather than a 
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melodic pattern. The order of bell ringing changed at each pull of the rope, thus the 
practice became known as change ringing. Hours of tedious practice was required for 
change ringing, whose produced sounds were not always appreciated by the 
neighborhood residents (Avedikian, 1983). Using handbells tuned to the pitches of the 
tower bells provided a solution for practicing. Soon after, ringers began to form handbell 
bands, playing hymns and folk tunes which extended in range and included chromatic 
bells.  
The town crier in 16th century Europe used handbells to attract audiences (Parry, 
1957) for announcements of the time and events of the day (Avedikian, 1983). For the 
next few centuries, handbells were used frequently in connection to domestic needs. 
Postmen rang handbells to procure the attention of those with letters to mail, and 
dustmen, ragmen, and muffin men rang bells indicating pickups or deliveries as they 
traveled from door-to-door (Parry, 1957). Nocturnal watchmen on the lookout used 
handbells to warn of fire, rout thieves, make their presence known, and give assurance 
that all was well (Parry, 1957). 
In 1660, English brothers Robert and William Cor produced the first “modern” 
handbell (Avedikian, 1983). The first sets of contemporary handbells came from the 
Cor’s foundry, which was generated out of the demand for large handbell sets (Parry, 
1957). Nearly every village in England included its own band of handbell ringers, who 
played in a chamber music group manner in homes, gathering for musical and social 
pleasures (Avedikian, 1983). Known as handbell bands, these ensembles eventually 
performed at social events and concerts further from home (Avedikian, 1983).  
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By the late 19th century, the popular practice of handbell ringing reached its 
height in England (Parry, 1957). Many English bell foundries were established during 
this time to meet the public demand for handbell sets. Multiple octave sets of English 
handbells were exported to America, where they were mainly used in vaudeville troupes 
(Parry, 1957). William Peak Sr. founded his troupe in 1839, which toured the entire 
United States and was the first American handbell group to perform in Cuba (Parry, 
1957). Handbell bands such as the Campanologians (Parry, 1957) were especially 
popular on the eastern coast of the United States in the 1840s, playing at churches and 
fairs (Avedikian, 1983). American vaudeville troupe founder P.T. Barnum recruited the 
Lancashire Bell Ringers from England in 1847 to tour the United States (Parry, 1957). 
Billed as “The Swiss Bell Ringers,” this English group dressed in Swiss costume, grew 
long moustaches, and was forbidden to speak so their English accent remained 
undetected (Parry, 1957). Barnum’s insistence they appear to be “Swiss” ringers led to a 
misconception resulted that handbells were indigenous to Switzerland (Parry, 1957).  
After World War I, the English considered handbell ringing an out-of-date 
musical practice and the practice suffered a decline (Avedikian, 1983). America 
invigorated the fading English handbell tradition in the early 20th century (Avedikian, 
1983). After visiting England, American physician Dr. Arthur H. Nichols oversaw the 
rehanging of eight bells in Boston’s Old North Church and founded the “Old Colony 
Guild of Handbell Ringers” in order to train people to learn change ringing (Parry, 1957). 
On a subsequent trip abroad, his daughter Margaret Shurcliff became the first American 
to ring a complete peal in London. This achievement led to her admittance as the first 
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woman in the Ancient Society of College Youths, the most respected and oldest ringing 
society in England (Parry, 1957). In 1937, Margaret Shurcliff organized the New England 
Guild of Handbell Ringers for the purpose of “fraternizing, exchanging ideas and 
techniques, and for circulating manuscripts of music good for ringing” (Avedikian, 1983, 
p. 34).  
Over 100 handbell ensembles called ringing bands were established in the decade 
or so after 1940, due to interest in their inspirational and educational used from churches 
and schools (Parry, 1957). American handbell choirs have been well established in 
churches since the 1840s (Avedikian, 1983). In 1954, Shurcliff’s New England Guild 
became the American Guild of English Handbell Ringers, which in 2010 changed its 
name to the Handbell Musicians of America (Handbell Musicians of America, 2018). 
Today, the Handbell Musicians of America organization is recognized globally, 
representing approximately 100,000 international handbell musicians (Handbell 
Musicians of America, 2018). The mission of Handbell Musicians of America is to 
educate, promote the exchange of ideas relating to handbell ringing, and sponsor 
educational activities (Handbell Musicians of America, 2018). 
My Journey into Handbell Ringing 
Music has piqued my curiosity throughout my life. My parents taught me how to 
carefully use their record player to listen to their classical collection when I was three 
years old. The next year, my parents logically concluded since I could read English, I 
could learn to read music, and my piano lessons commenced. However, after several 
lonely years, I joined my middle school band as a flutist because I wanted to experience 
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playing music with others.  
My musical curiosity evolved as I continued playing flute in jazz, marching, and 
concert bands through high school. I began my professional training by playing as a 
flutist in orchestras and chamber music groups at the Interlochen Center for the Arts, 
Oberlin College, the Peabody Conservatory of Music of John Hopkins University, and 
the Aspen Music Festival. As a pianist and organist, I became the music director at 
several churches, conducting and performing with adult choirs.    
Despite my participation in these various musical groups surrounded by many 
other musicians, I felt alone. Rehearsing was not a particularly collective experience. For 
example, in orchestra, I came to rehearsal prepared with my pre-studied flute part, 
playing it next to others who had done the same. In large ensembles, talking to my 
neighbor musicians was barely tolerated by conductors who made all interpretive 
decisions. I did not work closely with fellow players; I merely sat quietly and played my 
part, following the directions of the conductor. Any enjoyment I felt derived from 
mastering the literature, instead of from interactions with other musicians. 
It was not until I played in a handbell ensemble as a doctoral student that I 
experienced what I sought 30 years prior by joining my middle school band: the 
connective process of working together with fellow musicians. In the handbell ensemble, 
I realized the interdependent connection between players was the crucial missing element 
in my previous musical groups. Each ringer was important and necessary for the 
ensemble to function since there was only one person assigned to specific notes. Because 
each musician was solely responsible for their certain notes, the conductor encouraged 
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ringers to solve problems by continuously communicating amongst themselves. Even 
more astounding to me, unlike orchestral, choir, or band rehearsals of my past, ringers’ 
input during rehearsals was accepted and blended with ideas of the conductor. This was 
truly a joint effort to produce music. I thoroughly enjoyed this process during rehearsals 
through performances. When I experienced ringing in the handbell ensemble, I finally felt 
a togetherness because players functioned as a team.  
As a Doctoral student considering dissertation topics, my handbell ensemble 
experience inspired me to explore teamwork. In my research, etymological analyses led 
me to learn that linking the words “team” and “work” became “teamwork,” which in 
1828 meant “work done by a team of horses, oxen, etc.” (Etymonline.com, n.d.-b, 
Teamwork). By 1909 “teamwork” was extended and used (Etymonline.com, n.d.-b, 
Teamwork) as it is known in modern English, meaning “people working in concert” 
(Xyrichis & Ream, 2008, p. 235). Learning the historical origins of these words enabled 
me to combine the idea of a team of people and pulling together, which reminded me of 
how I felt when playing in the handbell ensemble.  
My innate curiosity about music continues. I have come to appreciate my 
handbell ensemble experience for expanding my musical knowledge of percussion 
instruments and as an exemplar of ensemble teamwork. It was in a handbell group, after 
many years playing with bands, orchestras, and choirs, that I could live my ideal music 
ensemble experience: the teamwork of people striving together, “working in concert” 
(Xyrichis & Ream, 2008, p. 235). I am grateful for being a contributing member of the 
handbell ensemble team, in which I feel a togetherness between musicians, at last. 
     




Overview of the Study 
The bells in themselves may be elegant 
You ring amidst laughter and merriment 
The very best part 
Of bells is the heart-  
The PEOPLE are really the instrument!                    
(McChesney, 2011, p. 74)  
Music is “primarily a communal activity” (Higgins, 2012, p. 176) and can provide 
a sense of belonging for individuals in a group. Many adults participate in community 
music activities to satisfy this social need (Belz, 1994; Coffin, 2005; Darrough, 1990; 
Durrick, 1994; McDonald, 1993; Rohwer, 2015) and to continue to learn (Kinney, 2010; 
McDonald, 1993; Rybak, 1995). Adult music activities are abundant in the US (Mark, 
1996) where community music groups flourish (Leglar & Smith, 2010), such as handbell 
ensembles which include musicians who ring. Over 7,000 directors lead handbell 
ensembles and associate with a national organization dedicated to participants, the 
Handbell Musicians of America (HMA) (HMA website, FAQ, 2020). However, 
researchers have scarcely investigated handbell ensembles. Scholarly documentation 
regarding handbell ensembles is difficult to find (Strepka, 2017), as they are not 
considered typical ensembles used in music education.  
Belonging to a handbell ensemble is a distinctive musical experience because the 
ensemble serves as a single instrument collaboratively played by multiple people. An 
individual ringer is an entire section and must cover their part independently. Ringers 
“have a much higher level of accountability” (Lamb, 2015, p. 174) than instrumental 
musicians comprised of a larger section (Lamb), such as orchestral violinists. Unlike a 
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single orchestral violinist who duplicates the same line of music with surrounding players 
in their section, an individual handbell ringer is “a section unto themselves and must 
stand on their own” (p. 169). In the handbell choir, similar to individual musicians in 
barbershop quartets or string quartets, there are no musicians “performing the same part 
of the music” (p. 174). Each ringer, responsible for only a few notes, must collaborate 
with other ringers, weaving their own distinctive part between the others (Faris, 1978; 
Lamb, 2015; Strepka, 2017) in order to produce a melody or chord. This interdependence 
creates an exclusive ensemble dynamic, heightening an individual’s sense of connection 
and belonging.  
Individuals in a handbell ensemble have a particular musical and educational 
interdependence because they work as a team, pursuing common goals (Khalil et al., 
2017). Knowledge exchanges within the ensemble occur frequently, as ringers have 
acquired most skills by learning directly from fellow members rather than from outside 
training or their music director. An organization’s success largely depends upon 
individuals who hold core knowledge (Figge, 2018; Vashidi et al., 2013) and learning in 
the handbell ensemble is characteristic of learning in a small group, driven by social 
interaction between participants (Khalil et al., 2017). This type of learning develops 
knowledge exchanges and shared group knowledge, or team cognition (Khalil et al., 
2017); individuals cannot acquire it by reading or hearing a lecture, as it is fundamentally 
a participatory and social process.  
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Intentions of The Study  
In group dynamic studies, researchers have stressed the importance of social 
interactions between group members on the learning process (Morrison, 2002). Research 
on collaborations in music ensembles is plentiful. Areas of study include student 
collaboration in chamber music (Berg, 1997; Zorn, 1969) and collaborative rehearsal 
strategies (Harrington, 2016; Oosthuizen, 2014). Peer mentoring as a learning technique 
has been researched in school general music programs (Caslor & Belgrave, 2018; Darrow 
et al., 2005; Parker et al., 2018; Sheldon, 2001;), piano lab (Foster, 2014), and ensembles 
(Berg, 2000; Fay, 2013; Fodor, 1998; Gelb, 2010; Goodrich, 2007; Herbert, 2005; 
Johnson, 2011; Koenig, 2011; Scruggs, 2008; Smith et al., 2018; Webb, 2015). However, 
these researchers did not specify music ensembles as performing teams.  
Previous research on teamwork explored experiences and interactions in music 
ensembles, such as teamwork interactions in a chamber choir (Kirrane et al., 2017), team 
performance in performing arts ensembles (Rouse & Rouse, 2004), individual learning 
from participation in musical group performances (Sawyer, 2008), and communication 
used by members of a professional string quartet (Seddon & Biasutti, 2009) or chamber 
music ensembles (Volpe et al., 2016). Yet, these teamwork researchers excluded learning 
experiences within a team and used an outsider’s viewpoint.  With the exceptions of 
research on non-classical music performing groups such as Smith and Gillet (2015) and 
Wilson and MacDonald (2016), few studies account for performing musicians’ 
perspectives from the inside of the ensemble. 
In this study, I illustrate the collaborative learning experience in an interdependent 
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team from an inside perspective; for several years I have been a participant in the 
Campana Ringers (a handbell ensemble associated with a church in the western United 
States). Amid direct relationships with my fellow ringers, I gained insights on how this 
ensemble functioned as a whole and ways in which learning occurred through multiple 
dispensers of knowledge. I aimed to fully highlight learning practices through 
interdependent teamwork and to create a multidimensional understanding of the handbell 
ensemble.  
Research Perspective 
Scotland (2012) stated, “It is impossible to engage in any form of research 
without committing to ontological and epistemological positions” (p. 10). Hence, I define 
my research paradigm using a philosophical ontology suggesting there is no single 
reality, and an epistemology based in the created reality of constructionism (Crotty, 
1998). My theoretical perspective centers in interpretivism and further explores reality 
through the sociological theory of symbolic interactionism (Crotty, 1998). 
Background of the Problem 
A Handbell Performing Team  
The Campana Ringers handbell ensemble shares common aspects of teams, in that 
it is formed to complete a specific project and members are selected based on ability 
(Smith & McKeen, 2004). A project leader with expertise and experience (Armstead et 
al., 2016) manages the ensemble (Smith & McKeen, 2004). In the Campana Ringers, 
players serve the needs of the church performing for certain annual services and events. 
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Lynn1 leads and conducts the group, as an expert handbell ringer with over 30 years of 
directing experience. Members of the Campana Ringers are Lynn’s most skilled players, 
and she assigns them to bell positions based on their capability. Similar to many teams, 
ensemble members also employ high levels of collaboration (Armstead et al., 2016), 
deliver value in the result of their products (Smith & McKeen, 2004), use shared mental 
models, are mutually accountable (Armstead et al., 2016), and sustain interactions over 
time (Gold, 2005). 
The handbell ensemble is an example of that which Sundstrom (1999) defined as 
an action/performing team, conducting “complex, time-limited engagements with 
audiences in performance events for which teams maintain specialized, collective skill” 
(p. 20). Action and performing teams execute performance tasks (Borrill & West, 2005) 
that highlight members’ collaboration (Rouse & Rouse, 2004) while striving for 
flawlessness (Ishak & Ballard, 2012). Their actions result in a “group product” (Rouse & 
Rouse, 2004, p. 614). Since action and performing teams are subjectively evaluated by an 
audience, they maintain a strong inward focus (Ishak & Ballard). From this point forward 
in this dissertation, I use the term “performing teams” in reference to Sundstrom’s 
definition of action/performing teams. Within this definition, the handbell ensemble can 
be an example of a performing team, as can an orchestra or choir.   
Handbell Learning 
Learning to ring is a communal experience occurring during handbell ensemble 
rehearsals. Similar to popular music instrumentalists such as rock and roll guitarists and 
 
1	All participant names in this study are pseudonyms.	
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drummers, bell ringers have a limited connection to learning within traditional public 
music education programs. Although some handbell ensembles exist in public schools, 
they are generally known by word of mouth (A. Robinson, personal communication, May 
18, 2020). Handbell ensembles are not recognized as public school music performing 
groups such as concert bands, modern bands, orchestras, and choirs by the National 
Association for Music Education (NAfME), an organization providing educational 
learning standards through the National Coalition for Core Arts Standards (NCCAS) 
(NAfME, 2020). Neither NAfME (B. McAloon, personal communication, May 17, 2018) 
nor the Handbell Musicians of America (HMA) (M. Clayatt-Larson, personal 
communication, April 2, 2020) track or maintain data on public school handbell ensemble 
programs. Due to this exclusion from most public school instrumental programs, 
scholarly research on school handbell ensembles is scarce, and the educational experience 
of handbell ringers is undocumented. Based on a lack of research on unique handbell 
rehearsal dynamics, scholars possess little understanding of learning within bell 
ensembles.  
Handbell Ensemble Co-Mentorship 
Group learning in the handbell ensemble occurs through director-provided 
teaching and through the practice of co-mentoring (sometimes referred to as comentoring 
in the literature). The origin of the term “mentoring” stems from ancient Greek 
mythology. Before Odysseus left to fight in the Trojan War, he asked his friend Mentor 
to take responsibility for educating his son. Since then, “mentor” has become the term to 
refer to someone who guides a less experienced person (Mizener, 2015) or when one 
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individual serves as a trusted counselor or teacher for the other (Bona et al, 1995). When 
group members provide supportive assistance to one another, they engage in co-
mentoring (Lick, 2002). Co-mentorship occurs when individuals or groups participate in 
“reciprocal teaching and learning and transform power structures to honor egalitarianism” 
(Mullen, 2005, p. 25). Bona et al. (1995) described the co-mentoring configuration:  
Placing the “co” before “mentoring” reconstructs the relationship as 
nonhierarchical; “co” makes mentoring reciprocal and mutual. This reciprocity 
means that over time the mentee and mentor roles may shift; no one is stuck in 
one or the other for the duration of the relationship. (p. 5) 
In co-mentoring, each individual counts (Lick, 2002), as every person has something to 
teach and to learn (Bona et al., 1995), thereby expanding individual and group 
understanding (Lick, 2002). A co-mentoring structure preserves fundamental mentoring 
elements of counseling, modeling, and teaching, which allows mentor/mentee 
responsibilities to be shared by several individuals (Bona et al., 1995; Gramm, 2021).  
Co-mentoring is an important element of teamwork in the handbell ensemble 
because of its interdependent structure. In the handbell ensemble, a group of people aim 
to play as one instrument, hence they strive for high degrees of collaboration in their 
group experiences, including learning. Members of a co-mentoring group share the work 
of learning (Bona et al., 1995). Co-mentoring, practiced in handbell ensembles, is an 
alternative to learning environments in which the teacher possesses all authority and 
direction (Bona et al., 1995). A teacher is not a singular person responsible for creating 
learning and improvement because learning is co-created by all group members (Bona et 
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al., 1995). Individuals empower themselves as they acknowledge their own valuable and 
needed insights (Bona et al., 1995). This distribution of learning responsibility creates an 
atmosphere for acquiring knowledge wherein individuals maintain equal authority.  
Framing of the Problem 
Team Structure 
A team is a group of individuals assigned to specific roles while interacting 
dynamically, interdependently, and adaptively toward a common goal (Salas et al., 1992).  
Five core competencies of effective teams were presented as a theory of teamwork by 
Salas et al. (2005): team leadership, mutual performance monitoring, backup behavior, 
adaptability, and team orientation. In this “Big Five” theory of teamwork, 
interdependence is the essence of the group because members need to collaborate 
throughout all aspects of the team task (Salas et al., 2005). Interdependence is significant, 
as it increases a sense of responsibility for the members and their motivation to perform 
teamwork behaviors (Salas et al., 2005).  
General Team Learning and Knowledge 
Functioning as the team’s central nervous system, the leader presents their own 
ability and provides expertise to team members (Borrill & West, 2005), motivating them 
to learn. The leader conveys task expertise “through monitoring, feedback, and coaching” 
(p. 149), facilitating the team as they work toward their goals. Another way a leader 
enables team learning is through team training. In order to maintain team ability levels, 
the leader may implement training to ensure successful teamwork (Rouse & Rouse, 
2004), quality team processes, and performance outcomes (Salas et al. 2008). As a result 
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of the leader’s assessment of individual skill levels, a member may receive special 
training (De La Torre-Ruiz et al., 2011). For successful performance results, members 
may use training to develop teamwork knowledge, skills, and abilities beyond 
requirements of their specified roles (Gold, 2005).  
Collective knowledge is the sum of bits of knowledge possessed by individuals 
(Figge, 2018), which must become a shared understanding in successful teams. Although 
they join the team as an individual, members are expected to share common knowledge 
for the good of the group (Galvin et al., 2005). In the handbell ensemble, ringers 
temporarily take a leadership role as they distribute knowledge through co-mentoring. 
Individuals with advanced experience provide the opportunity for a team to draw from an 
expansive pool of knowledge (Figge, 2018). However, to connect the dispersed 
knowledge required for task completion, multiple individuals must “come together, share 
their knowledge, and jointly make use of it” (Figge, 2018, p. 1). 
All teams require a mental model: shared group knowledge (Galvin et al., 2005) 
that allows members to act before discussing their actions with others because they 
“know” (Galvin et al., 2005, p. 4) what is expected. Problem solving, as viewed through 
the Big Five theory of teamwork, can be facilitated by leaders through shared mental 
models and team performance expectations (Salas et al., 2005). Additionally, team 
leaders can enable interdependent action through the Big Five theory by creating and 
sustaining accurate shared mental models and by providing skill development 
opportunities (Salas et al., 2005). 
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Contributions to Conflict 
Unfulfilled Responsibility  
Training is valuable to individuals in performing groups as it aims to enhance 
“knowledge, skills, processes, and performance” (Driskell et al., 2018, p. 341). 
Unfortunately, leader-provided training is irregular and likely to “come and go” (Rouse 
& Rouse, 2004, p. 614), particularly during times of personnel changes. Performing arts 
organizations commonly omit training in team skills (Rouse & Rouse, 2004). 
It is unknown how the collaborative learning of ringers occurs through teamwork 
in the handbell ensemble. The conductor does not provide consistent team training to all 
members, hence handbell ringers share responsibility for learning through their process of 
acquiring, developing, maintaining, and sharing knowledge. Consequently, a ringer may 
acquire handbell skills and learn through other ringers’ interdependent teamwork as well 
as social collaborative experiences, which are common interactions in teams (Vashidi et 
al., 2013). Interdependent teams comprise members who “depend on one another” (Salas 
et al, 2005, p. 571) for task completion and “collaborate through all aspects of the task” 
(p. 572). Additionally, an interdependent team such as a handbell ensemble must 
collaboratively exchange that which Salas et al. (2005) described as mental models: 
individual perceptions of team purpose, expectations, response patterns, and member 
roles. Creating mental models or a shared understanding between team members, a 
responsibility of the team leader, requires individuals to coordinate learning activities that 
ensure the acquisition of all relevant knowledge.  
Unless a leader oversees and coordinates all team learning, members may not 
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acquire similar knowledge (Figge, 2018). Various individuals may perceive information 
differently from that provided by the director versus from fellow ensemble members. In 
the handbell ensemble, ringers frequently acquire knowledge from two sources: their 
director and their own process of group learning. Group learning is an informal 
experience of mentoring wherein the team acts as a mentor in helping all members 
develop knowledge and skills toward a common goal (Mullen, 2005). Information 
simultaneously originating from the director and between multiple ringers can create a 
dynamic in which ringers have unequal shared knowledge. Multiple voices of authority 
produce perplexing learning environments, as ringers must interpret multiple instructions 
and choose which to follow. Players require shared knowledge in order to anticipate 
fellow ringers’ actions; otherwise, team members may head toward different goals (Salas 
et al., 2005). Collectively oriented teams perform more effectively using shared 
resources, such as communication and feedback (Priest et al., 2002). However, without 
all team members clearly implementing directions from director-initiated knowledge 
exchanges, the group is unlikely to achieve a collective understanding.   
Due to their high exposure to unexpected events and reliance on team 
performance, music ensembles are resilient teams, able to adapt to external perturbations 
and to anticipate future events (Glowinski et al., 2016). However, inaccurate mental 
models can inhibit group performance (Boles, 1999) and reduce resilience. Ineffective 
performance is caused by a lack of team coordination, which can manifest in ensembles 
as a group-level emergent phenomenon, such as a period of asynchrony, mismatched 
dynamic levels, or unclear phrasing (Bishop & Goebl, 2020). To correct these mistakes, 
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the director shifts attentional cognitive resources to enhance team efforts, becoming the 
pivot of the task in order to move single musicians to coordinate as a flexible team 
(Glowinski et al., 2016). Flexibility can contribute toward a team’s overall degree of 
adaptability, a component of the Big Five teamwork theory, necessary for successful 
teams.  
If the team’s shared understanding of appropriate reactions during a perturbation 
is unclear, corrections may become impossible. The ability to learn is a crucial feature of 
a resilient team (Glowinski et al., 2016). A lack of training can decrease team accuracy 
(Vashidi et al., 2013), reducing opportunities to learn and share the group’s mental 
models (Boles, 1999). Training and development of cognitive resource/attentional 
processes are needed for teams in order to develop resilience (Glowinski et al., 2016). 
Greater team resilience increases their level of adaptability, which can increase through 
training, thereby contributing to a team’s potential for success (Glowinski et al., 2016).  
Reversed Roles 
The unique importance of individual ringers in the handbell ensemble influences 
its leadership roles. The ensemble maintains a traditional Western ensemble design, akin 
to an orchestral setting in which the conductor dispenses knowledge. However, although 
handbell ensembles employ a director, “helping, and even teaching, the person next to 
you is a common occurrence” (Strepka, 2017, p. 139) between group members. Through 
common experiential knowledge, ringers recognize collaborative learning often occurs 
among team members who learn more from their peers than from the director. Therefore, 
these individuals maintain power of knowledge and at times may not share their 
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knowledge with all other group members to create a shared understanding. Frequently, 
team members’ roles can change (Salas et al., 2005) and are distributed so “more than 
one or all team members take on leadership roles at various points in the team’s 
activities” (Borrill & West, 2005, p. 150). Instead of one overseeing mind who 
coordinates team members, a collective collaboration can emerge (Figge, 2018).  
Multiple voices of authority distributing knowledge in the handbell ensemble 
affects its learning. A significant body of research on mentorship exists in education, 
management, and vocational fields (Goodrich, 2018). Mentoring studies in K-12 music 
education have focused on a branch of co-mentoring called peer mentoring in which 
teachers purposefully set up, implement, and maintain mentoring (Goodrich, 2018). 
This study investigates how ringers share and acquire knowledge among one 
another through teamwork. The possible role and use of mental models and co-mentoring 
in facilitating learning and teamwork are included. By looking into group learning in the 
handbell ensemble, I gained knowledge on how ringers acquire knowledge and learn in 
this musical performing team. 
Statement of the Problem 
In conclusion, the design and operation of a handbell ensemble are different from 
some Western music ensembles. Interdependence is a key characteristic of the ensemble, 
although the ways in which interdependent learning occurs and affects the group is 
unknown. In order to grasp how handbell ringers acquire knowledge, one must 
understand their interdependent nature of learning, exploring how the ensemble includes 
and incorporates team learning practices and the use of mental models. However, 
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scholars and music educators know little about the experience of learning through 
interdependent teamwork within a handbell ensemble.  
Purpose Statement 
The purpose of this study is to better understand how handbell ringers operate 
interdependently and acquire knowledge through fundamental elements of teamwork.  
Research Questions 
By conducting this study as a participant in a handbell ensemble, I aim to answer 
the following questions: 
1. How, if at all, do interdependent team interactions of team leadership, mutual 
performance monitoring, backup behavior, adaptability, and/or team orientation 
contribute to the function of and learning within this handbell ensemble? 
  2. How, if at all, do interdependent team interactions of shared mental models, 
closed-loop communication, and/or mutual trust contribute to the function of and learning 
within this handbell ensemble? 
Rationale 
Performing Team Learning 
In the modern world, the use of teams has become a “way of life” (Salas et al., 
2008, p. 540). Throughout recent decades, interest in team research has reached a golden 
age (Salas, et al., 2005), with the majority focused on business and operational teams 
(Rouse & Rouse, 2004). Since that time, scholars showed roots of cognitive psychology 
in the development of the team cognition movement, with special interest on how group 
members share information (Salas & Fiore, 2004). However, scholars have commonly 
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excluded extensive research on performing arts teams (Rouse & Rouse, 2004). Therefore, 
detailed knowledge on the internal learning of performing teams is generally unknown. 
A Study of Performing Team Learning. Scholars have vastly under-researched 
(Kirrane et al., 2017) and minimally studied performing teams (Rouse & Rouse, 2004). In 
the few studies based in teamwork theory which viewed ensembles as musical 
performing teams, researchers explored orchestral leadership (Kirrane et al., 2017); hence 
the concentration turned toward the conductor as team leader. These studies of leadership 
in musical performing teams evaded musicians’ learning; consequently, musical 
performing team learning is unknown. Yet, understanding how performing team 
musicians learn is important because the quality of team function deeply depends on the 
knowledge of each individual (Figge, 2018). The responsibility for an ensemble’s success 
lies in its team members (Galvin et al., 2005) who must interact to determine “who 
knows what” (Figge, 2018, p. 60).  
Because the majority of team research has not focused on Sundstom’s definition 
of performing teams (Nielsen et al., 2005), internal learning of musical teams generally is 
unknown. By examining the collaborative learning of handbell players, a scholar may 
expose understandings about the inner workings of performing teams. My study may 
provide insight into knowledge acquisition within a performing team. 
Mental Models 
The director of a handbell ensemble acts as the leader of the group and assumes 
the primary responsibility of coordinating ringers while they play together. The 
secondary job of the handbell ensemble director is to lead by providing group 
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information to ringers. Because co-mentoring occurs between ringers, a certain amount of 
leadership in the form of information sharing also derives from group members (Green, 
2008). In these instances, leadership is distributed, meaning the leadership role can be 
shared, fulfilled through an informally rotating position, or occupied for a few minutes by 
one person, followed by another (Green, 2008). As the team leader, the ensemble director 
creates and maintains accurate mental models (Salas et al., 2005), enabling members to 
act without consulting others because they understand what is expected (Galvin et al., 
2005).  
The interdependent nature of the handbell ensemble creates a paramount need for 
shared team cognition. Often members learn this through team mental models, an 
invisible understanding (Mohammed et al., 2010) of the team’s roles, task, teammates, 
and interaction patterns (Smith-Jentsch et al., 2008). “A person constructs a mental model 
with a specific intention, i.e., to ‘map’ the environment” (Held et al., 2006, p. 87). These 
models are not images, but they are likened to diagrams (Held et al., 2006) or tools used 
in order to arrive at solutions (Hemforth & Konieczny, 2006). Mental models help group 
members know which tasks need to be completed and how to cooperate to achieve 
completion (Braun et al., 2015). 
Mental Models in Teams. Kenneth Craik created the mental model concept in 
1943 which became popular with cognitive scientists in the 1970s (Johnson-Laird, 2004). 
Described as a “small-scale model of external reality and possible actions” (Johnson-
Laird, 2004, p. 179), Craik produced abundant empirical studies on the implementation of 
mental models in psychology during the 1990s (Canonne & Aucouturier, 2016). In 2005, 
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the Big Five teamwork theory (Salas et al., 2005) included mental models as a 
coordinating mechanism. Today in cognitive science and psychology, mental models play 
a key role (Held et al., 2006). We now believe mental models are constructed not only by 
experience in environments but also when environments are merely mentioned or 
imagined (Held et al., 2006).  
Mental models have not been specifically studied in music performance teams, 
although researchers have outlined mental models in team cognition studies for the past 
15 years (Canonne & Aucouturier, 2016) featuring topics from causal reasoning to 
constructing arguments (Johnson-Laird, 2004). In music ensemble studies, most 
researchers have investigated participants’ simultaneous actions (Wollner, 2020) or 
shared understanding (Bishop, 2018; Bishop & Goebl, 2020; Ng, 2019; Pras et al., 2017).  
The ensemble researchers found musical characteristics not dependent upon explicit 
verbal knowledge (Wollner, 2020), coordination to be easier when less uncertainty 
existed among musicians (Bishop & Goebl, 2020), and a fully shared understanding was 
not needed for jazz improvisation (Pras et al., 2017). Canonne and Aucouturier (2016) 
analyzed the presence of shared mental models among collective free improvising 
musicians. These researchers indicated musicians who performed together interpreted 
musical excerpts similarly (Bishop, 2018), and an overlap of ideas could provide for 
complemented musical contributions (Canonne & Aucouturier, 2016). An identical 
interpretation was unnecessary (Bishop & Goebl, 2020). Gaining a sense of handbell 
ringers’ mental models could help determine their effect on the overall coordination and 
performance level of the ensemble. Additionally, researchers could learn whether 
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identical mental models are necessary or whether a shared understanding is sufficient 
between players. 
Mental Models in Connection to the Study. Researchers use the mental model 
as a theoretical concept from the Big Five theory (Salas et al., 2005) to capture the overall 
cognitive coordination and operation of effective teams (Mohammed et al., 2010). 
Teamwork by definition involves collaboration; through effective teamwork and training, 
a shared understanding of a task is developed (Fiore & Schooler, 2004). Ultimately, team 
performance is reflective of the level of understanding shared by a team concerning their 
task (Fiore & Schooler, 2004), including shared mental models. Group members who 
implemented shared mental models experienced a positive effect on team processes 
(Mohammed et al., 2010), as participants behaved more efficiently, experienced less 
conflict (Hinsz, 2004), and achieved higher performance levels (Mohammed et al., 2010).  
Individual handbell ensemble members intend to play as one instrument and, thus, may 
share mental models within the group. However, this possibility is unconfirmed because 
the way in which learning occurs within this performing team is unknown. Most studies 
have excluded research on mental models in music ensembles, but Canonne and 
Aucouturier (2016) found players with similar mental models shared a musical 
familiarity and similar thoughts.  
The presence of mental models has not been studied in musical performance 
teams. By researching the handbell team, my study may add comparable knowledge 
about mental models to the field, as well as aspects of collaborative learning and how 
group interaction contributes to individual learning in the ensemble (Sawyer, 2008). 
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This study can contribute to the general knowledge of mental models related to musical 
ensembles in teamwork theory. By investigating shared mental models, my study may 
expose insights into shared understanding and learning within the handbell ensemble, 
exploring cognition between participants to determine how and what concepts ringers 
learn and share. Research in this area may lead to a more comprehensive understanding, 
particularly for music educators, of the role of mental models in a musical performing 
team. Findings may benefit music educators and musicians who desire to work as a team. 
Group Learning and Co-Mentoring 
Group Learning. As individuals engage together in activities, their learning 
gradually emerges into a shared understanding (Kennedy, 2020). Meals (2016) found 
practices of social learning particularly applicable within ensemble music. Similarly, 
Hager (2014) not only showed study results supplementing the idea that groups and 
teams, such as orchestras, were capable of learning but in addition, group learning was 
vital to understanding informal learning. Considering the key bases for learning stem 
from social interactions (Billett, 2002), group learning is particularly relevant in the 
handbell ensemble, due to its interdependent structure which lends itself to interaction 
between ringers. 
Co-Mentoring. Over the past two decades, research has emerged on student-
centered methods of music teaching and learning (Webb, 2015). Researchers have also 
studied how music students learn from one another in mentoring roles (Goodrich, 2018). 
An informal mentoring practice known as co-mentoring took place between ringers in the 
handbell ensemble. Teachers and students who co-mentor value individual participation 
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(Bona et al., 1995) and believe individual work is enhanced by sharing, an insight of 
common-sense wisdom that “the whole is greater than its parts” (p. 9). Due to this 
collective viewpoint of celebrating individual contributions, effective co-mentoring 
groups perform as capable teams (Lick, 2002).  
A Study of Handbell Ensemble Learning 
Group learning is a crucial part of the interdependent teamwork within the 
handbell ensemble. Individuals in the ensemble, who are solely responsible for their 
particular notes, affect the overall sound of the group (Koenig, 2011). Each player can 
produce only a few notes, so a single player cannot determine which notes are melodic or 
harmonic without hearing the other parts along with their own. The entire group is 
needed in order to play a full melody or harmonic progression. Therefore, individuals in 
the ensemble must conclude how their parts blend with others by learning together “in 
situ” (Hager & Johnsson, 2009, p. 107). However, it is unknown how group interactions 
contribute to learning in the handbell ensemble. 
In a study of orchestral musicians, researchers Hager and Johnsson (2009) 
described group learning as a distinctive feature of musicians’ lives. The authors also 
illustrated examples of “inherently tacit” learning (p. 113) and the importance of 
musicians’ abilities to participate in group learning and to adapt in situations (Hager & 
Johnsson, 2009). Interviewed musicians spoke of being able to learn only “on-the-job” 
(p. 108). In this type of practice-based learning, “consequence of cues, signals, responses, 
choices for actions and acts” (Hager, 2014, p. 590) could not be predetermined. Hager 
(2014) concluded the ways groups learn in practice were “much more holistic, 
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indeterminate, emergent, relational and dynamic than traditional understandings of 
learning would suggest” (p. 591).  
Comparable studies on handbell ensemble musicians have not yet been 
conducted. Through the results of my study, I may be able to shed light on collaborative 
learning practices of handbell ringers, interdependent learning within a performing team, 
and how group interactions contribute to learning. This new knowledge may inform the 
practice of handbell ringing, and enhance student learning in other musical ensembles. 
Specifically, through the social learning practice of co-mentoring, the shift of 
focus away from the podium as the sole source of musical decision making creates a 
more democratized learning environment and provides musicians with a larger sense of 
ownership in the learning process (Shirley, 2004). The handbell ensemble employs this 
more democratized approach of co-mentoring, as responsibilities for rehearsing and 
making musical decisions are shared (Webb, 2015) between ringers and the director. 
Benefits of co-mentoring include an overall team disposition. Students who co-mentored 
each other were found to have a “greater influence upon their peer’s learning process than 
their teacher” (Goodrich et al., 2014, p. 2). In the performing arts, the allowance of 
greater student input helped students to feel they possessed more ownership when playing 
in an ensemble (Goodrich, 2014). 
My study may provide a unique learning perspective within a musical group in 
which one director leads all musicians. Customarily, an ensemble structure of 
conductor/musicians involves a learning environment in which the instructor is a 
knowledge transmitter and the student is a knowledge receiver (Shirley, 2004). A study 
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of the handbell ensemble may help handbell practitioners gain an understanding of how 
social interactions of co-mentoring effect group learning. Exploring the knowledge 
acquisition of ringers in the handbell ensemble could inform the practice of handbell 
ringing by specifying the ways in which group interactions contribute to learning. Results 
from this study may also inform directors of other types of music ensembles. If teachers 
better understood the benefits of using student-centered mentoring techniques similar to 
co-mentoring used between handbell ringers, they may choose to apply these 
instructional practices in their ensembles (Goodrich, 2018). Further, co-mentoring may 
be a way to engage students in the learning process, motivating them to take greater 
responsibility for their own learning. Music directors may benefit from this knowledge 
and choose to implement co-mentoring in their own ensemble practices to create a more 
engaging experience for their instrumentalists. 
  
     




Theoretical and Empirical Review of Literature 
Overview 
The purpose of my study was to better understand the interdependent function and 
knowledge acquisition of ringers in a handbell ensemble. The greatest body of material 
on handbell education does not exist in scholarly literature such as dissertations, peer 
reviewed articles, and book chapters, but in trade journals. Perhaps the best known of 
these journals is Overtones, first published in 1955 by the American Guild of English 
Handbell Ringers, today known as Handbell Musicians of America (Handbell Musicians 
of America, 2020). Other trade sources on handbell ringing include journals such as 
Handbells, published quarterly by LifeWay Christian Resources (LifeWay Christian 
Resources, 2020). Because these journals are not considered scholarly, these types of 
sources have been excluded from this literature review. 
   In the first section of this chapter, I review theoretical literature on the Big Five 
theory of teamwork, which served as the basis of the research questions, data analysis, 
and findings of this study. In the empirical literature, I selectively included studies within 
the field of music education highlighting group learning within ensembles. Within these 
parameters, the following review of literature identifies, in the following order: the 
theoretical framework, collaborative learning in ensembles, established findings on the 
handbell ensemble, performing teams, and co-mentoring in music ensembles.  
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Theoretical Framework  
Teams are used in countless fields, seen in a variety of forms, and have become a 
modern approach for organizations to confront complex and difficult tasks (Salas et al., 
2008). Prior to 2005, scholars understood the processes that could predict an effective 
team, such as self-management skills and team strategies to perform tasks, but were 
unable to identify how they ensured success (Salas et al., 2005). Salas et al. (2005) 
claimed teams were not only required to effectively complete taskwork, “e.g., 
interactions with tasks, tools, machines, and systems” (p. 562). Additionally, teamwork 
was needed in order for teams to avoid failing altogether or never reaching their full 
potential (Salas et al., 2005). Preceding the development of the Big Five (Salas et al., 
2005) theoretical framework, Salas et al. (2005) studied models of team effectiveness and 
concluded those models failed to provide a specific definition of teamwork. Employing 
20 years of studies on team effectiveness, Salas et al. (2005) identified a thematic 
analysis of variables most commonly discussed to have the greatest effect on team 
performance. The following five teamwork dimensions became the core components 
known as the Big Five (Salas et al., 2005): 
• Team leadership 
• Mutual performance monitoring 
• Backup behavior 
• Adaptability 
• Team orientation 
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Salas et al. (2005) presented these five core components of successful teamwork 
as universal components relevant to all teams in any occupation, project, or environment. 
Subsequent to the publication of the Big Five theoretical framework in 2005, researchers 
in the United States applied the theory to the field of medicine in studies of emergency 
practices (Fernandez et al., 2008), patient safety in healthcare (Battles & King, 2010), and 
the hospital as an organization (O’Leary et al., 2012). Canadian researchers also 
implemented it for a general study of healthcare (Kaba et al., 2016). The Big Five theory 
was used for an analysis of teamwork in healthcare settings (Lavelle et al., 2020), and 
“adopted for the development of an instrument known as the Nursing Teamwork Survey 
(NTS) to measure the level of nursing teamwork” (Goh et al., 2020, p. 3803) in studies 
conducted by Anderson et al. (2019) in England, Eskici and Baykal (2020) in Turkey, 
and Goh et al., (2020) in Singapore. The Big Five model served as the basis of the 
“Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality’s Team Strategies & Tools to Enhance 
Performance & Patient Safety (Team-STEPPS) program” (Paige et al., 2020, p. 2). Its 
components were additionally used in team training for health care providers (Dirks, 
2019) and cited in the professional education of physicians (Leary et al., 2020). 
Use of the Big Five teamwork theory also extends to other subjects and countries, 
such as systems engineering (Stanton et al., 2008) and fratricide (Rafferty et al., 2010) in 
the United Kingdom, use of enterprise systems in Chinese firms (Jiang et al., 2019), 
software development in Norway (Dingsoyr & Dyba, 2012), and the organizational 
politics of banking in Pakistan (Butt et al., 2013). Researchers also included the Big Five 
theory in research proposals on high technology performance software in the Netherlands 
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(Weimar et al., 2013) and synchronous chat technology in Singapore (Koh et al., 2014). 
The Big Five theory of teamwork has also appeared in military research on the teamwork 
of Swedish fighter pilots (Ohlander et al., 2020) and submarine command and control in 
the United Kingdom (Webster et al., 2020). The core elements from the Big Five theory 
were used to better understand how the distribution of teamwork elements could support 
performance (Stanton et al., 2008). Researchers also learned how problems in teamwork 
led to fratricide (Rafferty et al., 2010) and ways in which teamwork was performed 
(Ohlander, 2019). After member education on the Big Five, the measurement of 
teamwork behaviors increased (Webster, 2020). Teamwork behaviors were found to 
better mitigate organizational politics (Butt, 2013) and behaviors of monitoring and 
adaptability led to higher team performance levels (Jiang, 2019).  
Today, teamwork is primarily a flourishing topic in the field of psychology 
(Driskell et al., 2018). In the 1950s and 1960s, prior to the development of the Big Five 
theory of teamwork (Salas et al., 2005), most small group research tested group processes 
and dynamics focused within sociology and social psychology (Driskell et al., 2018). The 
outcomes of these studies shed light on understanding team members, their interactions 
and accomplishments (Driskell et al., 2018), but in 1975, researchers Hackman and 
Morris wrote “we still know very little about why some groups are more effective than 
others” (p. 2). Ten years later, Nieva et al (1985) proposed four categories of team 
performance, describing how a team functions to complete work (Driskell et al., 2018). 
Morgan et al. (1986) revealed seven teamwork dimensions, and Glickman et al. (1987) 
found positive teamwork behaviors were used within effective teams (Driskell et al., 
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2018). Expanding the seven teamwork dimensions of Morgan et al. (1986) to eight, 
Cannon-Bowers, Tannenbaum, Salas, and Volpe (1995) provided distinguishing 
definitions of taskwork and teamwork (Driskell et al., 2018). Team processes were 
presented in a model by Marks et al. (2001), who offered temporal phases of teamwork, 
such as an action phase or transition phase within goal-directed activities (Driskell et al., 
2018). 
The Big Five 
Researchers developed the Big Five theory of teamwork to provide a practical 
framework for understanding team conceptual processes and their occurrences within 
tasks (Salas et al., 2005). The five core components of teamwork (team leadership, 
mutual performance monitoring, backup behavior, adaptability, and team orientation) are 
supported by the three coordinating mechanisms (mental models, closed-loop 
communication, and mutual trust) which best allow for the cooperative flow of 
information among team members (Jankovic, 2015). Each of the framework’s factors 
contributing to overall team effectiveness is discussed in the following sections, including 
formative research, definition within the theory, and how the elements might manifest in 
the handbell ensemble.  
      Team Leadership. A seminal study on team leadership was produced by 
Cannon-Bowers et al. (1995), who proposed 16 trainable team competencies needed for 
effective team performance. Competencies were divided into categories related to team 
tasks or team members, and insights were provided on how they could be best trained by 
a leader. Their research was expanded upon by Zaccaro et al. (2001), whose approach of 
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functional leadership included 17 leadership dimensions related to team effectiveness and 
processes. Leader behavior dimensions were presented in categories associated with 
information coordination and personnel management. Hinsz et al. (1997) endorsed team 
leaders facilitating individual contributions and their interdependence, which Salas et al. 
(2005) reinforced in their teamwork theory.   
Within the Big Five theory, team leaders enable interdependent action and 
effective teamwork through three leadership functions (Salas et al., 2005). First, leaders 
create and maintain an accurate team mental model by establishing objectives, team 
member roles, and resources. Leader-provided information allows the team to preserve 
similar and accurate mental models. Second, team leaders must monitor environmental 
changes to create an encouraging climate for team interactions and skill development. 
Leaders determine the degree of adaptability needed in order to maintain team 
performance expectations. The third duty of team leaders involves tracking abilities and 
skills of members to establish performance expectations. Team members enforce 
established norms among one another when they understand and anticipate what is 
expected.  
In the handbell ensemble, the leader, or the director, specifies musical goals for 
the piece and designates pieces for specific occasions. As leader, the director assigns 
players to certain bell parts and provides instruments with any needed accessories. The 
director also assesses each ringer’s ability to cover their part, as well as interactions with 
other members to ensure successful performances are attainable.  
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Mutual Performance Monitoring. Salas et al. (2005) adopted the idea of 
performance monitoring by McIntyre and Salas (1995) as they developed this component 
of the Big Five theory. The teamwork of a Naval tactical team studied by McIntyre and 
Salas (1995) required “team members to monitor their fellow members’ performance” (p. 
23). Embedded in members’ monitoring was a psychological contract of trust in which 
members agreed to watch each other for the benefit of the team’s performance (McIntyre 
& Salas, 1995). McIntyre and Salas (1995) connected the context and climate of military 
teams to be similar to other organizations.  
Researchers who developed the Big Five theory credited mutual performance 
monitoring with creating a team synergy through individuals tracking the work of fellow 
members while carrying out their own tasks (Salas et al., 2005). Mutual performance 
monitoring is important because overloaded members have greater probability to make 
errors, and observant members can identify lapses (Salas et al., 2005). Teams with a 
shared understanding of tasks and an open, cohesive climate can monitor individual 
members to ensure they correctly follow procedures (Salas et al., 2005).  
Since ringers often share stands and read notes only short musical intervals away 
from each other, they easily see and hear the part of their stand partner. When players 
change bell positions, they often jointly identify the point from which to read on the 
musical staff and discuss whether their role in the piece is melodic or harmonic. 
Frequently, ringers help and correct one another by explaining bell techniques, musical 
notations, or by providing reminders of the adjustments requested by the director.  
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Backup Behavior. Marks et al. (2000) included backup behavior as a dimension 
in a taxonomy of team processes. Backup behavior was defined as assistance through 
feedback or coaching, helping a teammate carry out actions, or completing a task for a 
teammate (Marks et al., 2000). Porter et al. (2003) found the legitimate need for backup 
assistance had a positive effect on team performance and personalities of team members 
were associated with recognizing a legitimate need for assistance.    
According to Salas et al. (2005), backup behavior allows the team to recognize a 
work distribution issue and reallocate tasks to underutilized members. Shifting work 
responsibilities may become necessary; if unoccupied individuals do not assume 
burdensome tasks for fellow team members, performance may drastically degrade (Salas 
et al., 2005). Through feedback and backup behavior, teams increase their effectiveness, 
moving from individual performances into the synergy of teamwork (Salas et al., 2005).  
Handbell ringers commonly take responsibility for an extra bell from an 
overloaded player in order to fulfill all musical requirements. This backup behavior may 
occur between any two ringers in the ensemble, not exclusively stand partners. When this 
occurs, ringers support one another and display a desire to perform the music as 
accurately as possible. 
Adaptability. Flexibility, the core of adaptability, can influence individual 
members and teams. Managers viewed teams with flexible members as more adaptable 
than inflexible members in Campion et al.’s (1993) study. Campion et al. (1993) 
designated flexibility as part of the composition of a team. The most relevant 
characteristic for team adaptability in Priest et al.’s (2002) study was flexible mental 
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models related to team coordination and strategy development. Additionally, Priest et al. 
(2002) found constructive feedback which was task-focused could give advantages to 
teams while they adapted to new situations. 
Team adaptability occurs as members adjust their actions to move the team 
efficiently toward its goal (Salas et al., 2005). In the Big Five theory, adaptability is the 
capacity for members to recognize a change in environmental conditions, assign meaning 
to that change, and develop and implement a change. Any skipped or failed step in this 
process could negatively affect team success (Salas et al., 2005).  
An important aspect of ringing involves a sufficient number of musicians being 
present to fill all needed positions. If members are missing, the director may substitute for 
a ringer at the last minute. Otherwise, the remaining players distribute the absent 
member’s bells to one another until they have covered the missing part. In this way, 
ringers readjust their actions accordingly to fulfill team objectives. A second example of 
adaptability occurs when a ringer changes notes/bell positions for different pieces of 
music to allow the team to utilize stronger players in prominent parts.  
Team Orientation. As part of the Big Five theory, Salas et al. (2005) defined 
team orientation as an individual’s propensity to place value on fellow members’ 
perspectives, to be part of a group, and to work with others. Termed “collectivistic 
orientation” (Eby & Dobbins, 1997, p. 275), Eby and Dobbins (1997) studied this critical 
factor in the development of cooperative and productive teams. They found individual 
attitudes of self-efficacy for teamwork, need for social approval, and positive prior team 
experience were related to team orientation. These variables played “a key role in 
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fostering coordination and cooperation among team members” (p. 289). 
Team orientation is significant because it improves individual satisfaction, effort, 
and performance, as well as facilitates increased cooperation and coordination between 
members (Salas et al, 2005). Increased cooperation creates a ripple effect, increasing 
team performance in areas of task involvement, information sharing, strategizing, and 
goal setting (Salas et al, 2005).  
A team orientation may manifest in several ways in the handbell ensemble. First, 
since handbell ringers engage in communal learning, the value of fellow ringers’ 
perspectives and a willingness to work with others are relevant to the ensemble’s success. 
Second, being part of an intimate, interdependent group also may be appealing to ringers. 
Additionally, the director is responsible for determining the right mix of assigned ringers’ 
positions for each piece. Last, a team orientation bond may result in increased 
cooperation and coordination of ringers, facilitating a sharing of musical information and 
ensemble goals (Salas et al., 2005).  
Coordinating Mechanisms of the Big Five Theory 
 Prior to the development of the Big Five, Salas et al. (2005) suggested a team 
could improve its performance using three core components: performance monitoring, 
adaptation, and leadership. Yet, a team was assured success by supplementing those 
components with coordinating mechanisms. These three coordinating mechanisms are 
mental models, closed-loop communication, and mutual trust.  
Mental Models. Mental models are the first coordinating mechanism within the 
Big Five teamwork theory. Team members predict one another’s needs through a shared 
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understanding referred to as mental models, which provides a common conception of 
team purposes, member roles, interdependencies between roles, and response actions 
(Salas et al., 2005). Teams that share mental models possess a framework to promote 
goal attainment (Salas et al., 2005).  
In an exploration of the relationship between mental models and team planning, 
Stout et al. (1999), found effective planning increased the use of shared mental models 
and more efficient communication. Members were able to provide information in 
advance of receiving requests for it (Stout et al., 1999). Mathieu et al. (2000) 
distinguished task-based and team-based mental models, both of which related positively 
to team process and performance. Further, Mathieu et al., (2000) found a similarity of 
knowledge between two team members could predict the quality of team process and 
performance. 
Shared mental models are important in an interdependent group such as the 
handbell ensemble; without a shared understanding of the musical goals, ringers may be 
unable to anticipate fellow team members’ needs or to receive effective assistance from 
other players (Salas et al., 2005). For example, a new ringer may not know to mirror the 
arm circling of other group members. Another ringer may need to place a bell in a certain 
location for someone else to reach and share it. Also, the ensemble must share team and 
task models. Team-related mental models provide information on handbell member 
behavior (Salas et al., 2005), such as performance conduct and the overall purposes as a 
community ensemble. Task-related mental models focus on details needed to accomplish 
team goals, such as mastering bell techniques and individual parts. With a shared 
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understanding of both types of mental models, the ensemble can perform effectively 
(Salas et al., 2005).  
Closed-loop Communication. Closed-loop communication in the Big Five 
teamwork theory involves the receiver of messages acknowledging their receipt and 
returning their interpretation to the sender (Salas et al., 2005). Team members facilitate 
the continuous updating of mental models through communication. When communication 
is misinterpreted or hindered, individuals must focus on their own tasks rather than how 
those tasks affect other team members (Salas et al., 2005). Closed-loop communication 
ensures team members receive and accurately understand messages (Salas et al., 2005).  
Among the complex behavioral characteristics involving teamwork, McIntyre and 
Salas (1995) noted closed-loop communication as key. In closed-loop communication, 
after the sender initiates a message, the receiver indicates it has been received. Then the 
sender checks that the intended message was received correctly (McIntyre & Salas, 
1995). Data collection in the study by McIntyre and Salas (1995) included the need for 
“good communication skills” (p. 25) in successful teams. After further examination, these 
researchers interpreted these good communication skills to mean “communication in the 
form of a closed loop” (p. 25). 
In handbell playing, ringers must correctly deliver and interpret information to 
collaboratively achieve musical objectives. Precisely understood messages are especially 
important between the director and ringers. Not all ringers are music readers, so 
understanding when to change dynamics and tempi is crucial to maintain balance within 
the ensemble. Misunderstood communications can easily affect the ensemble. If the 
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director requests to “bring out the melody” and a ringer does not understand their bell 
notes are part of the melody, they may not play loud enough to blend with other melodic 
notes around them.  
Mutual Trust. Mutual trust in teams involves sharing the perception that all 
members will perform their roles and protect the interest of their joint endeavor (Salas et 
al., 2005). Without mutual trust, team members may expend time scrutinizing each other 
rather than collaborating (Salas et al., 2005). Teams need trust in interdependent work 
because they accept a degree of risk, relying on all members to contribute to team goals 
(Salas et al., 2005).  
Results of a study on interpersonal cooperation and teamwork led Jones and 
George (1998) to propose two ideas. The first concept, “free exchange of knowledge and 
information” (p. 540), was an effect of unconditional trust. Secondly, Jones and George 
suggested the development of tacit knowledge, “the unspoken, implicit knowledge 
embedded in the interactions among people in teams that contributes to superior 
performance” (p. 542), is dependent on unconditional trust between team members.  
Mutual trust creates an assurance that all team members look out for one another 
and for the good of their musical performance (Salas et al., 2005). Building a friendly 
atmosphere in rehearsals in which ringers can problem solve together and show they will 
help each other can lead to greater trust and can aid in successful performances. Also, 
ringers must trust their director to make decisions that lead to the best outcomes for the 
ensemble. Those who do not trust or who question the leader’s judgment may hinder 
effective management of the group (Salas et al., 2005). 
     




The Big Five theory of teamwork provided the basis for my study’s research questions. I 
used the theory’s five core components in the first research question and the three 
coordinating mechanisms in the second research question. Participant responses from 
these questions shed light on the purpose of this study which was to understand how the 
handbell ensemble learned and functioned as a team.  
Music Education Literature 
The following section on literature from the field of music education is comprised of 
research on the handbell ensemble, performing teams, collaborative learning in music 
education, and co-mentoring in music ensembles. Collaborative learning occurs between 
ringers in the handbell ensemble through the practice of co-mentoring. Research on the 
handbell ensemble and performing teams have only recently begun to be explored by 
scholars. Similarly, co-mentoring is also a contemporary topic of research interest, but 
includes more scholarly studies in comparison to those on handbell ensembles and 
performing teams. Mentoring studies in the general arts and specifically in music are 
“still under-researched” (Barrett et al., 2019, p. 529.), particularly co-mentoring studies 
on adult ensembles. Co-mentoring literature in this review includes studies of music 
ensembles employing formal and informal peer mentoring. 
Handbell Ensemble Studies   
Handbell playing is not unheard of as an American community-based music 
activity; however, it was noted in the late 1970s, “few teacher-training institutions offer 
handbell experiences” (Faris, 1978, p. 50). In terms of handbell education, little has 
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changed since that time, as contemporary music educators are comparatively unfamiliar 
with handbell ensembles as opposed to bands, orchestras, or choirs. Scholarly literature 
includes only a few studies of handbell ensembles, which do not address learning. 
Further, the handbell group operates as a team and employs interdependent learning 
among ringers. Music educators lack an understanding of learning within performing 
teams because the dominant focus in American music education has been on ensemble 
performance (Reimer, 2000).  
Handbell ensemble research has explored topics of embodiment and musical 
communitas (Strepka, 2017), accessibility (Coffman, 2007; Durrick, 1994; Higgs, 1973), 
the optimal experience of flow in older adults (Rybak, 1995), and the experiences and 
perceptions of middle school students (Rohwer, 2015). In addition, scholars have 
described the handbell ensemble as versatile (Faris, 1978), adaptable (Bunting, 1980), 
successful in music therapy (Durrick, 1994; Fultz, 1961; Rubin, 1976) used in religious 
services (Brengle, 2016; Cischke, 2006), and linked to Gardner’s theory of multiple 
intelligences (Lamb, 2015). These previously mentioned studies are the bulk of literature 
amassed in music education on the handbell ensemble and relate only indirectly to my 
topic of study. Consequently, in order to examine literature on learning experiences in the 
handbell ensemble team, this review includes existing literature on performing teams and 
learning through co-mentorship. 
Performing Teams  
Very little research has explored musical ensembles as teams. Less than .04% of 
team research articles from 1999-2004 focused on performing teams (Ishak & Ballard, 
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2012). With the exception of a study on teamwork within a professional choir (Kirrane et 
al., 2017), the majority of subsequent ensemble studies centered on the teamwork of 
professional orchestras and the leadership role of their conductors (Boerner & Gebert, 
2012; Boerner & Von Streit, 2007; Hunt et al., 2004; Koivunen & Wennes, 2011) rather 
than on learning within a team. The string quartet is second in popularity to orchestras 
within team studies, which researchers such as Volpe et al. (2016) cited as an example of 
a performing team in which each musician makes an equal contribution. String quartets 
have been studied to examine the psychology of musician roles, leadership, and social 
collaboration (Davidson & Good, 2002; King, 2006); teamwork (Butterworth, 1990); and 
social interaction (Volpe et al., 2016). However, subjects such as the collaboration and 
teamwork of string quartet members did not address players’ learning. Similarly, in 
existing research on orchestras and conductors as well as string quartet literature, 
researchers excluded learning experiences within a team. Due to their omission of 
individual learning, I omitted studies on orchestras and string quartets in this literature 
review. 
Collaborative Learning in Music Education Literature 
The social constructivist theories of Lev Vygotsky and subsequent scholars of 
collaborative learning contributed to the foundation of social learning by suggesting 
social interaction is an important part of learning (Foster, 2014; Harrington, 2016). To 
Vygotsky, learning within social settings is defined by individual interactions (Fodor, 
1998) and students advanced their development to the next level through effective social 
learning. Learning advancement was created in what Vygotsky termed the “zone of 
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proximal development (ZPD),” occurring when a student interacted with people in their 
environment and by cooperating with their peers (Wertsch, 1985). These interactions 
were outlined in dyads such as teacher-student (Fodor, 1998). Vygotsky’s social learning 
theories provide a framework to explore connections through collaborations (Kieffer, 
1996). His idea for human connections to enrich learning environments is applicable to 
arts subjects, as “most of the arts involve collaborative work” (p. 63). The following 
sections identify several contemporary music scholars who applied Vygotsky’s social 
learning ideas to music studies.    
   Collaborative Learning in General Musical Arts. Social communication and 
influence have been important elements in collaborative learning studies involving music. 
Hewitt (2008) found 10- and 11-year-olds communicated spontaneously and frequently 
during their task of digital composition. Similarly, while working on their Integrated 
Senior Project, high school seniors studied by Kieffer (1996) collaborated with at least 
one peer to study an arts theme. Students’ selection of theme was influenced by peer 
collaborators and the more successful collaborations were those who were familiar with 
each other prior to the study. Wiggins (1999/2000) studied the shared understanding of 
collaborating students engaged in musical composition. The musicians drew upon 
opposing ideas of other group members and demonstrated a justification, defense, or 
alteration of their positions. Results of Wiggins’ study showed students viewed 
collaborative group work as larger than ideas of individuals within their group.  
Studies of pre-collegiate students emphasized the process and structure of 
collaborative learning. High school students interacted in a collaborative learning 
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environment to learn local Italian music and culture in a study by Peters (2007). Amongst 
themselves, students viewed learning as a social process and expressed their beliefs and 
values with peers online. In a mutual learning community structure, high school 
instrumentalists engaged in peer critique and mutual exchanges while composing popular 
and classical music (Allsup, 2002). Musical growth was fostered within the non-
hierarchical relationship between students and their facilitator. Kaschub (1996) studied 
high school choral students through a modified apprenticeship learning model. The 
instructor guided students through the context of their assignment after which students 
collaborated without the assistance of the instructor. Students were able to identify 
performance practices, and apply music history, theory, and technical music skills to 
prepare a musical score. In these studies, students expressed the value of social learning 
(Peters, 2007), which contributed to students’ musical growth and knowledge (Kaschub, 
1996). 
Collaborative Learning in Chamber Music Ensembles. The influence of social 
interactions was cited by several researchers observing chamber music students. To study 
the effects of student collaboration in chamber music when an instructor was less 
involved, Zorn (1969) used treatment and control groups of ninth grade musicians. After 
administration of the Zorn Attitude Survey, results showed a significant difference from 
the experimental chamber music ensemble, who achieved greater results in positive 
attitude changes towards music and participation than the control group. Also 
implementing the Zorn Attitude Survey, Carmody (1988) studied overall collaborative 
effects of the chamber music experience on junior high students. Members of the 
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treatment group who collaborated with peers had high aptitudes for music and performed 
with significantly better intonation on their post-test.   
Additionally, social collaboration was influential on musicians in Berg’s (1997) 
study. Using Vygotsky’s ZPD model, Berg studied two high school chamber ensembles. 
Patterns of musical thought and action were found through student collaboration. 
Ensemble members challenged each other in order to arrive at solutions to musical 
problems and used varied social participation structures and rehearsal strategies to 
facilitate learning.  
Harrington (2016) and Oosthuizen (2014) also studied collaborative rehearsal 
strategies in small ensembles. Creative rehearsal strategies were a part of Harrington’s 
(2016) study of student collaboration within a high school chamber music ensemble. 
Harrington (2016) concluded the traditional teaching role of the instructor may limit 
student social development and decision making of students. Oosthuizen (2014) studied 
how rehearsal strategies influenced group dynamics in a contemporary music ensemble.  
The interactions of musicians included cooperation and coordination, which led them to 
grow as team members. In both studies, social communication played a key role in 
student learning. 
Co-Mentoring in Music Ensembles 
The structure of handbell ensembles generally typify Western ensembles with one 
director leading the group. However, its learning practices are atypical from some 
ensembles led by one director, as the informal knowledge acquisition practice of co-
mentoring is commonly used between handbell ensemble members. Peer mentoring, or 
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peer coaching, is one of the most common types of co-mentoring (Draves & Koops, 
2011). In educational literature, peer mentoring is known as an instructional technique in 
which the “typical teacher-to-student exchange is superseded by a peer-to-peer exchange” 
(Goodrich et al., 2018, p. 24). A significant body of research on mentoring exists in the 
field of education; however, music education researchers have only recently increased the 
number of peer mentoring studies (Goodrich, 2018).  
Peer mentoring can be formally designed or can occur informally. An instructor 
may purposefully implement explicit experiences or designate mentors and mentees 
(Goodrich, 2018; Mullen, 2005). Contrastingly, students may be allowed by their 
instructor to engage on their own, resulting in a natural occurrence of peer mentoring 
(Goodrich et al., 2018; Green, 2008;). Most studies about peer mentoring in music 
ensembles have been formally designed, structured by the teacher in an instructional role. 
With similar emphasis placed on the instructor, teaching and learning within a large 
music ensemble context have historically centered on teacher-determined performance 
goals (Johnson, 2011, 2013). Further, instruction in public K-12 music programs has 
resided primarily with the director, considered the sole authority of knowledge 
(Goodrich, 2018, 2021; Gramm, 2021).  
The term “peer” can be defined as one of equal standing or “a person of the same 
age, status, or ability as another specified person” (Oxford, 2018, Noun paragraph). As 
the director of the handbell ensemble ranks above ringers in terms of social hierarchy, 
handbell ensemble members are peers. However, in terms of ability, adult handbell 
ensemble members are not “status equals or matched companions” (Johnson, 2011, p. 44) 
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because they are often different ages, unlike students in the same grade in middle or high 
school. Simultaneously, the dynamic of an adult ensemble has distinctive characteristics 
in comparison to school ensembles because members’ musical backgrounds are different. 
Due to these distinguishing traits, learning within the adult handbell ensemble may not 
exactly or completely be labeled as peer mentoring. Still, the ways in which ringers 
acquire knowledge shares similarities with co-mentoring and more informal learning 
ensemble practices.  
Members of the handbell ensemble engage in both formal and informal learning 
through interactions with their director and co-mentoring amongst themselves. Within the 
formal music education system, informal learning practices have been seldom adopted in 
the past (Lebler, 2008). Outside formal education, one learns music in an interdependent 
way, rarely guided by an expert mentor, more often in cooperation with other musicians 
(Green, 2002; Lebler, 2008). What vernacular musicians might call “jamming” can also 
be understood as peer tutoring, a type of alternative learning, to formal educators 
(Woody, 2007). Informal learning is typically self-directed (Green, 2002; Jaffurs, 2004; 
Lebler, 2008), while guidance and leadership in traditional formal music learning utilizes 
a director or conductor (Woody, 2007). Thus, music education research on peer tutoring, 
a type of co-mentoring, has concentrated on learning within formal, as opposed to 
informal, educational settings (Lebler, 2008).  
Formal Peer Mentoring  
General Music Programs. Music educators have implemented peer tutoring in 
their classrooms, documenting the work involved in constructing such a program and 
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outcomes of student participants. Involvement in peer tutoring in Sheldon’s (2001) study 
instilled a “greater sense of musical independence among learners” (p. 38), although 
program development required organization and significant valuable time. Sheldon 
discussed the logistics of implementing a music peer-tutoring program from scratch. 
Approaching this as a worthwhile investment for any teacher of music, aspects were 
covered to include tutor selection and training, matching mentoring pairs, and monitoring 
and modifying a tutoring program.  
Darrow et al. (2005) similarly acknowledged substantial preparation time for peer 
tutoring activities in a study of class-wide peer tutoring, in which all students became 
tutors and tutees. The teacher’s role in the presentation and implementation of peer 
tutoring was important in the Darrow et al. study. However, fifth-grade general music 
students were effective in teaching key signatures and musical concepts. Additionally, 
students actively learned while engaged as peer tutors (Darrow et al., 2005).  
Through peer tutoring, English pupils ages 11-17 learned to write, produce and 
perform music (Parker et al., 2018). The peer tutors were found to be “integral to the 
positive experiences of pupils” (p. 1073). A peer mentoring program developed for 
students with disabilities began with mentors teaching the basics of particular musical 
instruments (Caslor & Belgrave, 2018). Students cited their enjoyment of interactions 
with peer musicians, personal growth, and positive social interactions during their 
participation (Caslor & Belgrave, 2018). 
Piano Lab. Reciprocal peer mentoring occurred during Foster’s (2014) study 
centered on students in a post-secondary piano course. Throughout the study, Foster 
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observed effective an efficient reciprocal peer mentoring between participants. The piano 
lab students were found to prefer learning through peer mentoring as opposed to a 
traditional lecture and appreciate varied perspectives of their peers. Students negatively 
viewed group learning structures not employing shared authority and continual dialogue. 
Pianists were confident in their ability to mentor without training, satisfied by helping 
each other, and willing to take risks within the peer mentoring environment.  
Large Ensembles. Outcomes of formal mentoring programs were compared in 
school band, orchestra, and choirs. For the best results of students’ rhythm reading 
achievement in secondary large music ensembles, Johnson (2011) emphasized the 
necessary balance between teacher-structured instruction and student autonomy during 
peer-assisted learning. Students who used reciprocal teaching techniques, where both 
became a helper and a helpee, could be more successful than environments tightly 
controlled by a teacher (Johnson, 2011). Johnson reported similar results when a 
reciprocally designed peer-based instruction group outscored band and choral students in 
rhythm reading achievement who received traditional teacher instruction.  
Peer mentoring also has been successful in student leadership training. Koenig’s 
(2011) study of band, orchestra, and choir students preparing for student leadership roles 
indicated effectiveness of peer mentoring sessions. Each type of ensemble used student 
leaders and peer mentoring ranked as the second most operative training method, 
following individual coaching sessions with their director (Koenig, 2011). 
Orchestras and Chamber Groups. Student agency and positive social behavior 
were aspects of peer mentoring in orchestra and chamber group peer mentoring studies. 
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Research conducted by Scruggs (2008) indicated peer mentoring allowed the classroom 
atmosphere to thrive, increasing student interest in the ensemble class experience as all 
participants brainstormed and dialogued together. Orchestra students in learner-centered 
environments demonstrated greater musical growth than those in teacher-centered 
settings (Scruggs, 2008). Teachers reported a progression of learning that led to student 
demonstration of ownership in their ensemble (Scruggs, 2008).  
In a subsequent study of orchestra students, Webb (2015) found peer tutors were 
able to share knowledge with one another and additionally reflect on their own teaching 
and learning. Minimal guidance from the teacher was given, and peer tutors used 
combinations of teaching techniques (Webb, 2015). The peer tutors viewed themselves as 
a partner or coach rather than a tutor and used peer vernacular and “peer familiar” 
interjections (p. 73). No negative feedback was given to tutees, which resulted in positive 
social relationships in the ensemble. 
Student social conduct was also an important aspect of Berg’s (2000) chamber 
music study, as peer learning facilitated musical learning and understanding. During 
rehearsals, students rather than a teacher served as group leaders, enabling them to assist 
each other by asking questions of their peers to discuss and solve musical problems 
(Berg, 2000). This social interaction allowed students to reach conclusions concerning 
musical interpretations. Berg viewed collaborative learning in this musical context as 
multi-faceted with the potential to encourage and hinder musical understanding.  
Jazz Bands, Concert Bands, and Modern Bands. Musical progress was made 
by high school jazz band and elementary concert band students through peer mentoring 
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programs. Ensemble success in Fay’s (2013) study was defined in the form of national 
recognition. The success of jazz bands has been attributed to the fostering of peer 
mentoring elements (Fay, 2013), which existed within and outside ensemble rehearsals 
(Fay, 2013; Goodrich, 2007) and heightened the student rate of musical development 
(Goodrich, 2007). Fay (2013) and Goodrich (2007) encountered jazz ensemble section 
leaders who served as mentors and a formal process of peer mentoring employed between 
older and younger students. The director’s formal peer mentoring structure lent itself to a 
foundation for informal learning in Goodrich’s (2007) study, in which students referred 
to mentoring as “helping each other out” (p. 111). Social mentoring was an aspect of the 
peer mentoring process as mentees learned leadership skills alongside musical 
improvements (Goodrich, 2007). 
In Fodor’s (1998) study, musical interaction skills in jazz combos were the most 
important factor for a successful performance. Despite high school students’ use of 
sarcasm and negative humor, ensembles interacted and communicated with each other 
musically (Fodor, 1998). Similarly, negative feedback from tutors did not deter young 
beginning band students. Alexander and Dorrow (1983) indicated tutor and tutee pairs of 
beginning band students made musical improvements regardless of their assigned roles or 
use of tutor approval (positive reinforcement) or disapproval (error correction).  
Beginning band instrumentalists learned from high school students tutors in a 
cross-age study by Gelb (2010). In comparison to learning from their director, beginning 
tutees worked in a less intimidating atmosphere, covered more topics, and made faster 
progress with their tutors. The mentoring teaching environment provided positive 
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experiences to tutors, who reinforced their own dexterities, techniques and knowledge 
while developing new teaching skills and pride in their abilities.  
Goodrich (2021) also studied peer mentoring of beginning instrumentalists. 
Experienced high school mentors taught fifth-grade students learning oboe and bassoon.  
Not all learning occurred in the classroom, as students conversed before, during, and after 
rehearsals. The mentoring experience of high school students encouraged them to reflect 
on their own knowledge and learning, elevating their musicianship levels. Social 
interactions helped the mentors share their experiences with the beginners and peer 
mentoring contributed to maintain a sense of community in the learning environment, 
influencing student retention in the music program. The teacher spent considerable time 
organizing peer mentoring and guiding mentors. 
Herbert (2005) studied peer tutoring in the learning process of a Japanese school 
band. Considered a fundamental role in the learning process of its students, the ensemble 
used peer tutoring in its preparations for performance in the world’s largest music 
competition. Older instrumentalists mainly used the technique of imitation with younger 
students who were mentored in sectional rehearsals and in pairs while supervised by a 
section leader. The band’s achievement, which included building a sense of community, 
was credited to its cooperative learning student activity.  
Modern band students in Smith et al.’s (2018) case study played drums, ukuleles, 
guitars, and keyboards, while singing and using technology. Peer mentoring took place 
during band rehearsals and performances. The peer mentoring and peer learning in a 
modern band ensemble may have “greatly impacted the success of the group on both 
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social and musical levels” (p. 16).  
Social and musical peer mentoring occurred in Gramm’s (2021) study of high 
school modern band students. More typical of dialogue than formal mentoring, students 
shared knowledge informally, using visual and aural modeling. Interactions between 
peers was found to be a formative element of their school experience. Occasionally roles 
of mentors and mentees were blurred. The band’s facilitator welcomed student opinions 
in a relaxed learning environment. 
Within formal peer mentoring music studies, researchers revealed students were 
socially and musically influenced by this learning structure. Social mentoring was an  
aspect of peer mentoring (Goodrich, 2007), as researchers noted positive social 
interactions (Caslor & Belgrave, 2018) and relationships (Webb, 2015). Negative 
feedback did not deter students (Alexander & Darrow, 1983) and peer mentoring helped 
build a sense of community (Herbert, 2005).  
Some students preferred peer mentoring to traditional lectures (Foster, 2014) and 
were more successful using peer learning as opposed to teacher-controlled learning 
environments (Johnson, 2011). Students made faster musical progress (Gelb, 2010), 
experienced more musical growth (Scruggs, 2008), and heightened their rate of musical 
developments with a tutor (Goodrich, 2007). Peer mentoring proved effective in student 
training (Koenig, 2011) and students reached interpretive conclusions together through 
peer learning (Berg, 2000). The success of ensembles was attributed to peer mentoring 
(Fay, 2013), in which musical interactions were important aspects for successful 
performances (Fodor, 1998). 
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Informal Peer Mentoring 
Informal mentoring is a spontaneously developing relationship between two or 
more individuals, in which one individual provides support, advice, and guidance to the 
other individual(s) (Budge, 2006). Peer-directed learning involves an exchange of 
knowledge and skills, with one or more students stepping into a position resembling a 
teacher’s role (Green, 2008). With the exception of the following examples of learning 
within ensembles, informal peer mentoring studies are uncommon in music.  
Taylor (2016) found social connections were made when students worked 
collectively, and collaborative skills were developed in rehearsals. The informal peer 
mentoring structure for high school band instrumentalists allowed students to critique and 
engage with one another. Without altering the competitive environment, students were 
able to nurture each other by offering insights. 
In informal peer-directed learning studies, Green (2008) discovered the leadership 
role could rotate between members of the group or one member could be designated as 
the leader. Green (2002) found peers were oblivious to mentorship while imitating their 
musically more advanced peers in nonverbal learning. Students who imitated their peers 
by watching and listening could engage through socialization (Green, 2008). Green 
(2002) also discovered students learned solely from each other by playing popular music 
without the presence of an adult. 
Garage Bands.  In two rock and roll bands, students ages 14 to 16 practiced peer 
mentoring (Campbell, 1995). The younger group was less structured during rehearsals; 
however, both bands learned by designating a musical leader who functioned as an expert 
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and model. The leader explained musical components of the song, modeled the intended 
sound, and provided constructive remarks. Peer learning enabled musicians to increase 
their musical skill development until they could imitate stylistic details of the song.   
Through observations of peer learning in a garage band, Jaffurs (2004) revealed a 
democratic teaching environment where ideas were equally shared, evolved, and 
constructed. Learning was transmitted easily within a context of fun, where 
collaborations included musician’s ideas and experiences. Evident in their 
demonstrations, the transmission of band members’ skills and achievements was 
significant. Students were “intently serious” (Jaffurs, 2004, p. 199) and desired to be 
identified as musicians within the rock music culture. 
Summary of Literature 
The handbell ensemble and performing teams have been vastly unexplored in the 
scholarly realm. The analysis by Kirrane et al. (2017) of the professional choir as a 
performing team was the closest scholarly work to my study due to its use of an identical 
theoretical framework. However, its focus did not include learning within the ensemble. 
Researchers who continue to explore learning in performing teams may advance the 
collective knowledge on teamwork in performing arts ensembles.  
Researchers have produced an abundance of literature examining peer mentoring 
of K–12 students. This literature grows in volume corresponding to students’ age and 
ceases after high school. The lack of literature on informal co-mentoring points to a 
greater issue. The emphasis of studying the formal design of peer mentoring in music 
education implies that leadership from a sole authority is more important than individual 
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learning. Further, the concentration on K-12 students neglects adult learners. If additional 
research was conducted investigating adult learning in music ensembles, music educators 
may become more knowledgeable about how to work with adult learners. After all, 
amateur adult instrumentalists have been motivated to play in ensembles for their own 
continuation of music study (Patterson, 1985; Sanders, 2000; Spell, 1989); expressive 
needs, personal pleasure, and musical or cultural satisfaction (Patterson, 1985; Sanders, 
2000; Taylor, 2010); for meaningful activities, optimal experiences, and desired mental 
stimulation (Rybak, 1995); and for music as a key contributor to their quality of life 
(Laukka, 2007; Redman, 2016; Rybak, 1995). In Rybak’s (1995) study, the highest 
participant perceptions considering challenge and skill level occurred within the handbell 
ensemble.  
Very few studies have investigated musical phenomenon within the handbell 
ensemble, partially due to handbells having accumulated scarce literature as a musical 
instrument (Strepka, 2017). With insights provided from this study, music educators may 
be able to better understand how amateur handbell players acquire knowledge, learn 
through co-mentoring, and operate as a musical performing team. Additional research on 
the handbell ensemble might offer renewed and exciting possibilities in adult music 
education (Faris, 1978). Researchers in the field of music education are beginning to 
understand learning within school ensembles through studies on formal mentoring. 
However, in order to understand community ensemble learning, more studies are needed 
on informal learning of community groups.  
This literature review highlighted research related to the Big Five theory of 
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teamwork, the handbell ensemble, and topics associated with performing team learning. 
Specifically, I included research on the handbell ensemble, performing teams, and co-
mentoring. The research reviewed on co-mentoring allowed for an extension of my 
ability to situate this study within the body of music education literature. In the following 
chapter, I address the methodology of my study.  
  
     





In this chapter, I discuss how my research was situated within my epistemological 
context and articulate the appropriateness of the case study approach for the examination 
of teamwork experiences of handbell ensemble ringers. Additionally, I address research 
procedures used for participant recruitment, data collection, and data analysis.  Finally, I 
include matters related to my role as participant observer. 
The purpose of my study was to better understand how handbell ringers operate 
interdependently and acquire knowledge through fundamental elements of teamwork. 
Ringers are known to help and teach one another, but the ways in which their 
interdependent learning occurs and effects on group operation are unknown. My 
exploration of learning experiences and teamwork function within the handbell ensemble 
reflected the selection of an appropriate research method for this undertaking. In this 
study, my aim was to explore the following questions:  
1. How, if at all, do interdependent team interactions of team leadership, mutual 
performance monitoring, backup behavior, adaptability, and/or team orientation 
contribute to the function of and learning within this handbell ensemble? 
  2. How, if at all, do interdependent team interactions of shared mental models, 
closed-loop communication, and/or mutual trust contribute to the function of and learning 
within this handbell ensemble? 
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A Qualitative Approach 
To best offer an overall account of the handbell experience, I used a qualitative 
approach for this research study. Inherently, a complexity existed within the natural 
interdependent relationships in a group of people aiming to play as one instrument. My 
study encompassed multiple participant perceptions including that of the researcher as 
participant observer to understand these relationships. Stake (1995) explained, 
“Qualitative researchers have pressed for understanding… complex interrelationships” 
(p. 37) and use narratives to help readers “gain an experiential understanding of the case” 
(p. 40). Therefore, I selected a qualitative approach to support my intention of capturing 
ringers’ interdependent relationships and provide a narrative presentation of their 
experiences. 
Case Study 
I chose a qualitative case study design to allow for an in-depth analysis and 
individual representation of the Campana Ringers in their natural context (Hancock & 
Algozzine, 2011). Topics of case studies typically include the experiences of individuals 
and groups (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011). Researchers in the field of education have 
used case studies commonly (Merriam, 2001) as a highly personal research method to 
obtain descriptions in order to discover and portray multiple views of a particular case 
(Stake, 1995) or bounded phenomenon. I chose the case study design in order to highlight 
views of the Campana Ringers, using perspectives of its director, participants, as well as 
my own as a participant observer. These layered perspectives created a complexity which 
helped me understand the case. On density in case studies, Merriam (2001) stated, “The 
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case study offers a means of investigating complex social units consisting of multiple 
variables of potential importance in understanding the phenomenon” (p. 41). This study 
included multiple perspectives of handbell ringers, who functioned as individuals in part 
of one larger group.  
More specifically, I chose to approach my study of the handbell ensemble as an 
instrumental case study (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Stake, 1995). These studies are defined 
by a researcher’s goal of better understanding how and why a phenomenon operates 
(Johnson & Christensen, 2012), providing insight into an issue (Glesne, 2016). A 
qualitative instrumental case study afforded me the opportunity to examine the bounded 
system and to understand the interdependent team interactions and relationships among 
ringers. Because a case is a system, or an object rather than a process (Stake, 1995), I was 
able to define boundaries of the case and capture multiple perspectives; in doing so, I 
produced an “intensive, holistic description and analysis of a single… social unit” 
(Merriam, 2001, p. 27). My case is defined as the study of the experiences and 
interactions of members of the Campana Ringers (a bell group associated with a church 
in the western United States) during the Spring and Fall of 2020.  
Advantages and Disadvantages. Several benefits exist for using case study as a 
research method. Case study refers to a social context and provides holistic interpretation 
while avoiding experiments or manipulated settings. Consequently, most researchers 
consider data from case study as natural phenomena originating from the real lives of 
participants (Suryani, 2013). Case study design also may provide larger details 
concerning particular phenomena, including narrative and specific description of an 
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activity, personal relationship, or group interpretation (Suryani, 2013).  
Nevertheless, scholars have criticized the method of case study for several 
reasons. First, critics fault case study for a lack of rigorous empirical materials that serve 
as the foundation of the study (Merriam, 2001). Second, academics question case study 
research, as it does not follow predicted procedures; due to its reliance on subjective data, 
studies may contain biased views that influence findings (Suryani, 2013). A further 
concern is that case studies could lead readers to exaggerated or oversimplified 
conclusions, showing the whole when in fact it is only a part (Merriam, 2001). Towards 
the end of this chapter, I address these types of apprehensions in sections on member 
checks, peer review, external audit, ethical considerations, trustworthiness and reliability.   
Participants 
An examination of the handbell ensemble as a whole was required for this study. 
Criteria for an acceptable study group included the amateur status of ringers in an 
ensemble with a position I was able to fill. Previously, I volunteered as a substitute ringer 
for this particular handbell ensemble and filled a permanent position beginning in 2018. 
This group in which I currently ring was used for this case study.  
Participant Recruiting, Identification, and Site Selection  
I contacted the music director of the handbell ensemble, asking permission to use 
their handbell choir as the focus of this project. Including the director, all 14 members of 
the handbell ensemble agreed to participate in my study, yielding a 100% response rate. 
All participant names are pseudonyms. This amateur handbell group is associated with a 
church, as opposed to many community bell groups which contain professional players 
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and require an audition before membership is granted. 
Data Collection  
During two of the group’s performing seasons, I collected primarily text-based 
ethnographic data including field notes, personal journal entries (Clandinin & Connelly, 
1994), researcher memos, and research interview transcripts (Chang, 2008).  
General Field Notes and Memos  
During my fieldwork with the ensemble, when writing field notes, I assembled 
initial impressions with unexpected, significant, and routine experiences (Emerson et al., 
2011), using jottings to capture key components of observations and interactions through 
general sensory emotional impressions (Emerson et al., 2011). I included hunches about 
the experiences of participants. I wrote my thoughts on the experiences and quality of 
ensemble rehearsals and performances in research memos. These notes aided me in 
writing from the perspective of the participant observer. 
Personal Field Notes and Memos 
My involvement as a ringer in the handbell ensemble meant I took on the role of a 
participant observer in this study. I functioned as a participant observer, meaning I was 
“observing while taking an active role in the group being studied” (Stake, 1995, p. 44). 
As such, I learned while immersed in interactions within this intimate world, collecting 
personal “raw data” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 51). This approach was appropriate 
because as I collected data on participants through rehearsal observations and interviews, 
I also assumed the role of a ringer in the ensemble. I documented my involvement 
through journal entries, researcher memos, field notes, and observations in order to 
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capture my experience. Because I became a Campana Ringer in years prior to this study, 
I was part of the handbell team. Hence, I understood and experienced interdependent 
relationships firsthand. Other qualitative methods, such as autoethnography and 
phenomenology, would have required me to either neglect the group to fully concentrate 
on my personal experience, or to set my thoughts aside (Lichtman, 2013) to focus on the 
group. Neither method would have allowed me to use a group-inclusive inside 
perspective to conduct an “in-depth examination of a particular case” (Lichtman, 2013, p. 
90). Therefore, I believe participant observation was the most effective means with which 
to capture the nuances of the handbell ensemble in this instrumental case study.  
 For notation of rehearsal, performance, and self-observations, I maintained a field 
journal to include descriptions of the setting, physical space, participant interactions, my 
participation, and self-reflections (Crang & Cook, 2007). My reflections included verbal 
exchanges, as well as personal emotions and thoughts (Chang, 2008). Transcripts from 
rehearsals combined with field notes and memos were used to document my interactions 
with fellow ringers. I electronically audio recorded weekly rehearsals, which lasted about 
90 minutes each, and took notes on all performances. 
Interviews 
Stake (1995) noted the use of case study was to obtain descriptions and 
interpretations of others. Because people do not view a case in identical ways, qualitative 
researchers discover and portray “multiple views of the case,” and “the interview is the 
main road to multiple realities” (p. 64). I aimed for participants to share the meaning of 
their experiences of working together (Lichtman, 2013). I used in-depth individual and 
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focus group interviews, which enabled the participant to speak in their own words, voice, 
language, and narrative (Lichtman, 2013). As I am a fellow ringer in the ensemble, I felt 
no need to develop a rapport with participants to aid in their “cooperation and 
participation” (p. 193). Lichtman (2013) cited rapport as important for generated 
interview data to be “meaningful and useful” (p. 193).  
With permission from the participants, I electronically audio recorded weekly 
rehearsals and interviews. Due to the small size of the ensemble, I individually 
interviewed all members, including the director, as well as facilitated two focus group 
interviews. Both focus groups included five participants. Questions were prepared in 
advance and broadly stated to allow for detailed and open-ended responses. Interviews 
were not repeated (Crang & Cook, 2007) throughout the period of research and all 
interviews were transcribed within 24 hours of their occurrence.  
In order to prepare for the interviews, I practiced with my recording software and 
printed interview questions. Participants returned their signed consent forms to me before 
scheduling their sessions. I emailed interview questions to each ringer a few days prior to 
the interview, giving them ample time to contemplate their answers. For the core 
components and coordinating mechanisms of the Big Five theory of teamwork, I 
provided definitions and examples. I then jotted notes during participant answers and 
occasionally asked follow-up questions to clarify their responses.  
Purpose of Interview Questions 
Interview questions (listed in Appendix C) were designed to address the two 
research questions in this study. Questions were customized for the ensemble director, 
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individual handbell ringers, and focus group participants. Interviews were recorded with 
the Audio Recorder application for MacBook. Recordings and field notes were stored on 
my password-protected computer and external hard drive, secured in a locked fireproof 
box. 
Two research questions framed this study. The first question served to address 
participant experiences with the five main facets of teamwork. To answer this question, I 
individually interviewed 14 handbell ensemble members. Each session for the 
participants consisted of seven questions. Individual interviews averaged 40 minutes in 
length. The session for the director consisted of six questions and was 30 minutes in 
length. Individual interviews enabled me to obtain direct information from each ringer.  
The second question functioned to indicate participant experiences with the three 
supplemental factors of teamwork. To answer this question, I conducted two focus group 
interviews. Each session consisted of five questions. Both interviews averaged an hour in 
length. Focus group interviews enabled me to collect information from many people at 
once.  
My purpose as an interviewer was “not to get simple yes and no answers but 
description of an episode, a linkage, an explanation” (Stake, 1995, p. 65). Using semi-
structured questions in individual and focus group interviews, I gathered as much 
information as possible through the multiple perspectives of individual ringers, their 
director, and from small groups of players. Data from several sources aided me in gaining 
an in-depth representation of the case.  
 
     




Prior to analysis, I used Transcribe software to transcribe each interview. After 
manually correcting the auto-generated transcript, I converted the files into Word 
documents. Digital copies of the transcripts were stored on my password-protected 
computer. Upon completion of the transcriptions, I conducted member checks via email 
with the interviewees and director of the handbell ensemble. Heeding Stake’s (1995) 
summary as a case study researcher, I sought “to understand how the actors, the people 
being studied, see things” (p. 12). To that end, I combined my raw data such as field 
notes and any electronically recorded interview data with any memos containing my 
impressions, notes on participants’ body language, and significant comments or 
conversations occurring before or after the recording (Crang & Cook, 2007).  
Case study researchers attempt to present their cases with “a substantial body of 
uncontestable description” (Stake, 1995, p. 110). In this way, they provide sufficient 
details for others studying the same case in order to elicit similar observations. My 
depiction of the handbell ensemble case could not be exactly duplicated due to my role as 
participant observer and inclusion of personal experience accounts. However, another 
researcher using the same research methods and questions likely would produce 
comparable results, if given within a similar context to this study. 
Case study research methodologists recommend an eclectic approach of data 
collection using multiple methods to understand the case (Johnson & Christensen, 2012). 
The goal of a case study is to learn and thoroughly understand the case (Stake, 1995). I 
believe interviews, observations, field notes, and journal entries helped to effectively 
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understand the group interactions and manners of learning I sought to explore. These 
methods allowed me to cast the widest net in order to gain a complete understanding of 
the relationships between handbell ringers and their learning perspectives.  
Data Coding, Data Analysis, and Reporting of Data 
Overall, my strategies for data analysis were to search for recurring topics, 
themes, and patterns; identify exceptional occurrences; analyze relationships between 
others and myself; broadly contextualize cultural behaviors and events; and theoretically 
frame my conclusions (Chang, 2008). Specifically, I utilized the process of coding text in 
order to group themes and concepts (Auerbach & Silverstein, 2003). I compiled a 
codebook, including a master list of all codes, their abbreviations, and criteria of 
characteristics (LeCompte & Schensul, 1999).  
I began the coding process by reading interview transcripts, rehearsal memos, and 
field notes, separating them into the appropriate category within the five core components 
and three coordinating mechanisms of the theoretical framework. Keeping in mind that 
“All research is a search for patterns, for consistencies” (Stake, 1995, p. 44), I conducted 
a line-by-line open coding analysis within each category in order to identify subtopics. I 
also searched for “the detail of interaction with its contexts” (p. xi). I printed the 
categorized documents and used focused coding, manually noting codes in margins. After 
the data were coded, I manually grouped codes into categories and noted the development 
of new themes. 
My first-pass coding method of initial or open coding allowed me to closely 
examine and compare qualitative data and to embrace all possible directions and 
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interpretations of the data (Saldaña, 2016). The data were qualitative in nature with the 
expectation of having multiple perspectives of handbell participants, including myself as 
a participant ringer. Therefore, a coding method containing multiple interpretations was 
ideal for the study. Also, open coding was particularly suited to the types of data 
collected, such as interview transcripts and field notes (Saldaña, 2016).  
My second pass chosen method of coding was focused coding (Saldaña, 2016). 
Considered appropriate for use in qualitative studies, focused coding develops significant 
categories from the data while determining the codes that are most analytically logical 
(Saldaña, 2016). Researchers have used focused coding to compare the new codes from 
the second-pass process to other participants’ data (Saldaña, 2016). This technique was 
valuable as I analyzed all field notes, memos, transcriptions of participant interviews, and 
rehearsal observations. I did not force new codes into pre-existent categories from the 
first-pass analysis. Rather, they emerged from reorganized categories of participant data 
(Saldaña, 2016).  
Researchers conduct case studies in order to know particularly what the case is 
and what it does (Stake, 1995), placing emphasis on understanding the unique case as 
opposed to learning what generally is true (Merriam, 2001). The reporting of data in my 
study included analysis, and a discussion section to explain findings and the way in 
which research may theoretically and empirically relate to other studies. However, my 
case study examined a unique group of ringers during a specific period. No research 
study is exactly repeatable (Davies, 2008), although approaches to my analysis were clear 
in order to enable readers, supervisors, or colleagues (Crang & Cook, 2007) to understand 
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how I arrived at my conclusions.  
Role of the Researcher 
Postmodern ethnography researchers describe the observer’s role as “an 
interaction in which his or her voice is made explicit” (Lichtman, 2013, p. 226). 
Contemporary researchers have posited that neutral or objective descriptions do not exist, 
as “observation is always participation” (Lichtman, 2013, p. 226). In this case study, I 
played the role of participant observer.  
My study warranted an intimate point of view because I collected data on the 
internal workings and relationships of the handbell ensemble to understand its learning 
processes. Unless a researcher assimilates as a fully participating team member to obtain 
knowledge exchanged between handbell members, inclusion within the group is limited 
to members and group interactions are unobtainable to an outsider. Therefore, an inside 
research perspective allowed for the most intimate and firsthand investigation of the 
handbell ringers’ world.  
Stake (1995) designated examples of a researcher’s role choices, which should be 
honest and ethical. One sample provided by Stake (1995) was “how much to participate 
personally in the activity of the case” (p. 103). Because my prior personal involvement in 
the handbell ensemble chosen for this study was as a fully participating member of the 
group, I felt I could continue providing an honest representation of myself in the role of a 
participant observer. Stake (1995) explained, “Participant observers do not generate 
deeper, more compassionate meanings than passive observers, but one role may work 
much better for certain people, certain situations” (p. 104). I believe researchers must 
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study experience from the view of the participant in order to provide a valid account of 
those perspectives (Johnson & Christensen, 2012). 
Ethically, the main dilemma for the researcher as a participant observer involves 
the individuals who bring changes to the activity (Merriam, 2001) and who behave in an 
unnatural fashion due to their awareness of its documentation (Johnson & Christensen, 
2012). Conversely, participants may grow accustomed to the researcher’s presence and 
reveal unintended information (Merriam, 2001). I was aware of these types of risks 
associated with taking on the role of participant observer. As I have been ringing in this 
group for a few years, the participants were familiar with me. I believe their behavior was 
unaltered during this study. 
Member Checks, Peer Review, and External Audit 
Researchers who use personal experience methods, such as research interviews, 
are generally indebted to the participants due to the effect of the research on those 
individuals’ lives (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994). Many participants are interested in 
knowing how the research may be used (Cartwright & Zander, 1968) and understanding 
their portrayal to the public (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The participants in the study 
received full information regarding the purpose of the study and their involvement. 
Participatory agreements (Appendix B) and encrypted data were accessible only to me 
while stored safely in my personal computer. By agreeing to participate, ringers 
acknowledged their consent was uncoerced and their identities protected through 
anonymity (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
To further gain trust from participants, they were given the opportunity to request 
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meetings with me at any point during the study (Miles & Huberman, 1994). I conducted 
member checks to verify my interpretations (Miles & Huberman, 1994), and the handbell 
ensemble director checked transcriptions of rehearsal observations to ensure accuracy of 
records. Each interviewee received emailed transcripts of their interviews for review. My 
colleagues provided a peer review and conducted an external audit, which summarized 
the validity and accuracy of the study.  
Ethical Considerations  
I have previously addressed specific topics such as voluntary participation, 
informed consent, confidentiality, and data management. As case study data are varied 
based on participants’ descriptions, feelings, and opinions (Suryani, 2013), this type of 
research can result in an ethical problem wherein researchers select themes to suit their 
desires and illustrate only what they wish from the available data (Merriam, 2001). 
During this study, I was aware of this ethical issue and practiced reflexivity, a critical 
self-reflection of potential biases (Johnson & Christensen, 2012). I provided multiple data 
sources (Creswell & Poth, 2018) as data and used triangulating methods (Suryani, 2013).  
Triangulation is used to “avoid misinterpretation” (Suryani, 2013, p. 120) and is 
defined as “a process of using multiple perceptions to clarify meaning, verifying the 
repeatability of an observation or interpretation” (p. 119). Principal methods of 
triangulation in case study are observation and interviews (Stake, 1995), which are the 
primary methods I used for my research. By conducting multiple observations and 
interviews, collecting data at different times, places, and with varying people, I obtained 
multiple data sources to develop a well-rounded understanding (Johnson & Christensen, 
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2012). I triangulated this data to provide “multiple-converging support of a single point” 
(p. 196). By using data triangulation, multiple sources providing corroborating evidence 
to validate the accuracy of the study (Creswell & Poth, 2018), I obtained a fuller picture 
of my phenomenon of interest. In this way, the strengths and weaknesses of methods 
overlapped, producing more appropriate evidence overall to demonstrate the whole is 
stronger than its parts (Johnson & Christensen, 2012). These actions increased the study’s 
validity and trustworthiness, the attention given toward its quality and rigor (Glesne, 
2016; Johnson & Christensen, 2012). Additionally, my study was approved by the 
Institutional Review Board of Boston University. In order to continue ethical 
responsibility as a researcher, my actions included careful dissemination and presentation 
of the results with as little distortion as possible (Merriam, 2001).  
Limitations 
      The limitations of this study involved personnel, as I only examined a single handbell 
ensemble. Results from the study represent a specific case, and are not meant to be 
generalized, as generalizability is typically not the purpose of qualitative research 
(Johnson & Christensen, 2012). As Stake (1995) explained, “the real business of case 
study is particularization, not generalization” (p. 8). While similarities may exist between 
The Campana Ringers and other handbell groups, the findings of this study may not be 
applicable to all handbell ensembles. Participants in the study were limited to adult 
amateur ringers who were members of a specific church-centered ensemble. Handbell 
ringers outside the studied group likely would have different personal stories, 
experiences, responses, and degrees of co-mentoring implementation. These findings also 
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may not reflect the perceptions of handbell players in other groups.  
Limitations of this study also included time. I collected data during the spring and 
fall of 2020. Had I collected data over an extended period, different results may have 
emerged. For several months, the impact of COVID-19 prohibited small group gatherings 
which prevented regular church events, such as weekly indoor services. Alterations were 
made for handbell ensemble rehearsals and performances during this period. Due to 
government-mandated health restrictions, the time limitation of this study was 
unavoidable.  
Trustworthiness and Reliability 
  In qualitative research, a researcher needs the important skill to understand “inner 
worlds” (Johnson & Christensen, 2012, p. 266) of the participants. The degree of 
accuracy of the researcher’s presentations of these inner worlds is interpretive validity 
(Johnson & Christensen, 2012). Qualitative researchers refer to validity as plausible, 
credible, trustworthy, and defensible research (Johnson & Christensen, 2012). A study 
assessed by its trustworthiness, or the credibility, transferability, dependability, and 
confirmability of a study, is commonly discussed by qualitative researchers in place of 
validity (Glesne, 2016). In previous sections, I discussed strategies used to promote 
qualitative research validity and trustworthiness, such as data triangulation, peer review, 
and researcher reflexivity (Creswell & Poth, 2018).  
Another strategy I employed to enable research validity was the use of participant 
feedback. As the researcher, I acted as a reporter, describing what occurred as accurately 
as possible (Naumes & Naumes, 2009.) However, in doing so I faced several challenges. 
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First, I relied on the recollection of participants (Naumes & Naumes, 2009), who may 
have changed their behavior during observation (Johnson & Christensen, 2012). Second, 
in paraphrasing participant responses, I inadvertently may have introduced bias into the 
description (Naumes & Naumes, 2009). Last, I recognized as the researcher, my inherent 
biases could have biased interpretations of the study’s findings (Hancock & Algozzine, 
2011).   
To overcome these issues, I accumulated corroborative evidence from multiple 
participant interview sources (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Using this technique, I supported 
statements of events given by more than one participant. Perhaps more important, I 
attempted to allow participants to speak in their own voices when possible. By using 
participants’ direct quotes, I reported participants’ direct quotes more than interpretations 
of their material (Naumes & Naumes, 2009). I was aware of the possibility of personal 
bias in qualitative research (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011), and therefore understood this 
study was representative of my interpretations of a particular phenomenon.   
Summary  
In this chapter, I justified the use of a qualitative approach and case study design 
to best address the research questions. I presented research procedures used in the 
recruitment of participants and the manner of data collection and analysis for this case 
study. The research questions were aligned with the purpose of discovering how the 
ensemble learns and functions through the theory of teamwork. Fittingly for a team, all 
14 members of the handbell ensemble participated. I collected data through rehearsal 
observations and semi-structured individual and focus group interviews, common data 
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sources for case studies. Citing sources on qualitative studies, I addressed issues of 
validity and the role of participant observer. In Chapter 4, I present an analysis of the 
experiences of the handbell ensemble members through the five core components and 
three coordinating mechanisms of the Big Five theory of teamwork.	
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Chapter 4  
Presentation of Data Affiliated with the Big Five Teamwork Theory 
This chapter includes the findings of this case study based upon interviews and 
observations of the Campana Ringers occurring during their 2020 season. All 13 
members of the handbell ensemble and their director participated in this study. The 
responses from participants enabled me to investigate how handbell ringers operated 
interdependently and acquired knowledge through fundamental elements of teamwork, 
which was the purpose of the study. Participant responses also provided answers to my 
research questions: 
1. How, if at all, do interdependent team interactions of team leadership, mutual 
performance monitoring, backup behavior, adaptability, and/or team 
orientation contribute to the function of and learning within the handbell 
ensemble? 
                 2. How, if at all, do interdependent team interactions of shared mental models, 
closed-loop communication, and/or mutual trust contribute to the function of 
and learning within the handbell ensemble? 
Findings in this chapter are addressed in separate sections for each of the five core 
components of the Big Five teamwork theory (Team leadership, Mutual performance 
monitoring, Backup behavior, Adaptability, Team orientation) and its three coordinating 
mechanisms (Mental models, Closed-loop communication, Mutual trust). Results are 
presented through all elements of the Big Five teamwork theory in the order of the five 
core components followed by the three coordinating mechanisms. Subsequent to these 
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facets of the Big Five teamwork theory are connections to literature and theory. 
As a member of the Campana Ringers and the researcher in this study, I took the 
role of participant observer. My name, along with all other participants, was changed to 
protect our identities. My perspectives as a team member and researcher are included in 
this Presentation of Data and in Chapter 5, Emergent Themes.  
Team Leadership 
	 The team leader is responsible for facilitating effective teamwork and 
interdependent action within the group (Salas et al., 2005).	In this case study, the leader is 
the director of the bell ensemble, Lynn. She holds a degree in organ performance and 
began ringing handbells 40 years ago with the conductor of a community college group 
who owned a five-octave set of bells. Employed as a church organist, eventually she 
purchased a three-octave set of bells for her church and began directing church ringers. 
Thereafter, every church directorship position she held included leading a bell ensemble. 
Currently, Lynn rings professionally in an auditioned community bell ensemble and is a 
music director at a Lutheran church, a position she has held for 30 years. Her duties 
include directing several vocal choirs and handbell ensembles, including the Campana 
Ringers.  
As the director of the Campana Ringers, Lynn managed all members of the 
handbell ensemble, who possessed varied years of experience. Significantly, most of 
them spent extensive time ringing with the Campana Ringers as well as with previous 
handbell groups. Lynn understood each ringer’s proficiency, and was aware of their 
musical training. A portion of this information is reflected in the following table, in 
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which individual ringers’ years of playing are illustrated, as well as their musical 
background and their experience with Lynn. 
Table 4.1 
 
Campana Ringers’ Experience 
	







background prior to 
Campana Ringers Reason started ringing 
Lynn- 
Director 







Community College had 
handbell program 
Annie 25 25 4 years piano and 
flute  
Joined Lynn’s group after 
hearing bells at church 
Ruth 20 12 7 years piano  Previous church started a 
bell ensemble 
Cortney 29 21 Voice minor in 
college  
3 years piano  
4 years voice  
Recruited by family 
member, a handbell 
director 
Natalie 35 35 2 years piano  
6 months clarinet 
Elementary school offered 
bells  
Rebecca 24 24 7 years violin 
4 years voice 
2 older sisters rang with 
Lynn’s group 
Dawn 30 2 Church Music 
minor in college 
7 years piano 
Mother rang bells as 
church musician 
Susan 31 31 8 years clarinet  Joined Lynn’s beginning 
handbell class 
Amber 2 2 Professional 
musician 
15 years piano 
35 years flute 
Joined Lynn’s group  
Jane 45 1 Professional 
musician 
Handbell and choir 
director, organist  
Joined a church group. 
Church burned, bells 
survived in basement  
Joyce 20 20 Sang in church 
choir 8 years piano  
Joined Lynn’s group after 
she heard them at church 
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Cherry 35 31 7 years Piano, 
Clarinet through 
Fresh. Yr. 
College friend rang 
Bill 8 months 8 months 40 years guitar 
4 years clarinet, 
trumpet, flute, & 
saxophone 
Recruited by Lynn 
Jack 15 15 6 years piano 
3 years trombone  
Recruited by Lynn 
 
 Occasionally, the Campana Ringers used substitutes. These ringers played in 
other handbell ensembles and were chosen by Lynn. The following table summarizes 
their years of experience.  
Table 4.2 
Experience of Campana Ringers Substitutes 
 Total years of handbell experience 
Total years 
with Lynn 
Jenny, semi-regular sub 25 25 
Tracy 20 4 months 
Helen 11 4 months 
Charlotte 30 25 
 
Interdependent Function 
Team leaders are responsible for several aspects of personnel management. A 
team leader bears the responsibility of recognizing the skills and abilities of all team 
members. In the case of the Campana Ringers, the ensemble director tracked the abilities 
of team members, assigned members to specific tasks, and appraised members’ ability to 
adapt. Lynn exemplified her ensemble leadership partially through these three duties.  
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    Abilities and Assignments. As the ensemble director, Lynn made a conscious 
and purposeful effort to rotate members’ bell positions. Instead of players covering the 
same notes and bells for each piece, ringers continually rotated positions and were 
assigned to different bells. She felt this helped her to lead the handbell team because:  
There are some positions where the parts are hard all the time and other positions 
where they're easy 80% of the time. And in that easy part, the ringer gets bored. I 
try to balance it out by moving ringers between playing in the bass clef and in the 
treble clef.  
Rotation was a technique Lynn employed with younger elementary school-aged players 
as well. Rebecca began ringing with Lynn in the second grade, but in an interview she 
said, “By high school, we were kind of shifting and moving around a little bit. We still all 
had our place that was our expertise area, but she did have us moving around.”  
  Lynn’s awareness of each ringer’s expertise aided her distribution of number of 
bells and bell parts to each player. Tracking the abilities of members is part of the team 
leader’s job, and as Joyce put it in an interview, “Lynn knows who to put in certain parts, 
depending on your strengths and what bells you like to play.” Lynn was aware of 
Rebecca’s areas of expertise and intentionally expanded her comfort zone. Rebecca 
recalled,  
As a new ringer, Lynn realized that I really struggled to read music in the middle 
of the staff. So she either put me on the top or the bottom because I was good at 
those areas. Now that I'm an adult, she's pushing me a little more and puts me in 
the middle. (Rebecca, interview) 
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In the Big Five theory of teamwork, Salas et al. (2005) described part of the 
leader’s responsibility as establishing the roles of each team member. Through Joyce and 
Rebecca’s recollections, it is apparent Lynn assigned roles based on individual ringers’ 
proficiency. Further, as ringers’ skills improved, Lynn continued to intentionally assign 
challenging parts to ringers to extend their abilities.  
Personnel Resources. Assigning parts was important, in the handbell ensemble, 
but it was also imperative the director could continually track personnel resources. Each 
member covered several bells, or a section of pitches; without that person, no one 
remained to play their musical part. At the beginning of each season, Lynn asked which 
members would be away and would be absent so substitutes could be planned for in 
advance. Natalie remembered in an interview a time many years ago when “Lynn didn't 
have a high school group to pull from like she does now.” Natalie learned more about 
bell ringing by the experience of subbing for members who were away. She explained, 
“In high school, I was basically the sub for every Christmas and Easter and Sundays 
when people were traveling. When I started, there was one person that I subbed for a lot, 
and she only played F and G.” Natalie commented on Lynn’s need to find substitutes at 
the last minute:  
It must be a great stress in Lynn’s life because things happen. How often does she 
have to call someone Saturday night at 10:00 p.m. and ask, “Can you be there at 
7:00 a.m. to play a part you've never seen?”  
    Due to personnel changes, a variance of ability levels existed in the bell ensemble. 
Natalie noted the discrepancy in an interview: “Because we have a turnover, occasionally 
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we have new people and we also have people that have been doing this for a really long 
time.” Some of the literature “has come around every three or four years for 30 years,” 
she stated. To accommodate ringers, Lynn noted she often uses something she learned 
from another director: “Tempo di learno,” a slow learning speed for sightreading pieces 
in rehearsal. Dawn was especially appreciative of this “because I’m fairly new to this 
group, but they’ve all played these particular pieces 15 times already. I’m saying, ‘Go 
slow, I’m new!’” 
Directing several groups with group members of varied abilities was common for 
Lynn. The High School-aged ringers were not matched in skill level, and lacked years of 
experience to learn the repeated repertoire. However, some were skilled enough to fill in 
for a Campana Ringer. In this sense, overseeing multiple handbell ensembles provided 
Lynn with the advantage of having additional and available ringers to substitute. 
Salas et al. (2005) regarded the team leader as the person “often in the best 
position to provide information to the team regarding the resources and constraints of the 
team” (p. 573). The leader could also assist the team by determining contingency plans. 
Because Lynn requested ringers report their future absences to her, she oversaw the 
scheduling of substitutes, implementing contingency plans in advance. Her action 
additionally helped to manage the team’s workflow, another job of the team leader, 
which ensured “each step is performed” (p. 575). 
    Degree of Adaptability. Part of Lynn’s duties as director involved 
comprehending the degree of ensemble members’ flexibility and adaptation. Her 
knowledge of each ringer’s adaptability was crucial for performance standards to not 
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falter. Several areas were affected, such as the performance venue. During special church 
services, less space was available for tables and equipment; thus, the ensemble’s typical 
set up was altered. In that case, some bass bells moved up into the first row adjacent to 
treble bells, rather than treble and bass bells separately positioned in parallel tables. At 
other times, the group needed to play in a horseshoe shape instead of being spread 
between two parallel tables. These types of logistical changes created sound problems 
due to the distance and were overcome by the adaptability of ringers.  
	 Factors such as the sound balance adjustment of bell players also were concerning 
to the director. Lynn warned bass and tenor bell ringers, indicating it was harder for 
heavier bells to sound a response on time, especially in eighth-note passages. When the 
group performed prelude music at church services, the congregation often talked 
throughout our pieces. During those instances Lynn asked ringers to play much louder in 
order to sufficiently hear one another. 
 Sporadically, Lynn made directing mistakes in performances, including forgetting 
to cue our entrance to accompany the first verse of a hymn. Since we missed verse one, 
instead of playing on verses one and three, we played on verses two and four. Other 
mistakes occurred through conducting errors. During the first of three church services 
one Sunday morning, Lynn subdivided her conducting pattern too early in “Entrata.” The 
group could not follow where the beats were and chaos ensued. Half of the players rang 
at the wrong times, and ended the piece before the other half of the group. After the 
conclusion of the piece, Lynn put ringers at ease by commenting, “That was my fault. 
We’ll get it next time.” Lynn exhibited her understanding of the capability of the 
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ensemble in her remark. Because of our ability to adapt, we adjusted by closely watching 
her in that spot, avoiding making identical mistakes during the following performances in 
the second and third services. 
Changing performance venues was common for the handbell ensemble. These 
moves provided Lynn, as the team leader, with the opportunity to fulfill her job of 
monitoring external environments to facilitate adaptability (Salas et al., 2005). Giving 
directions to group members, such as how to change our volume, provided ringers with a 
specific understanding of how to adapt. An additional responsibility of the team leader 
was to create a team climate which encouraging members to implement behaviors such as 
 adaptability (2005). Lynn’s acceptance of her conducting error and confidence that we 
would redeem ourselves was grounded in positivity, creating an atmosphere which 
encouraged adaptation.    
Learning 
 As the director, Lynn contributed to group learning in the handbell ensemble in 
several ways. She created an encouraging learning climate, forgave mistakes, and used 
positive reinforcement. Additionally, Lynn provided guidance, expertise, and training to 
ensemble members. 
    Environment, Mistakes, and Positivity. The Campana Ringers was one of the 
church’s four handbell ensembles. Ruth explained the educational climate of playing in a 
church group during an interview: “Churches are nice and they're not going to whack 
people’s knuckles with rulers or anything,” adding the environment “depends on the style 
of the director, too.” The bell director’s style was dominated by her patience, described 
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by Ruth as “endless” and Bill as “unbelievable.” During Bill’s interview, he noted, “I've 
seen that lady exercise patience that I would not have the capability of.” Annie stated in 
an interview Lynn has “always been so patient and so kind.”   
Overall, the director’s personality and intention for the ensemble’s atmosphere 
created a pleasant learning environment. Director Lynn described her view on the 
importance of the group enjoying their ringing experience:  
I want people, when they come to rehearsal- they come from work, teaching 
school all day, working with kids, financial stresses, whatever it is – I want them 
to just enjoy being there. So, I’m probably a little bit more lax than I should be. 
(Lynn, interview) 
Annie picked up on Lynn’s intention:  
Lynn wants you to learn things and wants you have a nice experience with it. 
She's just never cranky or anything like that, which was really nice because we do 
it just for the love of it. We just ring to God's glory, not to be the best. Of course, 
we want to do a nice job in church and rehearsal. We certainly want to be 
professional, but it is never forced on us that if we aren’t, we don't get to perform 
on Sunday. (Annie, interview) 
Rebecca found the learning environment enjoyable because Lynn was “calm, relaxed, 
and not too overbearing. It's enjoyable to ring with her because it's not this pressure. You 
know, you don't have to be perfect. You're going to make mistakes.” (Rebecca, interview) 
 Lynn’s lenient attitude about mistakes corresponded with her desire for ringers to 
enjoy being in the ensemble. Her demeanor during rehearsals was always relaxed when 
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she made an error. Lynn seldomly began pieces incorrectly, but if she did she would 
explain, “Oh, that’s too fast, sorry. I had the other song in my mind.” On other occasions, 
she admitted missing a time signature by saying, “Oh, sorry. I missed the four, didn’t I? 
Yeah, guys, it’s in three there. Let’s do measure 25 in four!” Lynn was honest with the 
group after her slips in conducting, and stated, “I’ll try to give that to you better. I got 
lost. OK. Guess what? Measure 39. I need practice, too.” Amidst a rehearsal of “I Heard 
the Bells on Christmas Day,” she indicated we were to play and counted our pickups: “3 
& 4 &.” Some ringers played, but most asked, “Where?” Lynn stopped, laughed, and 
explained, “67. Read my mind! Top of the page.” During “Angels We Have Heard on 
High,” Lynn filled in on high treble bells in for a ringer who was late to rehearsal. Less 
than a few measures in to the piece, she stopped and explained, “All right, all right. I 
think I goofed it up! It’s much easier to just stand up there and wave my arms. Let’s try it 
again.” 	
Lynn’s relaxed approach usually gave ringers an idea there was room for 
improvement. During the rehearsal of a fairly new piece, Lynn and Rebecca had a 
lighthearted exchange: 
Lynn: That run at 83 is really important. I’ll give you another try at it, Rebecca. 
That’s C-D-E. 
Rebecca: Right. I missed one. 
Lynn: Yeah, that’s ok. Just flow and come back. 
Rebecca: I’m sight-reading so I haven’t played this before. 
Lynn: Well, you’re playing it now! 
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Rebecca: I’m sorry, there’s a lot of accidentals there! 
Lynn: That’s ok! 
After full run-throughs of pieces, Lynn often would allude to mistakes through 
positive comments such as, “Yeah! Good. I think we just need to keep playing it. 
Basically, I think we have it. We’re missing a few notes here and there. But I think we’re 
getting it,” and “Good job, you guys. I think it’s going to work out really well. It gets 
better every time.” Lynn used a laid-back style with individual ringers, which encouraged 
Bill, as demonstrated in this rehearsal exchange:  
Lynn: All right. Good. You’re getting it, Bill! So you’ve got G# at 63, and then A 
natural and G natural. 
Bill: It’s a work in progress. 
Lynn: That’s ok. This little part happens a few times. Let’s try it again. 
(They play an excerpt.) 
Lynn: Yeah, that’s better. All right, everybody at 56! 
Bill: It’s a lot easier when you didn’t care whether I got it right or not. Just to let 
you know. 
             (Lynn laughed.) 
In many instances during interviews, ringers mentioned Lynn’s opinions on their 
mistakes. Mistakes were allowed, Annie thought, because the group was not made of 
“real professional musicians, we're really concentrating on what we're doing and it 
doesn’t come naturally. We're just always a work in progress.” Bill attributed the 
director’s “mistakes allowed” policy due to “the patience of Lynn” and “her ability to just 
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teach and let people make mistakes until they get it right. She's a perfectionist but also 
she's not a perfectionist.” If Lynn knew a ringer was aware of their mistake, she did not 
rehearse further, because they would likely correct it on their own. For example, during a 
rehearsal my stand partner Susan pointed out that I missed the Bb in the first measure. 
Susan said, “That’s you!” I responded, “I’m sorry, I forgot I was playing that note.” Lynn 
overheard us and told me, “That’s alright!” She then continued rehearsal without 
returning to that spot. Lynn was also tolerant of less than perfect outcomes of 
performances. In an instance when the Campana Ringers played for a church service, 
“Angels from the Realm of Glory” did not go as rehearsed. The bass bells rushed Lynn’s 
tempo and other people playing the bass line bells stopped playing entirely. After the 
performance, Susan asked Lynn, “We should be happy with that, right? We did good?” 
Lynn responded, “Yes, just take it and be happy.” 
The use of positivity from the director gave members a considerable amount of 
encouragement. Director Lynn often employed verbal positive reinforcement. After a 
ringer corrected a tough spot in rehearsal, it did not go unnoticed by Lynn. On one 
occasion after Susan nailed her passage, Lynn remarked, “You got it!” Susan replied, 
“Well, I got it circled!” Lynn was sensitive and empathetic to ringers’ challenges. When a 
bass bell ringer faced a logistical conundrum, Lynn joked to him, “Can you four-in-hand 
that?!”  
Director Lynn also used written communication to share positive reinforcement. 
The Campana Ringers were accustomed to receiving emails from Lynn after 
performances. One message she sent stated, “You were awesome. Thank you for bringing 
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it all together! Thanks for being such a special group.” At our next rehearsal, Lynn said 
the service was “great!” She played our recorded performance of “Angels from the 
Realm of Glory” because “You rocked that!”   
Team leaders establish behavioral expectations and create a team climate which 
encourages teamwork behaviors such as mutual performance monitoring (Salas et al., 
2005). The Campana Ringers played under a pleasant learning environment generated by 
Lynn. Due to her patient and relaxed approach, ringers inferred behaving imperfectly by 
making mistakes was tolerated. Through Lynn’s comments such as, “It gets better every 
time,” players also learned they could alter their behavior and by making improvements. 
When individual ringers encountered challenging spots, their monitoring stand partner or 
Lynn would notice and address the error. Lynn’s relaxed rehearsal atmosphere supported 
musicians’ willingness to work together as a team. 
    Guidance. In the case of many handbell ensemble rehearsals observed during this 
fieldwork, a high skill level of technique was achieved by musicians through Lynn’s 
guidance, expertise, and training. From newcomers to seasoned players, the director 
provided guidance for all ensemble members. For newcomers of any age, Lynn prepared 
ringers on how to follow their parts by highlighting their specific notes. Rebecca 
described in an interview how she learned to read music notes when she was young: “So 
if I was playing E & F, E would be blue and F would be pink. She would highlight those 
notes for us. Then she slowly went away from that and had us highlight our own notes.” 
Highlighting also helped Bill, an adult newcomer: “Lynn’s first helpful interaction is 
when she hands me a new piece. She has marked all of my notes for me, which helps me 
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learn ‘OK, this is the C note on this line, and this is the D note in the space.’” (Bill, 
interview) 
Lynn helped Bill learn to keep time by following her conducting patterns, which 
he thought, “helps me in keeping my place in the piece that we’re playing.” Expert ringer 
Jane, who also is a handbell director herself, learned what Lynn was looking for by 
“getting in tune with the body language and directing style the director uses. To kind of 
learn and interpret, you know. I pick up on all that stuff.” (Jane, interview) 
At the other extreme, Susan did not learn as much from watching the director 
because she admittedly did not count and only played by ear. Susan learned by imitating 
what she heard and often asked Lynn to sing something: 
…because I want to see if there's something mixed in there that's part of the hymn 
melody or something that I can recognize. I want her to just sing a little bit of it, 
so I could just get the feel of it and then I'm okay. (Susan, interview) 
It was common in rehearsals for other ringers such as Rebecca, Annie, and 
Natalie to request this type of aural help from the director. Lynn typically responded with 
a sung example, prefaced by her statement, “OK, now this is how it’s going to go.” 
Natalie explained, “Because I don't have a huge musical background, there's a lot of that 
theory that I don't know. So I do feel like the director is really important to me to fill in 
those gaps.” Natalie was not alone relative to understanding chords, as Cherry showed in 
this exchange:  
Cherry: Hey Lynn, is there any bell I could be playing in the second ending?  
Lynn: Yes, play E the whole way, from 47, 48, and 49. 
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Cherry: I could do a lot of air bells. 
Lynn. No, play an E. It’s in the chord. 
Cherry: OK. 
More seasoned players appreciated Lynn’s ability to fill gaps through musical 
problem solving. Ringers learned by watching Lynn postulate “different ways to do 
things if there's a problem spot,” according to Jenny. For example, Lynn addressed 
Rebecca during rehearsal:   
Rebecca, you’ve got a situation there, at measure 21 on the fourth beat. You have 
an F and G there together and then you suddenly have a G#.  We have two 
solutions.  You can four-in-hand something or I can give your G# away. 
Dawn also remembered in a rehearsal Lynn noted to her, “There’s an easier way to do 
this,” and appreciated being able to learn by watching her solutions. Natalie said Lynn 
was helpful when “trying to figuring out things like weaving, if you have a lot of 
different bells, or figuring out the best way to get through a hard part. That's what I 
depend on the director most for.”  
In addition to ringers who needed the director to help them execute their bell parts 
correctly, players also depended on the director for a larger encompassing view of the 
ensemble. Dawn explained,  
Some directors are not as good as she is about hearing the whole piece. They get 
focused on one part, or one bell. But Lynn is really good at being able to make 
corrections to somebody in the bass, immediately followed by helping somebody 
in the treble, all at the same time. She's got a really good ear for hearing what a 
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piece is. (Dawn, interview) 
Dawn learned to look more closely at her bell part from Lynn’s suggestions and 
specified: 
I appreciate her for things I don't even know I'm missing. We’ll play a piece for a 
couple weeks and she will say, “Here's that extra D7 that you're supposed to be 
playing.” I never ever get it because I never look for it on the music. So, I 
appreciate that feedback and her ability to get that level, the eagle eye view of the 
whole thing.  
Lynn’s group leadership included providing background on the pieces of music 
we played. In rehearsal before playing “Gaelic Blessing,” Lynn explained: 
This was written and arranged quite a while ago, ’78. That’s when bells were 
fairly young, really. We’ve come a long way in writing, but there aren’t Let 
Vibrate indications marked in. There are naturally some spots where you wouldn’t 
damp between chords. So don’t damp in places such as measures 29 and 30, 32 
and 33. What you’re doing is LV-ing whenever the chord stays the same. In a lot 
of these spots we can LV, and if it doesn’t sound good, we’ll dampen. 
In addition to technical instruction, Lynn’s illuminations also helped ringers 
understand how to interpret the music. In several rehearsals before playing “I Heard the 
Bells on Christmas Day,” Lynn recited stanzas of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s poem, 
which served as the basis of Cynthia Dobrinski’s handbell arrangement. Lynn reminded 
us: 
What Cynthia Dobrinski is trying to do is to paint a picture of the poem, with 
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words. The poem begins, “I heard the bells on Christmas Day, Their old familiar 
carols play,” and then in verse three, he goes in to the despair and depression, 
where there is no peace. “And in despair I bow’d my head: ‘there is not peace on 
earth,’ I said.” In Longfellow’s time, the Civil War was going on, his son was 
wounded, his wife died, and he falls into despair. Dobrinski tries to show that 
despair at measure 29 where it says “Freely and dramatic.” It just needs to sound 
kind of sorrowful there, a little slower. After that, you’ll start hearing that Carol of 
the Bells melody. In then in the fourth verse, he hears those bells peal again, and 
realizes “God is not dead, nor doth he sleep; The wrong shall fail, the right 
prevail.” That’s when it really picks up, and all the bells ring at the end. You have 
to think of all the bells in the town. All the bells in the world ringing right there.  
Leaders have the responsibility of defining and guiding individuals toward team 
goals as well as generating possible solutions to problems (Salas et al., 2005). When  
Lynn highlighted notes or sang an individual’s part, she defined team goals for covering 
single notes and playing handbell parts correctly. She also defined goals for the group in 
order to master the LV bell technique. Lynn provided solutions in tough musical spots to 
Natalie and offered choices of solutions to Rebecca. Additionally, Lynn provided 
solutions to easier issues such as Dawn’s missing note and Cherry’s question about air 
bells. By explaining the background of a piece such as “I Heard the Bells on Christmas 
Day,” Lynn defined the group goal in understanding their musical purpose during a 
particular point in the piece.  
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    Expertise. Leaders of teams have been known to often guide members by 
example, based on their expertise in the field. Director Lynn possessed 40 years of 
experience ringing handbells and, outside of her church directorship, was additionally a 
member of a professional handbell choir. It was common for Lynn to share with our 
ensemble stories of her experiences as a handbell ringer. For example, at the beginning of 
a rehearsal, Lynn reported that the group she rings with played our signature piece, 
“Angels from the Realm of Glory,” the night before. Her ensemble director cried because 
they played it so well. Lynn summarized, “I guess he didn’t hear all the notes I missed!” 
These were common types of remarks our ensemble heard from Lynn. In response, 
members of our group were often supportive, admitting when they made mistakes, got 
lost during rehearsal, or how they incorrectly played their part during prior performances. 
To have Lynn as a relatable model to learn from was an asset to our team. Lynn showed 
us that even professional groups were not perfect, and we could continue to strive for 
perfection only as we worked together as a team.   
Not only did players appreciate Lynn’s relatable personal performance stories, but 
the bell ensemble consistently expressed respect for her as their director during 
interviews. Lynn was their musical authority and inspiration to continue learning 
handbells. Cherry said, “In terms of musicality, I get direction from Lynn.” Jenny spoke 
on behalf of the group: “Lynn teaches us how to make pieces sound musical.” Rebecca 
felt “She's just so good at knowing. She taught me everything I know.” This sentiment 
was supported by Susan’s comment: “Of course, I could always learn more from Lynn. 
My God, it’s never-ending learning.” 
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Even professional musicians in the ensemble, myself included, continued to 
extend their musical learning through Lynn’s guidance. When assigned to the middle C 
bell, I noticed it was typically written either in the bass clef or treble clef, while 
occasionally it appeared in both clefs. From Lynn’s expertise I learned older composers 
of music notated middle C in treble clef, whereas modern music composers wrote the 
middle C note in the bass clef. This spawned a new habit of mine to scan both clefs for 
the middle C note while I played a new piece.  
Lynn’s expertise was apparent when she provided explanations for her 
suggestions and directions to the ensemble. While rehearsing “Gaelic Blessing,” Lynn 
showed she was familiar with both the original version of the piece and the current 
arrangement we were playing. Rather than merely requesting that we play something 
louder, she explained: 
Basically, this is an early arrangement. The composer pretty much took the 
original choir part and adapted it for bells. So that pickup chord to 33 is marked 
forte, but there’s only four bells playing there. You’re going to have to hit those 
pretty hard, the G, B, D, and G. You guys around middle C and those playing bass 
clef notes, this is very thin writing. So you have to help us on those crescendos.  
Give us a little bit more power. 
Explanations helped ringers understand the reasons Lynn made certain choices, such as 
tempi of pieces. In a rehearsal of “Creation Will Be at Peace,” the tempo decelerated and 
Lynn noted: 
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This is just going to die on the vine if we just keep it going like this. It’s got to 
have some movement to it. It’s got to have some shaping of the phrase. Also, this 
one can’t go too slowly, or the vocalist will run out of air. 
Throughout the years of my career, I developed a shorthand for noting reminders 
in my sheet music. In my bell music, I would write “Drop C bell” when I had to put that 
bell down in order to pick up a different one. Lynn noticed me writing this cue for myself 
and suggested I draw a down arrow in the music instead. It made perfect sense, and was 
something I was accustomed to because, as a flutist I frequently used arrows to indicate 
pitch adjustments. Learning to mark arrows this way in handbell music was more 
efficient during a rehearsal when quick notations were necessary.   
In the handbell ensemble’s performances, unnoticeable differences could be 
observed in the demeanor between professional musicians and amateur players. Despite 
the majority of players’ extensive years of handbell ringing and inclusion of a few 
professional musicians, the group was fundamentally a community ensemble. 
Professional musicians who played in the ensemble may have been more aware of the 
way in which their onstage presence might be perceived by the audience. Nevertheless, 
especially before performances Lynn reminded all players to consider the importance of 
visual presentation. Annie empathized in an interview, “Poor Lynn. She’s been trying to 
get us to just move and smile for 25 years.” In rehearsals, Lynn reminded ringers to be 
conscious of how they looked physically and made requests for us to smile, swing our 
arms out, step into rings, and circle our arms with the group. We worked on these 
techniques while rehearsing the	“Change Ring Prelude on Divinum Mysterium,” a piece 
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inspired by ringers from the 15th century who used long ropes to sound church tower 
bells. Lynn encouraged us with “Don’t do the Salvation Army ring. Use your arms. Don’t 
be soldiers! Smile!” Susan found this difficult: 	
I just can't smile and play. I just can’t. I just concentrate too much, so I know I 
look like I'm going to the funeral of all funerals. But smile and have a good time? 
That's just too hard for me. (Susan, interview) 
As the Campana Ringers prepared for their Christmas 2020 performance, which 
would be audio and visually pre-recorded due to Coronavirus gathering restrictions and 
included in the online service, Lynn emphasized the importance of visual presentation: 
You guys are going to be on tv, so try not to bury too much. Try to look up, 
especially in “I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day” because you’re the bells 
tolling. Use a lot of arm and make big movements. Look ahead a little bit so you 
know what’s coming up. And if you can at the end, see if you can memorize that 
so you can be looking up. It will look a lot nicer to the audience than us being 
buried in our music stands. (Lynn, rehearsal) 
Before the beginning of each rehearsal for the Christmas concert recording, Lynn 
reminded ringers to think about how they looked:   
Tonight, think about how you look if the camera is facing you, and people are 
watching on their tv screens. Think about synchronized swimming how pretty it is 
when they all come out of the water together, they all move their leg or their arm. 
We’re not going to do everything like that, obviously, but on long notes where 
you can come around, step into it a little. It’s a little different with those bass 
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bells. You can’t really do a circle, but you can step into it. Try to look like an 
ensemble instead of 13 individuals doing their own thing. One of the problems 
with these masks on is that you can’t see facial expressions. The audience won’t 
be able to see those, so you’ve got to sing with your eyes. Sing with your body.  
You’re moving a little bit, stepping in a little bit, so it won’t look so stiff.			
The religious affiliation of the ensemble was not obvious in most aspects of 
teamwork. However, an important sacred distinction was presented by Annie in an 
interview, who understood Lynn’s visual intention was connected to spirituality: “She 
wanted it to look like a really nice presentation, to flow with movement and smiles 
because it is all for God’s glory and we want it to be joyful and exuberant.” When Lynn 
told us, “Just let the music flow through you,” something clicked for Annie. She recalled,  
That's something that Lynn definitely helped with. Just enjoy it and let it flow 
through you. You think about ringing to the glory of God. Then, you do move 
with it and you do go forwards and backwards, and side to side. And you smile 
when you’re ringing those shakes and everything, because so much of it is so 
beautiful. But let that beauty come out. You’re hearing it, but let the audience see 
it, too. That has helped me, just to be moving more and I feel, “I do enjoy this.” A 
lot of people have complimented me: “Wow, you move so much. You can tell that 
you really enjoy playing.” I really do. So that's come from Lynn, to just let that 
beauty be seen as well as to be heard. (Annie, interview) 
Team leaders facilitate team effectiveness by ensuring individual members 
understand their interdependence and benefits of working together (Cannon-Bowers et 
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al., 1995; Hinsz et al., 1997; Salas et al., 2005). Lynn often made a point to explain how 
interdependence in handbell playing is crucial. For example, four mid-range bell ringers 
learned that when they played together in “Gaelic Blessing” they sounded the entire 
harmony and bass line. In the Campana Ringers, Lynn also instilled the idea that no 
group performed perfectly, but by working together, we became closer to perfection. 
Other responsibilities of a team leader are to ensure accurate shared mental 
models are developed and performance expectations are provided early within the 
lifespan of the team (Salas et al., 2005, p. 575). Lynn shared mental models which helped 
the ensemble work in accord. For example, Lynn taught us techniques to implement in 
order to maintain a tempo, to step into long notes followed by large circular gestures, and 
to memorize the ends of pieces so players could watch the director together. These 
mental models contributed to our group’s ability to match movements and to not look like 
13 individuals. Lynn reminded ringers of her performance expectations frequently so 
substitutes and newcomers knew our goals were to smile and move, and to let the music 
flow through us.  
    Training. Nine of the 13 ringers in this handbell ensemble began ringing with 
Lynn and exclusively played under her direction. Although each musician in the group 
had an instrumental background before beginning handbell playing, none possessed any 
experience in handbell ensembles. Therefore, Lynn’s training was crucial to teach bell 
techniques and notation to these ringers. 
When Lynn began directing the bell ensemble for her current church position, 
Jenny remembered: 
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Lynn had a three or four-week session to come learn bell techniques and just to 
see what it was about. When that ended, she asked whether we wanted to continue 
ringing in the group. But she did it with people who’d never rung before. So, all 
of the techniques they learned from Lynn. (Jenny, interview) 
During interviews, other ringers mentioned Lynn’s teaching. Jack recalled 
receiving a “basic introduction on mechanics of ringing” from Lynn when he joined the 
ensemble. Cherry also remembered learning techniques from her handbell directors. They 
provided demonstrations and then added, “Here's a good way to do a thumb damp, and 
here's where you should be hitting the bell with a mallet. I learned those kinds of 
techniques from directors over the years.” 
As a member of the ensemble, I had no previous handbell experience. Lynn 
taught me the difficult technique of two-in-hand. I subbed for someone playing C- D6/7 
on the piece “And the Wind Blows” and needed to use a technique known as “two-in-
hand” for the D6 and D7 octaves. Lynn showed me how to set up the bells by laying the 
smaller one flat on the bottom with the bigger on top, rotated a quarter degree. Lynn said, 
“To play the main note, knock, and to play both, swing diagonally.” I tried it and 
squealed, “This is hard, and it hurts!” My stand partner predicted I would get a callus 
between my fingers.  Her prediction came true. 
Occasionally, ringers would take advantage of another learning opportunity 
through private lessons with their director. Ruth shared: 
 Lynn is always available for assistance to solve what we call bell conundrums. If 
people don't have the time to work out problem areas, or really can't see their way 
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through it, Lynn can look at it. She can give them guidance and that's where her 
playing and directing is such an asset. (Ruth, interview) 
In an interview, Susan attested to Lynn’s private teaching skills: “I tell people that just 
cannot get something, just go get a lesson. Lynn will work with you, and it’s fabulous.” 
I was surprised to learn the responsibility of teaching ringers did not fall solely on 
Lynn. Handbell festivals also provided learning opportunities to ringers in Lynn’s groups. 
As a child, Rebecca attended annual handbell festivals specifically for younger players 
and learned from participating in their workshops. At the age of 13, Lynn sent her to a 
four-in-hand festival workshop. In an interview, Rebecca remembered complaining, 
“Lynn, there's nothing I can learn. I know what I'm doing,” Lynn replied, “There is 
always something you can learn.” In hindsight Rebecca admitted, “She knew what we 
needed practice on.” 
Additionally, the Campana Ringers attended annual handbell festivals for adults 
and professionals, sometimes held in various cities in the US. Annie attended her first 
handbell festival in Albuquerque, and described her reaction: 
 I actually started crying because 350 or 400 people were ringing together and I 
thought, “This is the most beautiful thing that I've ever heard.” I thought that it 
was nice as one handbell choir, but when 20 or 30 choirs all did it together, I was 
totally blown away. I was like, “Oh man, I am sold on this.” (Annie, interview) 
Attending festivals was beneficial to Jenny “because you do learn a lot from some 
of the other directors.” Annie learned new techniques at festivals, and in an interview 
recalled, “Lynn would bring them back and use them in our rehearsals. Like the different 
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stretching of the hands for preparing, exercises to help your back, and exercises to help 
your wrists to save yourself.” Cortney would damp so hard she got bruises on her chest 
and appreciated festival directors who “would teach how to avoid bruises, or how to 
damp on your pad.” (Cortney, interview) 
Ruth learned most bell techniques by attending classes at bell conferences, 
festivals, and symposiums over the years. In the classes she recalled, “Instead of playing 
a piece and running into a technique you weren’t good at, we spent a half-hour or an hour 
just working on that technique. That was a fun way to master fundamentals.”  
The Campana Ringers took part in team training, which was found to be 
employed by performing arts organizations in order to assure successful teamwork 
(Rouse & Rouse, 2004). Director Lynn taught bell ringers through rehearsals, private 
lessons, and supplied outside learning opportunities through festivals. Yet, she felt 
constrained as her church music ensembles grew. As Annie described the shift, “Lynn 
would bring back what we learned from festivals, and used tips like hand preparations. 
But then she fell back into the usual routine, and we didn't do our stretches anymore.” 
(Annie, interview) 
Lynn further addressed her change in availability:  
I was probably more of a help in my earlier years when I had more time. Probably 
in the last 10 years as the music program has grown, unfortunately I’ve had less 
and less time to spend on things. I’ve thrown new people into the fire, knowing 
the other ringers would help them out because I didn’t have enough time to work 
with individuals. (Lynn, interview) 
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As a new member of the ensemble, I was one of those ringers Lynn had “thrown 
into the fire.” However, she was patient enough to allow me time to learn. Lynn 
described her philosophy on the bell learning process:  
I think ringing is something you just need to learn and grow at. You can’t really 
just learn it all from just a couple weeks. I always feel if you can just learn when 
to ring the bells in time, that’s the first step. It doesn’t bother me that you’re not 
damping the bells if you’re just working at getting the notes. Then you learn how 
to change a bell, you get comfortable with that, and then you damp. As you gain 
those skills, you learn the techniques. And I think it is hard when you’re coming 
into a group who’s been playing a long time, because they know all that stuff. But 
I think the other ringers have been pretty good about helping out. (Lynn, 
interview) 
Fortunately, director Lynn was aware significant help and teaching occurred 
between ringers. She knew that in successive playing of pieces, ringers would learn and 
correct one another’s previous mistakes. Co-mentoring between ringers eased the training 
responsibilities of Lynn’s leadership position.  
A team leader is obligated to provide members “skill development opportunities 
as needed” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 573). When Lynn began directing for the church, she 
introduced handbell ringing through weekly sessions on bell techniques. If members  
permanently joined the group, Lynn provided ensemble members with a basic bell 
mechanics introduction, and subsequently taught techniques as they were required in the 
repertoire. Lynn also offered the Campana Ringers ongoing private lessons and registered 
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the ensemble to attend annual handbell festivals. Through instrument introductions, 
experience in rehearsals, private instruction, and festivals, Lynn provided ample 
opportunities for ringers to learn and develop skills.   
Mutual Performance Monitoring  
While carrying out their own work, team members also keep track of fellow 
members’ work to ensure the tasks run according to expectations (Salas et al., 2005). This 
teammate tracking is known as mutual performance monitoring. Part of successful 
teamwork in this handbell ensemble was being equally aware of how others’ individual 
parts fit with your own and how others performed them.  
Regardless of the amount of a group member’s experience, such as a musician 
new to handbells or a ringer with 30 years of experience, individuals aimed to play 
together as one instrument. Joyce described in an interview the disparity in ringers’ skill 
levels: “Obviously we've got very skilled players and some that are just kind of average. 
Everyone pulls their own weight though.” One way in which ringers formed a more 
equitable playing field was by using mutual performance monitoring: tracking others’ 
parts and their execution. This was a conscious step toward ensuring a correct collective 
effort. For mutual performance monitoring to be effective, the prerequisite of an “open, 
trusting, and cohesive team climate” (McIntyre & Salas, 1995; Salas et al., 2005, p. 577) 
was necessary. Otherwise, team members could view react critically to member feedback 
or assistance.  
Interdependent Function 
As opposed to musicians from a band or orchestra, individuals in the handbell 
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ensemble played from a full musical score which enabled them to see all bell parts 
simultaneously. This generally worked as an advantage, because ringers read the score 
together, yet each covered separate musical notes and parts. Problem solving became 
possible and easier for players since they did not need as much reliance on the director.  
Being able to read the score proved helpful when mistakes occurred. Fellow 
members who caught “mistakes, slips, or lapses” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 575) before or 
after their occurrence maintained an awareness of team functioning through mutual 
performance monitoring.	Even trivial inaccuracies were swiftly corrected by players who 
worked together from a mutual score of music. When I erroneously turned two pages 
instead of one during rehearsal, I did not notice until a few bars had been played. My 
stand partner Susan asked me, “Are we on the right page? Rebecca isn’t playing what I’m 
seeing right now.” Indeed, because Susan could monitor her neighbor Rebecca’s part by 
reading the score, Susan suspected she was not in synchronicity with the rest of the 
group. Dawn, who played on my right side, counted measure numbers aloud so we could 
rejoin the group. While rehearsing another piece, my stand partner Susan played the first 
ending in the piece, put down her bells on the table and took a sip of coffee. “We’re not 
finished yet!” I said to her, and pointed to her individual note at that spot in the score. I 
would not have been able to help her if we were not reading from a full score. As the 
music progressed in time, I continued to point to the location of her notes until she could 
reenter. Susan grabbed her bells, and embarrassedly explained, “I forgot we had two 
endings.” 	
    Through mutual performance monitoring, most players experienced an ability to 
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avoid dependence on the director for problem solving. Reading from the same musical 
score and monitoring their stand partner’s musical line enabled ringers to correct 
themselves and re-enter at the correct spot without the aid of the director. Non-counting 
or miscounting could lead to players becoming lost, which happened frequently. Since 
ringers were not doubling each other on any bell part, it was easy for them to miscount 
and become lost. In rehearsal, Rebecca said she lost count so she watched her stand 
partner Cherry play. After following Cherry and the score for a few beats, she was able to 
find Cherry’s location and continue playing. When Jenny substituted for a missing ringer 
on “Angels from the Realms of Glory,” I noticed she miscounted a tough spot during 
rehearsal. I pointed to the measure and beat where the group was so she could 
immediately re-enter. She thanked me after we finished the piece.  
By reading the full score, ringers also learned from one another without 
consulting the director. My stand partner Jenny and I experienced this during rehearsal 
when she missed a notation in her part. This type of error caught through the practice of 
mutual performance monitoring was a “slip or lapse” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 575). I 
reminded Jenny, “Those are thumb damps!” She responded, “I know! I’m a mess. I can’t 
remember to do them or the shakes. Am I doing this one?” and pointed to a spot in the 
music. I motioned to a different place and said, “That one is ok, but you’re shaking here 
when you’re not supposed to.” I confessed to Jenny, “I have to write the shakes down in 
the music, because I’m not used to what the symbols mean yet. Otherwise, I’ll do 
something stupid!” This exchange is an example of mutual performance monitoring 
where an individual “might not be aware of their own performance deficiencies” (Salas et 
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al., 2005, p. 576). Mutual performance monitoring can alleviate some of this 
unawareness, as feedback from team members can lead to individuals who “become more 
cognizant of their performance” (p. 576). 
    Occasionally, handbell ensemble ringers knew their partner’s positions and tastes 
just as well as their own. Our bell group rotated positions for each song, so we 
continually played next to different people. After rehearsing “Gaelic Blessing,” Lynn 
announced, “Now to ‘I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day.’ I’ll come around with wipes 
for you to clean your bells for the next person. So wipe off your bells and bring your 
folder to your next position.” Susan asked Natalie, “I have my folder, but I go where?” 
Impressively, Natalie remembered, “To F & G, because Rebecca is at G-A 6.”	During 
another rehearsal, director Lynn announced for us to move to our “Toccata on King’s 
Weston” spots. We sight-read the piece during the previous week. Some ringers, like 
Ruth, were so familiar with their stand partner’s parts, they remembered working out a 
particularly tough spot in the music together. Ruth was able to tell Cherry, “You’re on A 
and B!” Other ringers were in tune with their stand partner’s compositional preferences. 
Early in the season when we played “Glad Adoration,” Susan complained about its 
harmonies. The next time we worked on it, I reminded her this was the dissonant piece 
she didn’t like. Nearly halfway into the piece she commented, “You’re right! This must 
have been the one I didn’t like.” 	
    At other times, stand partners exhibited detailed knowledge of their neighbor’s 
bell part. Stand partners monitored each other’s parts to assist during rehearsals.  
While rehearsing “Glad Adoration,” Lynn asked only the ringers with the melody to play 
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at measure five. Susan was unsure whether she needed to play and asked me. I responded 
and showed her in the musical score where the melody was distributed. 
Frequently, stand partners commented on bell parts other than their own during 
rehearsals. Ringers in this group listened to the bell parts around them. As we began 
rotation to positions for a new piece, Lynn requested the group to start at rehearsal 
measure 50. Dawn asked me, “Is that the part when you play ‘F’ ten million times in a 
row?!” Similarly, my neighbor ringer Natalie asked me, “Isn’t this the piece where there 
are 100 eighth notes at the end?”  
Another demonstration of part awareness occurred as we rehearsed “For Unto Us 
a Child Is Born.” Susan described to Amber a nightmare she had: The Campana Ringers 
were performing for a church service, and Susan ended up covering Amber’s long section 
of the repeating offbeat G solo. Susan woke and felt upset to have responsibility for that 
part. Through her use of mutual performance monitoring, Susan knew Amber’s part very 
well, and was relieved to learn this was a dream and it was not a part she would perform. 
Similarly, during “Angels from the Realm of Glory” when director Lynn told Bill he was 
not needed to play the bass line, he responded in relief, “Thank you!” Nearly everyone in 
the group laughed, knowing the bell part was difficult for bass ringers. In this piece, the 
group frequently used mutual performance monitoring to synchronize with the bass bell 
ringers, and continually watched the bass line. Therefore, the group knew how 
challenging those bass bell parts were. 
At times, ringers over employed mutual performance monitoring, and focused 
more on hearing other’s parts rather than their own. During rehearsal, Jenny explained 
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she missed her entrance because “I didn’t feel like anyone else was playing there!” Jane 
also disclosed she missed her entrance multiple times because she was listening to the 
bass chimes. I told her we all were distracted by other’s bell parts, even during 
performances. These times of errors would be considered “lapses” according to Salas et 
al. (2005) and could be corrected though mutual performance monitoring. 
Conversely, being unable to listen also was noted by players. In rehearsal after a 
run-through of “I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day,” Susan commented to the treble bell 
players, “Good job up there, guys. I can’t hear anything over there from the bass bells, 
though. It must be the way we’re situated.” Rebecca agreed, “There’s like a dead space 
right here.” Susan emphasized, “I can’t hear a thing. Nothing.” 
If a ringer was absent, their missing part created a silence and was challenging for 
the present ringers. Sometimes the absence was perceived in different ways. During a 
rehearsal of “Angels from the Realms of Glory,” Susan commented, “Kind of weird that 
Rebecca is missing, though.” Natalie replied, “Yeah. Tough.” Dead spaces and silences 
were unusual types of lapses for ringers to experience, however, members continued to 
employ mutual performance monitoring for audible ringers’ parts.  
Learning 
Mutual performance monitoring was a key component of learning, enabling 
ringers to learn various ensemble playing skills. Although handbell players did not 
double parts as other instrumentalists such as orchestral violinists, Bill learned to find his 
place in the music by monitoring his neighbor’s parts. He described the monitoring which 
occurred:  
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I’ve gotten to the point where I know Jack just played his D here. That means we 
were right here on this measure. And I know when Cherry plays this A and then 
B, that means we're right here in this measure. (Bill, interview) 
Bill’s description showed not all ringers were equally skilled music readers. Susan 
admitted: 
I play by ear. In handbells, I have no idea how to count. I have to hear it first. 
Then I just feel it, and I’m ok. So, when Lynn’s up there conducting from four to 
three, I don't pay attention. (Susan, interview) 
Ringers who had less music reading experience were not necessarily disadvantaged, 
because fellow members’ mutual performance monitoring contributed to the overall team 
effectiveness (Salas et al., 2005).  
The following example shows how common and ingrained the practice of mutual 
performance monitoring was in handbell ringing. As a player accustomed to ringing her 
individual bell part, Jenny followed Lynn’s advice to “pay attention to what the people 
around you are doing, especially when you’re part of the melody and for balancing 
dynamics.” However, she had a new experience when attending a special multi-handbell 
choir ring-in at Carnegie Hall. During rehearsal Jenny’s stand partner “was playing the 
same bell part as me, and that was really disconcerting. Sometimes she played when I 
wasn’t, and I wondered, ‘Which one of us is wrong? We’re playing the same thing!’ That 
was just really weird.” Jenny felt uncomfortable not knowing whether she was indeed 
playing in the right spot or should have been corrected by the director. In Jenny’s 
experience, she had learned to use mutual performance monitoring as a way to confirm 
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she was in synchronicity with other musicians by following her stand partner’s part in the 
score. When they played an identical part, she could no longer rely on that skill. 
As a form of mutual performance monitoring, ringers could also learn to 
physically mirror their partners. Susan and I played some notes of the melody in a 
rehearsal of “Glad Adoration;” and in order to learn her part, she sang the entire melody 
aloud as we played. When I listened to her sing, I could anticipate her notes and mirror 
her arm movements, which helped me learn to blend together with her. Director Lynn 
preferred players moving together because it kept the group together in rhythm and 
looked “like synchronized swimming.” Mirroring could be considered a form of mutual 
performance monitoring occurring within a collaborative team task. In a collaborative 
task, members can be involved in every step of the task, therefore having more 
“opportunity to provide frequent, real-time feedback about the team’s performance” 
(Salas et al., 2005, p. 578). 
Visual cohesiveness was both a conscious choice supervised through mutual 
performance monitoring and subconsciously performed by ringers. I made a point to 
mirror Rebecca’s technique of ringing because she learned from Lynn and I thought her 
style was snappy and crisp. Bill was another ringer who often asked his neighbors during 
rehearsals how to swing so they could practice matching their movements. In rehearsal 
after Lynn complemented the high treble bell players on the correct performance of the 
end of “I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day,” Rebecca had no definitive explanation 
other than, “I must be watching Annie’s arms.” 
Director Lynn encouraged ringers to learn to physically mirror their partners. 
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Lynn’s impetus for moving more when playing was enough for us to attempt an 
unrestricted physicality while ringing. Moreover, when another ringer naturally played 
with full body movement, it spread like wildfire. Annie described this:  
When the person next to you moves more, then you do, too. You're playing kind 
of the same thing, so your bells are doing the same thing, and your bodies are 
doing the same thing. Sometimes Natalie and I decide, “We’ll go deep on this” 
and so we bend down and then we come up. Those are fun things to do, and then 
you smile. We can tell just by our movements that each one of us is smiling. 
(Annie, interview) 
By and large, the group improved their mirroring ability throughout this season partly due 
to ringer’s mutual performance monitoring practice. 
These findings on mutual performance monitoring point to a high degree of 
blending between musicians and a means for individual learning. Continually following 
each other’s bell parts and mirroring movements of other handbell players suggested a 
strong desire to achieve the ensemble’s aim: to play together as one instrument. 
Backup Behavior  
Interdependent Function 
 In the event of a team workload distribution problem, a discretionary provision of 
resources is given to an overloaded member (Salas et al., 2005). This shift of work 
responsibilities is known as backup behavior (2005). A spirit of community and 
uncompetitive cooperation appeared to be illustrated in the handbell ensemble’s use of 
backup behavior. As demonstrated by the director and musicians, backup behavior was 
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part of the way the ensemble functioned interdependently. The handbell team had no 
extra members to spare, and substitutes needed to be planned in advance. This 
performing ensemble was unlike a basketball team, in which extra players waited on the 
bench ready to be added into the game. There was no one to fill in when ringers show up 
late or missed a rehearsal. It was not unusual for the director to fill in for an absent ringer 
on any of those occasions, simultaneously ringing to cover the missing bell part while 
directing the group. This was one way backup behavior was employed by the handbell 
ensemble. 
Ringers used backup behavior much more frequently than the director. It was 
common for musicians to become overburdened while ringing in the ensemble. For 
example, during one rehearsal Bill exclaimed, “I need three hands for bells, and I still 
have to turn the page!!” After Bill announced his problem, his neighbor ringers 
volunteered to help. In an interview, Joyce described bell sharing and noted times when a 
ringer needed “to communicate that it’s very difficult to get a bell in a certain spot, so 
your partner will take it during part of the piece.” Natalie remarked in an interview, “If 
someone is struggling, there does always seem to be someone who volunteers: ‘Hey, I'm 
not that busy. We could get another bell out and I'd be happy to take that note.’ During 
one rehearsal when we worked on “Were You There on that Christmas Night?,” I asked 
director Lynn how to do the bell ring and chime ring in the same measure within beats 
one and three. Just as she concluded it was impossible, Natalie offered to take my bell 
because, “I like to be busy!”	Natalie’s helpful attitude was appreciated by ringers, who 
knew from experience that team members who are overloaded “are more likely to make 
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errors” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 576).	
	 Often during the rehearsal of a piece, ringers directly checked the assignment of 
bells with fellow players without consulting the director. This proved to be a positive 
habit, because a team’s ability to reduce work overload contributes to their effectiveness 
(Porter et al., 2003; Salas et al., 2005). As Lynn called out a spot for us to begin, Natalie 
affirmed the bell distribution with Annie: 
Lynn: So, we’ll start at 51. 
Natalie: Annie! Do you have the high D? 
Annie: I do. Do you want it? 
Natalie: No. I mean, I’ll share. Are you ok? 
Annie: I’m ok. But if you want it, you can have it. 
Natalie: No, you’re good! 
Low bass clef ringers often covered more bells than those in the treble clef 
because they were responsible for multiple octaves of notes. It was customary to check 
amongst themselves whether all notes were covered, and initiate backup behavior if 
needed. Implementing backup behavior not only improves performance outcomes, but 
allows greater team adaptability (Salas et al., 2005). Initiating backup behavior and the 
adaptability of members is demonstrated in an exchange between Cherry and Bill during 
a rehearsal. Cherry noticed an omitted B-flat in “Gaelic Blessing” and discussed this with 
the other low bass bell ringer, Bill:  
Cherry: So, I’ve got that B-natural.   
Bill: OK. 
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Cherry: But I think you’ve got that B-flat on the last beat. 
Bill: Flat? 
Cherry: Well, yeah. But do you also have G? 
Bill: G? Yes, I do. Right here! 
Cherry: But you don’t have a lot of time to get to the B-flat. So I guess the bottom 
line is who is going to take this? 
Bill (pointing in the music): Right there? Those are D-flats. 
Cherry: But… 
Bill: That there?   
Cherry: That’s a B-flat.  
Bill: Yeah, I can do that B-flat. 
Cherry (pointing in the music): But here’s another B-flat, and this one is a B-flat, 
too. 
Bill: Oh, I see. Oh, ok.   
Cherry: So there’s B-flats on every…Or I can do it.  Why don’t I just do it? 
Bill: OK, I’ll have you do it. 
Cherry: OK. But I think the B’s only that one place, right? 
Bill: I think there is only one place it seems to be. Yeah, you’re right, I just played 
that spot. 
During this conversation, Bill learned from Cherry he was missing the B-flat bell, and the 
importance of having time to manage all bells he was assigned. In addition, Bill and 
Cherry inferred from a shared mental model they should cover all written notes in the 
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score, and one of them should take responsibility for the B-flat. Shared mental models are 
necessary for effective backup behavior because they “form the foundation for decisions 
of when a team member must step in to provide back up, who should step in, and what 
assistance is needed” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 580).  
In another rehearsal of “Gaelic Blessing,” Bill suggested a new use of backup 
behavior, which delighted most ringers. A substitute, Tracy, filled in for Cherry on bass 
bells, and asked Bill before we rehearsed: 
Tracy: Bill, are you doing the B on this one, or am I? 
Bill: Um, let’s both do it. 
Tracy: OK… 
Bill: I’ve been practicing, but if you don’t want me to play it, that’s fine. 
Tracy: No, go for it. 
Bill: Is there any reason why we both can’t do it? Because then when I miss it 
every single time, you’ll be there to fill in.   
(The group laughed.) 
Bill: Trust me, this will work better! 
(The group continued laughing.) 
Susan: There’s something to that. 
Our ensemble was fortunate to own a spare set of handbells, a luxury which 
proved especially convenient when implementing backup behavior. Reading the score 
during a rehearsal Annie asked, “Who is the High E?” The high bell ringers responded, 
“You are!” She thought she did not have it, and would not have room to carry it because 
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she already had four-in-hand. Ruth offered to take it and retrieved the extra high E bell 
from the bell case. As far as Cherry was concerned, she appreciated the backup behavior 
of players and during an interview described a scenario: “There are some occasions 
where there the part writing is strange. Maybe there are two F#-6s that play in a spot 
where they are difficult for a player to get.” In that instance, Cherry proposed this type of 
solution to a fellow ringer: “If you give me the second bell, I’ll help, because I'm not 
doing anything at that point in the music.”  
Being able to read off the score also helped overburdened players request backup 
behavior assistance. In an interview, Jenny mentioned she checked the score before she 
asked a player for help. She would point out, “You're not doing anything there. Do you 
think you can play this bell? Because I can't.” Other stand partners read the score but 
were passive in asking for help, Bill learned. At times during rehearsal, director Lynn 
would step in: “Jack, you need to take these two bells from Bill.” Then, Bill explained, 
“Jack, he's right there. He's all over it. And it’s the same with Cherry on my other side.” 
(Bill, interview) As evident in these findings, backup behavior is “dictated by the needs 
of the team” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 580). 
Learning 
The most routine method of backup behavior in the ensemble occurred between 
ringers. Neighbors in the bell ensemble frequently took on an extra bell for a player who 
could not ring all those required. It could be a risky business because as Bill stated in an 
interview, “More bells equal more mistakes!” However, bell sharing provided a learning 
experience and was standard practice in modern bell playing. Lynn explained, “You ask 
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someone to take one of your bells when you have a tough part, especially for the bigger 
bells when you really can’t do two-in-hand.” (Lynn, interview) This ensured all notes of 
the music were covered, and contributed to team camaraderie. It was a change from the 
past as Lynn explained in an interview: “Years ago, asking someone to take a bell was 
not done, because that was considered cheating.” Ringers in the past may have felt they 
should honor the intention of the composer by precisely fulfilling the written part. 
Alternatively, they may have thought each team member had a relatively similar skill set 
(Salas et al., 2005) and chose not to burden a fellow ringer with the challenge at hand.  
An example of larger bell distribution occurred during a rehearsal of “Gaelic 
Blessing.” Lynn suggested Bill, who was covering many bass bells, take advantage of his 
neighbor’s help. They had the following exchange:  
Lynn: So, there’s a lot of sharps here. But it doesn’t go too fast. So Bill, you’ve 
got G up to B.  
Bill: What? 
Lynn: G to B. 
Bill: G, G#, A, A#, and B? 
Lynn: Right. And if you need help with that, Cherry doesn’t have too many bells. 
Bill: If I’m having a problem, I’ll give this to her. 
Lynn: Yeah. She can get some of those Bs. 
Backup behavior occasionally was taken to an extreme degree by certain players. 
Ringers who were possessive about their chimes and bells were called “bell hogs” in our 
group. These bell hogs enjoyed learning to manage multiple bells at once and became 
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addicted to experimenting with how many they could handle. The term was used in 
rehearsal when Lynn asked why Rebecca was drinking coffee while playing only one 
note in the bass clef. Rebecca replied, “Because Jack’s hogging the bells.” Jack counted 
six bass bells for which he had taken responsibility. Director Lynn asked Jack if he could 
use an extra hand to cover them, but Jack declined. I could relate to his feeling of 
excitement from multiple bell management. Out of necessity, I was a bell hog when two 
ringers were absent for rehearsal. Surprising myself, I successfully covered four chimes 
and four bells: C, D, D#, and E. I thoroughly enjoyed the challenge.  
According to Lynn, some bell ringers were determined to not surrender any bells 
to someone else because they wanted to hold on to them and try to do it. Lynn explained:  
“You’ve got to share the bells.” Teamwork is needed to make it successful 
because in the end, it's how the piece is played and how the piece is presented. 
Occasionally, I've had to say to somebody, “You look frantic because you're 
trying to get so many bells. You need to give a bell away.” (Lynn, interview) 
During the instances when Lynn pointed out an overburdened ringer, team members 
respected her concern and complied with her direction. The Campana Ringers understood 
Lynn’s suggestion of using backup behavior was “a response to the recognition of a 
genuine need for assistance” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 580). 
Adaptability    
Team adaptability is the ability to recognize deviations from expected actions and 
to employ according readjustments (Salas et al., 2005). In terms of personnel, musical, 
and logistical aspects, the handbell ensemble was proficient in adaptation. Ringers 
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accepted new players or substitutes in the group and were skilled in facilitating any 
musical part assigned to them. The ensemble rose to the challenge of mastering difficult 
literature and adjusted to playing without stand partners. 
Interdependent Function 
Interdependence within the handbell ensemble was highlighted by the necessary 
adaptation used by regular ensemble ringers when operating with substitute players. 
Members of the ensemble became accustomed to playing extra bell parts for missing 
members who were late or missed rehearsals. Most members happily accepted the 
challenge of covering more parts. The adaptation of members in these types of 
circumstances was standard procedure for our bell ensemble. However, other bell groups, 
such as Lynn’s community ensemble comprised of professional ringers, did not rehearse 
if more than two people were missing. Having the full group present in a bell ensemble 
was important since each person was their own musical section. In our case, substitutes 
could temporarily replace a member to cover their part for a rehearsal or performance. 
Although, usually a substitute was sight-reading and thus would make mistakes a 
permanent ringer would not.  
A demonstration of the importance of one person in a bell ensemble was noted in 
the following finding. As we prepared for our Christmas performance, director Lynn 
warned us the weather forecast predicted snow. If one ringer could not make it to the 
church on the day of our recording, the performance would have to be canceled. There 
was only one substitute who could possibly handle substituting for any of our bell parts. 
Furthermore, if one person was out, depending on how difficult their bell parts were, 
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ringers would possibly have to rotate out of their standard positions in order to cover 
those parts. On the performance day, luckily all ringers were in attendance and no 
substitutes were needed. However, due to the dependence on each player, the ensemble 
needed to continually “maintain a culture of adaptability” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 582) by 
using a global perspective of the team task. This required members to recognize “how 
changes may alter team member’s roles in the team task” (p. 582). 
 Over the course of this study, one specific group of players faced changes more 
often, contributing to their excessive degree of adaptation. Bass bell ringers needed to 
adapt more than other members because they managed many more bells. A typical ringer 
was responsible for four bells, but Jack explained in an interview, “The nominal layout is 
the Bass 1 ringer starts at C3 and goes up to F3. Bass 2 normally starts at G3 and goes up 
to B3.” Between the two players, they undertake about 12 bells. Ringing bass bells 
required adapting to their weight, necessary space, and placement. Jack commented:  
They're so big and they're spread out so much. It's hard. It's not like you've got 
four, you have a whole bunch. Because they’re so big and heavy, it's hard to play 
them fast. If you have a run of notes that are really fast and together, then you 
have to make an arrangement to split your bells in a different way than in 
keyboard order. (Jack, interview) 
Performance days often required further adaptation of ringers. Many changes for 
the treble bell players occurred moments before the commencement of church services. 
In rehearsals for hymns director Lynn often had us play one note of our choice. Right 
before the service began, she usually asked everyone to play where they were currently 
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standing. Since members continually rotated positions, this was one of several different 
places. Adaptation skills were needed to read new musical parts correctly in these 
instances, as ringers often sight-read when accompanying hymns and other service music. 
Accompaniments were not as musically complicated as the literature the ensemble 
performed, thus members were able to sight-read service music successfully. 
When the ensemble performed prelude music, we frequently adapted our dynamic 
level due to the loudness of congregation members conversing throughout the music 
performance. Typically, we played three services on a Sunday morning. Our dynamic 
levels were different for each service according to the number of parishioners who 
attended the service and their level of speaking volume. Ringers were accustomed to 
regularly playing in church services; hence these performances could be described as 
ways members acted “in routine or habitual ways with each other” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 
583). In terms of adaptability, routine events can be harmful because if team actions are 
mindlessly habitual, members may not recognize changes as quickly, resulting in a 
greater change of errors. By changing dynamics and sight-reading music, ringers stayed 
alert, anticipated changes, and used adaptation skills during church services.  
Learning 
    Challenge of the Switch. A defining characteristic of the Campana Ringers 
involved players changing assignments of bell notes and ringing positions for every 
piece. In an interview Joyce explained, “Lynn does it to keep us on our toes.” When our 
group attended a recent handbell festival, Rebecca was approached by a ringer from 
another group who asked her, “You guys change positions for every song?” Rebecca 
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replied, “Yes we do!” The ringer questioned Rebecca incredulously: “You change 
notes???”	(Rebecca, interview) 
Position rotation provided learning experiences for players because, by design, all 
members were required to adapt to reading new notes and working with a new stand 
partner. Before we rehearsed a new piece, director Lynn would read the bell assignments: 
“Amber is C and D, Cherry is E and F.” During rehearsal when Lynn called for 
“Charlotte on G and A,” Charlotte cried, “I’ve never played G and A in my life! I can’t 
play G and A!!”	Charlotte was a substitute ringer from a non-position-rotating handbell 
ensemble. Her comment exemplified the mental difficulty in required rotation and 
adaptation needed for its execution.  
 The switch of bell positions inherently created a mental challenge, as ringers 
needed to remind themselves of the notes to which they were assigned. I reminded myself 
which bells I played before beginning and during the piece. Often when I switched to a 
different bell position I made omissions because I was not accustomed to watching for 
those notes in the music score. During a rehearsal of “Savior of Nations,” Dawn played at 
the wrong time and explained aloud she was still playing her notes from the previous 
piece we just rehearsed!  
Resistance to adaptation is addressed in the next few findings. Ringers showed 
areas in which they were more comfortable playing, akin to a personal comfort zone. 
Jenny admitted in an interview that in her previous group, she hogged B and C so she 
could become accustomed to visually picking those notes out of the music score. Joyce 
explained in an interview she tended “not to play the high bells just because I'm not good 
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at four-in-hand. So, the middle and lower bells are what I've tended to focus on.” Other 
ringers who avoided four-in-hand areas were Amber, Susan, and Cherry, who preferred 
staying in the bass clef. Jenny played in all areas and enjoyed “the challenge of being in 
different positions. Changing one position, say from C and D to E and F, that is the 
hardest. It is much harder for me than changing from bass to treble.” (Jenny, interview) 
Switching clefs required ringers to adapt when they moved out of their preferred 
comfort zones. Cherry explained her feelings on moving from bass to treble clef:  
For a long time, I rang in the bass clef because almost nobody else wanted to ring 
down there. They said the bells were too heavy. I’m used to it, though, so it’s no 
big deal. Every once in a while, Lynn says to me, “You're going to go up and play 
C6.” And I don't know how to play four-in-hand. If you gave me a choice 
between the bass bells or being in the sixes and sevens, and maybe it’s just 
because I've been there so long- I don't even like the way they sound. They're 
really high bells. So, I say, “Please don’t make me play up here!” Also, I don't 
know how to set the bells up right. It’s funny because when I first started ringing, 
I had to do that, and it was no big deal, and now it's just this huge mental block. 
(Cherry, interview) 
Bill related clef switches to doing “mental calisthenics.” He indicated one thing 
he learned when starting bells was to not naturally revert to treble clef. He reminded 
himself in rehearsal: “Bill, that's treble clef. You're down on the bass clef.” Other ringers 
also had trouble remembering the clef they were in when they rotated positions during 
rehearsals. Annie moved from treble to lower bells and announced aloud to herself, “I’m 
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in the bass clef. I’m in the bass clef. I’m in the bass clef.” As Jenny scanned her part to 
“Angels from the Realms of Glory,” she reminded herself, “Flats! Flats! Flats, flats, flats, 
natural. It’s easy. OK, and there’s the key change.” Natalie was delighted when she 
noticed in “Gaelic Blessing,” “Oh, it’s sharps all the way through!”  
Being able to switch bell positions meant most players were interchangeable 
because they could adapt to different size bells and part reading. This created a strong 
ensemble in terms of personnel. If one person was missing, any number of other members 
could fill in for their bell parts and the quality of the group would not suffer. When 
leaving treble clef for bass clef bells, I had a similar experience to Cherry. I was unaware 
the switch was coming until the middle of a rehearsal when we moved to a new piece. 
Director Lynn read our bell assignments aloud and asked whether I could handle bass 
bells. “The big ones?!” I asked her. Nearly everyone laughed, remembering how they felt 
when the clef switch happened to them, and knowing what I was up against. Although 
rotating positions caused changes in clefs which required significant adaptation, the 
ensemble responded and continued playing at a high standard. Not only are adaptive team 
members required for team effectiveness, but members must further successfully behave 
within those changes to combat deviations (Salas et al., 2005). 
    Physical Challenges. In addition to mental flexibility, handbell musicians tended 
to adapt in physical skill areas. Ringers’ adaptation abilities were particularly tested 
through their physical capacities. Not only did bass bell playing present challenges in 
terms of weight, but in the opposite extreme treble bells tested a player’s ambidexterity. 
After a position rotation, director Lynn assigned me to play our extra set of bells in the 
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highest octave notes on “Day by Day.” The first noticeable difference was the bell part 
writing in that range. Usually those highest bells were not played until the peak of a 
melodic climax. Additionally, I found it difficult to two-in-hand treble bells with my left 
hand, my non-dominant hand.	Improving my personal skill level with this technique was 
nearly impossible, as the ensemble rotated positions for each piece. The only opportunity  
to practice and become more proficient was during rehearsals.	The logistical practicing 
challenge inherent in bell ringing speaks to the flexibility of ringers. Many 
instrumentalists practice techniques on their own instead of with the ensemble. Handbell 
players showed great adaptability in changing sizes of bells and additionally mastering 
techniques during rehearsal time. More adaptable team members have been rated as more 
effective than teams with inflexible members (Campion et al., 1993; Salas et al., 2005). 
The flexibility of ringers contributed to a strong degree of adaptability in the handbell 
ensemble. 
Coronavirus Challenges. An unprecedented adaptation occurred when the 
coronavirus restrictions greatly impacted the bell ensemble. Members went months 
without seeing each other in person, so director Lynn hosted a few virtual Zoom sessions 
for us to connect. In the past, the ensemble had never used Zoom to meet. The Zoom 
technology enabled the group to continue performing. Rather than practicing together 
with all 13 people in the same room, we recorded our individual bell parts separately at 
the church. Those recordings were then blended together into the handbell ensemble’s 
first pre-recorded video. It was premiered as the prelude music to an online church 
service. Annie explained:  
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At the time of coronavirus, we adjusted because we learned a whole new way to 
play. We learned how to play away from each other, which was a whole different 
experience. Because nobody ever plays away from each other, you know, even if 
you're in a little bell ensemble quartet, you're right next to each other. (Annie, 
interview) 
It was unknown whether the group would continue rehearsing after the coronavirus 
restrictions, allowing only 10 people or fewer to gather, were lifted. Annie was hopeful 
about this idea and explained in an interview, “Even if we could get together, we could 
completely spread out around our practice area. I still think that would be cool. We could 
do that, using social distancing and film that for worship service.”  
A few months later, the ensemble met at the church to do exactly what Annie 
predicted. We gathered for rehearsals in order to pre-record a program for the online 
Christmas service. Each ringer made several adjustments, including arriving at rehearsal 
wearing a face mask and gloves. Individual ringers stood at their own tables, which 
included their own folder of music and stand light, and were socially distanced from their 
neighbors. Instead of our traditional setup in an “L” shape, tables were positioned in a 
circle so we could all see director Lynn conducting in the middle. Before beginning our 
first piece in rehearsal, Lynn explained, “You’re spread out, so we’ll see how this works. 
You’re between five and a half to six feet apart. I measured several times today. 
Hopefully you all can see.” 
Forming New Habits. Most ringers could see Lynn in the circular arrangement, 
yet the new logistics created other challenges. During a rehearsal of “Angels from the 
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Realm of Glory,” Amber hopped to her neighbor Rebecca’s table to ring her G# bell.  
Lynn noticed and asked: 
Lynn: Do you need an extra G#?   
Amber: Well… 
Rebecca: You can have it. I don’t think I touch it. 
Lynn:  Yeah, you do, because you’ve got Ab. 
Rebecca: Oh, I do? 
Amber: Yeah, you’ll need it for the key change. But it’s kind of fun jumping to a 
new table. Although we used to share it right here.   
Rebecca: We used to be able to share bells. 
Lynn: Yeah, we can’t share very well now.   
Amber: That’s ok. I can still grab Rebecca’s bell. 
Lynn: Are there two G#s out on your tables? 
Susan: When you turn the bell over it’s a whole new label. 
Amber:  Oh, wait. I have it! I didn’t see it. I didn’t even look because I’m so used 
to grabbing Rebecca’s and sharing. 
Susan: That’s the truth. 
In these new circumstances, the ensemble continued to use adaptability in 
response to unexpected demands (Salas et al., 2005). Amber adapted by ringing at her 
own table six feet away from her neighbors and could see Lynn in the group’s new circle. 
However, she was surprised by not being able to share bells, as evident in the previous 
exchange between Rebecca and Amber. 
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 Listening, Watching, and Cueing. Sharing bells was not the only altered playing 
experience. In our circular design, we discovered our ability to hear each other was 
compromised. There seemed to be a dead spot when we played in a circle, prompting 
Rebecca to ask Lynn during rehearsal, “Is the balance ok? Because all I can hear is us.” 
Lynn replied, “Yeah. I think you’re ok. I’ll wait and see later when we’re in the 
sanctuary.” 
As we came closer to our recording date for the Christmas online service, the 
group moved into the sanctuary where we planned to record most of the program. To 
adhere to coronavirus gathering guidelines, as in the rehearsal room, we were spread out 
at least 6 ft (1.829 m) apart with ringers at individual tables. The space requirements 
forced some tables to be moved to unusual spots, not in our customary sanctuary 
performance locations. After playing through a few pieces in rehearsal Lynn asked, “Can 
you hear each other pretty well?”	Joyce thought, “There’s not a dead spot like there is 
upstairs.” Natalie supported Joyce saying, “I agree. It’s not like weird upstairs where we 
can’t hear at all.” Annie summarized, “This is closer to normal.” 
 The nearly normal feeling was helpful to the high treble ringers who had 
challenging parts at the end of “I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day.” When they played 
it correctly in the sanctuary during rehearsal, Natalie commented, “This is much easier. 
We’re not used to being able to see Lynn well since we’ve been rehearsing in a circle. 
But now we can actually do this, because she’s right there in front of us!”   
The altered physical setup in the sanctuary was an improvement from rehearsing 
in a circle, but it caused Lynn to modify her conducting cues. Because ringers were 
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spread out one person per table, the configuration shifted some treble ringers into normal 
sanctuary bass clef positions. Where Lynn would normally turn herself to give a cue was 
no longer where ringers stood. She apologized to Joyce during rehearsal of “I Heard the 
Bells on Christmas Day”: “So Joyce, on the ‘Carol of the Bells’ section, I was looking for 
you over here to cue you, and realized you’re in the back now! Sorry about that.” In their 
adaptions to new positions, visual and aural challenges manifested, causing ringers to 
remain vigilant to catch errors in member’s activities and determine whether additional 
assistance was needed (Jones & George, 1998; Salas et al., 2005).  
Influences on Personnel. As director Lynn became accustomed to the new 
positions of ringers, she continued her duties to manage personnel, planning substitutions 
for ensemble members who missed rehearsals and recordings. However, she never 
expected to make a replacement for herself. The need for a substitute director occurred 
after Lynn was exposed to a ringer who tested positive for coronavirus. The church’s 
policy required her to quarantine for two weeks, resulting in her need to miss rehearsal. 
Fortunately, the membership of the Campana Ringers included individuals who had 
experience as music directors. While Lynn was quarantined, she arranged for one of them 
to conduct the rehearsal prior to our first recording session for the online Christmas 
service. 
Tracy filled in for director Lynn, yet Tracy was not the only ringer affected by 
virus precautionary measures. Rather than ringers rotating positions for each piece, they 
changed only once to reduce contact with one another and maintain social distancing. 
This was reinforced when Tracy announced we would rehearse “For Unto Us A Child Is 
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Born,” an extra piece Lynn added for our upcoming recording scheduled in four days. 
The surprise of perfecting a new piece at the last minute was in itself an example of team 
adaptability and furthered by Tracy’s explanation. She reminded us of the risk in moving 
around within 6 ft of each other, and although we were familiar with it from playing it 
last year, we would stay in our current bell positions. This required several ringers to 
adapt by sight-reading new parts and added some anxiety, expressed by Rebecca, whose 
new assignment was G & A6. She lamented in rehearsal, “Uh oh. I was 5 before.” Natalie 
provided comfort by adding, “It’s G and A still!” “True,” Rebecca admitted.  
Presentation Progress. The ultimate test of the handbell ensemble’s visual 
presentation occurred when the group video-recorded selections for the online Christmas 
service. The decision was made ringers would not wear traditional blue church robes.  
Instead, ringers coordinated outfits by wearing all black clothing and gloves, 
accessorizing with red scarves provided by the church, and face masks with colorful 
Christmas ornaments handmade by a Campana ringer.   
Many reminders were given to players in pre-recording rehearsals to be aware 
they would be filmed, so they practiced using large arm motions with the intent to match 
body movements of fellow ringers. During the visual recording sessions of pieces for the 
Christmas program, players applied body movements for which they had received 
coaching in rehearsal. Director Lynn thought visually we would look interesting and keep 
the attention of our audience. We would be unable to see the final version of the video 
until later in the month. An outdoor “lawn viewing” was planned, allowing all musicians 
involved in the recording to watch it together. 
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 Variations of Setting. For the Christmas video, director Lynn wanted three 
handbell ensembles from the church to play “Angels We Have Heard on High” together.  
Lynn explained to our group, in adherence to coronavirus restrictions, this would result in 
many ringers gathered in the same space, requiring ringers to spread six feet apart 
throughout the sanctuary. This change could create unsurmountable audio problems and 
visual challenges. As a solution, she suggested recording outside the church at dusk, 
under the Christmas light decorations.   
The Campana Ringers were delighted with director Lynn’s proposal to play 
outdoors. The group of high school ringers and two adult handbell groups merged for the 
video recording and set up outside the main entrance of the church on the front lawn. All 
38 players stood at least six feet apart at their own music stand, with the exception of the 
low bass bell ringers who used tables for their equipment. Due to the wind and distance 
between players, we were forced to watch Lynn’s conducting in order to stay together.  
Hearing Lynn’s feedback was difficult, as she was muted through her mask, positioned 
much further away than in an indoor setting, and had to compete with the noise of 
passing traffic. After an initial attempt of playing the piece, ringers identified those who 
doubled their parts and chatted about specific issues. Although we did not share a table or 
bells, ringers acted as partners by identifying mistakes and omissions. 
Thirty-eight handbell players with instruments on the front lawn of the church 
attracted attention from pedestrians, who stopped to watch and listen. As more passers-by 
gathered to observe us, the recording session felt like a performance for the congregation 
during a church service. Nerves dissipated as we played for the onlookers, concentrating 
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on our purpose, as explained by Lynn in a prayer before our recording. She indicated 
especially during this challenging time of the coronavirus, people needed joy and hope. 
She prayed our music would bring joy and hope to those who heard it, and our efforts to 
share it would carry us through upcoming months.  
Making adaptations in order to play outside was a new experience for most 
ringers in the ensemble. Additionally, adapting to play with a group of about 40 ringers 
was new to those who had not previously played at a festival or convention. Adapting to 
the environment in which the team existed (Salas et al., 2005) was necessary to continue 
as a coordinated team. 
Coronavirus Summary. The outbreak of coronavirus which turned into a global 
pandemic led the Campana Ringers into a period of continual adjustments. Players 
changed the way they worked with one another and the setting in which they rang. They 
honed their listening and visual presentation skills, maintaining a positive attitude 
through the challenges. In rehearsal, the ensemble played through a piece for the last time 
in preparation for it to be video-recorded. Lynn remarked to the group, “That was really 
nice, you guys. That’s really pretty.” Susan agreed, “Really pretty. Who says you can’t 
do this during a pandemic?” The coronavirus challenges experienced in the ensemble 
provide examples of focused and purpose driven adaptations (Salas et al., 2005). Changes 
in the environment were constantly assessed to determine whether current team processes 
would be effective to reach team objectives. 
 Musical Challenges. In addition to demanding physical, aural, and visual 
encounters, players faced challenges with musical repertoire. Given the majority of 
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ringers had substantial years of handbell experience, we played the most difficult 
handbell literature. Pieces written for handbell ensembles are categorized by skill levels 
using a rating scale of one to six, from the simplest to most difficult. Jack remarked in an 
interview we tended to play on the challenging side of the spectrum of difficult handbell 
music. Ruth remembered in an interview we had tried a few level six pieces, “but level 
four and five, just depending on how they are written, can be interesting.” Adaptation has 
been required for some of the ringers in order to gain skills to play the music. Ruth 
embraced the challenge:  
It was just such a relief to have the opportunity to see, “Can I step up to this?” 
Sometimes I’ve had pieces where I just couldn't play my part. It was terrible, and 
I couldn't work it out, no matter how much I tried to figure it out. But at least the 
opportunity was there. I just thought, “These people are fearless. Oh my gosh, 
look at this music that they're playing!” (Ruth, interview) 
    Many players expressed the need for adaptability when the group was required to 
reach a higher caliber for challenging pieces. Several ringers came to rehearsal early to 
practice their parts, and newcomers were known to copy music for study at home. If 
Amber or Ruth did not smoothly execute certain places in the music, they invested 
practice time before the next rehearsal to work on techniques to be strengthened. Some 
players, such as Susan, took a private lesson with Lynn. This willingness of ringers to 
adapt their skills for challenging music was rewarding to the group. Several ringers 
addressed the satisfaction of playing with other ringers at the same skill level. Cortney 
said in an interview, “It’s fun to play in a group where you’re more challenged and 
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people can play just as hard of music as you can.” Approaching this idea from a 
teamwork standpoint, Susan shared: 
I don't like it when someone comes in that's not up to our level. That to me is not 
teamwork. Everybody kind of needs to be at the same level in order to have 
teamwork. Otherwise, it's awful, especially for our group because you really 
depend on everyone holding down their own part. Nothing is doubled, so it’s you 
or nothing. (Susan, rehearsal) 
Dawn had not played with ringers of equivalent experience and skillsets since her college 
days. She described her feelings being a part of this group: “I love that so many people 
around me have been playing at this caliber of handbells for such a long time and I've 
learned a lot from them for that.”	(Dawn, interview) 
Team Orientation 
Team orientation is the preference for working with others and tendency to 
enhance individual performance by utilizing inputs from other members during group 
tasks (Salas et al., 2005). A sense of team orientation in the handbell ensemble was 
displayed in several ways. The group maintained a sense of responsibility, closeness, and 
community. Throughout years of playing together, members became friendly and enjoyed 
reminiscing about past experiences. 
Interdependent Function 
    Lineage, Longevity, and Community. Connections of lineage, longevity and 
community influenced the group’s sense of team orientation. The ensemble enjoyed a 
lineage in the handbell world, as they were related to some well-known professionals. 
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One of the youngest published handbell composers, also a handbell performer and 
director, started learning with Lynn. Also, the director of Lynn’s community handbell 
group is a professional who authored a handbell book, won several handbell 
competitions, and is a composer/arranger of handbell music. The Campana Ringers were 
aware of their privilege to have Lynn as their director and came to rehearsal ready to 
work and learn. 
Professional connections aside, ensemble members were associated within the 
ensemble by their time in service playing under director Lynn. Nearly 65% of the 
Campana Ringers played between 15 and 35 years together. The impact of longevity on 
the handbell members’ environmental interactions was evident in multiple ways. When 
Rebecca entered rehearsal late, she aurally recognized we weren’t using our regular bells. 
Indeed, we were playing bells owned by another bell ensemble. Annie was able to 
perceive this type of bell set change by touch, even before they made a sound.  
Identification of The Campana Ringers’ set of bells by sound and touch was 
shocking to me as a newcomer. As a member for only two years, I did not possess those 
skills, and also was not immersed in the performance cycle of repertoire. Ruth predicted 
in rehearsal “Three new pieces arrive every year” immediately before the Christmas 
service. Joyce remembered the year Lynn and the bell ensemble played eight services in a 
row. Four were on Christmas Eve, three were Christmas morning services, which were 
followed by Vespers. During rehearsal, Natalie commented, “Well, that only happens 
once every seven years.” Susan asked, “It’s only been seven years since we did that?!” 	 	
    The longevity of ringers working together contributed to a sense of ease and 
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stability in the ensemble. Addressing this comfort factor in the group, Lynn stated in an 
interview, “I think over the years we have been in the same place for a long time there’s a 
danger. Everybody's overly comfortable with everybody.” Amber noted social chatter 
occurring during typical rehearsals. Ruth agreed, mentioning the social factor during her 
interview: “They've all been there for all these years and Lynn is a wonderful friendly 
lovely woman. She's not going to get cross with anyone.” 
During interviews, several ringers during mentioned thoughts along the same 
lines as Ruth’s. Annie found “a camaraderie between the bell ringers and members enjoy 
playing with the people that they’re standing next to.” According to Susan, a previous 
member of the ensemble used to say, “Playing handbells is cheaper than going to a 
psychiatrist.” She gave the example of Dawn, who was battling a health crisis with her 
son. Dawn showed up to rehearsal late and Susan asked, “What the crap are you doing 
here? Why don't you go home?” Dawn replied, “I need to come here. It's an hour and a 
half where I’m with you guys, and don’t think about anything else.” In an interview, 
Susan explained the personal connections were meaningful to her: “I like to hear about 
other people in our group and know how they’re doing. That’s teamwork to me.” 
 The attitudinal nature of team orientation (Eby & Dobbins, 1997; Salas et al., 
2005) was evident in Dawn and Susan’s examples. Clearly, they enjoyed being part of a 
larger group and caring about group members. Camaraderie and community were integral 
parts of the ensemble’s sense of team orientation. As an important part of teamwork, 
Lynn cited team orientation as an effective leadership tool due to “the value of being part 
of the team, working with others, and working it out together.” In her professional 
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community bell group, Lynn reported, “there were many, many years where you didn’t 
say a word to anyone because you didn’t want to set the director off. It was intense, and 
that really wasn’t fun.” (Lynn, interview) 
Several ensemble members mentioned the extramusical factors which set the 
Campana Ringers apart from other handbell groups. Lynn described community in our 
ensemble in this way:  
It’s not just about the music, it’s about the ministry. It’s about people sharing their 
stories with each other, and it’s weighing the ministry over the music. It’s about 
the community as well as just the music. Frankly, if you’re friends, you play 
better anyway. You work better together. (Lynn, interview) 
Rapport between players contributed to team orientation in terms of a team bond. 
Rebecca spoke about her friendships with fellow handbell ringers:  
I like handbells because we're all in a team together. We're trying to make one 
beautiful masterpiece, we're working together, but it's also about fun for us. We've 
had members in the past who were very serious handbell ringers. They were great 
ringers and very serious about it and would kind of get upset if we were joking or 
goofing around. For me, it's all about the community and the fun. Yes, we're 
trying to make beautiful music, but we have a community together too. So I want 
to play handbells well, but it’s more than that. Rehearsal night is a way to take a 
break, enjoy my friends, and make beautiful music. We all do that well together. 
It’s definitely more than just the music. (Rebecca, interview) 
Jenny agreed in an interview, “There are a lot of social events that make us not just about 
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the ringing. A lot of the experience is social and caring about each other and the 
families.” Both Rebecca and Jenny illuded to a personal experience they regarded with 
higher significance than playing handbell music. The community of the ensemble and 
experience being with ringers was valued. This is an unsurprising finding from players in 
the interdependent handbell ensemble, as a team orientation involves a general preference 
to work in team settings (Salas et al., 2005). 
Now and then, Lynn took time during rehearsal to ask how we were doing 
personally. During our preparations for our Christmas performance she asked in a 
rehearsal, “How’s everybody doing? OK?” “Exhausted,” a few ringers responded. 
Rebecca stated, “I’m exhausted, too. I’m working long days and all hours, except tonight 
for bells.” Lynn replied:	
You know, there’s something to say for coming and doing music together. 
Because you kind of get to put away whatever happened today, whatever’s on 
your mind, and just have some fun making some music. It’s good therapy for all 
of us. 
The group members reacted positively to Lynn’s comment, shaking their heads in 
agreement. I found it refreshing and encouraging to play in an ensemble in which the 
director asked and cared about her musicians. After rehearsing our last piece for the 
night, Lynn’s caring was apparent by her comments: “All right. And that one’s going to 
be lovely, too. OK, guys, good job, good job. Have a good week, everybody. Stay safe. 
Keep your mask on!” 
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				 Group Stories and Occasions.	I expected to find a sense of team orientation in 
the form of insider stories and jokes accumulated by this group due to their lengthy years 
of shared experience.	For example, a local handbell composer told Lynn with the money 
he made from one of his popular pieces he was able to remodel his kitchen. When we 
sight-read “Glad Adoration” in rehearsal, it sounded horrible. It was the group consensus 
everyone thought they were in the wrong spot because it sounded so bad. Susan said, “No 
one paid for a kitchen with the profits from this piece!” Her comment became a group 
joke. 	
Stories of handbell folklore contributed to a sense of team orientation in the 
Campana Ringers. A few performance horror stories fondly remained in the memories of 
the bell ensemble members. Whenever we were scheduled to play upstairs in the 
sanctuary, Susan retold her famous page-turning experience. She was ringing in the 
balcony during a performance, turned the page in the middle of the piece, and it flew out 
of the folder and slowly floated downstairs, landing in a pew.  
				 Not all group stories were of horrifying experiences. After a performance of 
“Angels from the Realms of Glory,” Lynn praised us, saying it went perfectly, and her 
professional group did not play it that well. Natalie joked that Lynn’s conductor would 
have cried if he had heard us. In an interview, Susan remembered from a past 
performance, “The best part was hearing the audience gasp at the end before applauding. 
That was cool. The gasp was cool!!” After that, when we played new pieces for services, 
Susan wondered whether we would hear a gasp after the end.	
Although group members with a long history together likely share a team 
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orientation and professionally-related stories, at times the handbell ringers resembled 
family members amid personal circumstances. A notable difference between my 
membership in previous musical ensembles and the Campana Ringers was their presence 
at personal family events. A team orientation was exhibited in this ensemble by their 
support of each other during special occasions. Members of the ensemble acted as an 
extension of family on various occasions, such as attending bell concerts where ringer’s 
children or grandchildren performed. Amber and several other Campana Ringers attended 
the handbell concert of Susan’s grandson. Seven years ago, all of the ringers met 
Cherry’s fiancé at the restaurant La Baguette after a performance. Lynn’s birthday was 
celebrated by a barbeque at Annie’s house with all the Campana Ringers. For 
monumental birthdays, such as Susan’s 70th, a rehearsal ended early for ringers to eat 
eclairs and congratulate her.  
Supplemental examples of team orientation were seen by the group’s attendance 
at important events. It was customary for the musicians to experience more formal 
occasions together, such as funerals and weddings. The handbell choir played for the 
funeral of Diana, one of their fellow ringers who died at age 42. On her behalf, a piece 
was commissioned by her fellow ringers from a local handbell composer. The resulting 
composition centered on the cycle of grief in the process of death, and was performed 
during a special service for Diana. During this service, director Lynn stood up from the 
pews to conduct the piece during the service and noticed her music was missing from her 
music stand. Although she used it in rehearsal, it disappeared before the performance. 
The bell group joked Diana had taken the score. The same local handbell composer wrote 
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a piece commissioned by the Campana Ringers for Rebecca’s wedding. The ensemble 
performed it at her wedding and, as a wedding gift, they had the title page framed and 
signed. Rebecca shared it was currently displayed in her living room. The ensemble will 
perform it again during their upcoming season. 
Several ringers assumed extramusical responsibilities to aid in preparations for 
special occasions. Cherry sewed handmade masks using cloth with melodies on musical 
staffs for all Campana Ringers to wear while recording the online Christmas service 
during the coronavirus outbreak. Susan, Amber, Cherry, Joyce, and Ruth spent a few 
hours at the church polishing all the bells. Annie decorated all bell tables with gold fabric 
runners,2and director Lynn matched the ringers’ red scarves to the color of carpet in the 
church sanctuary. Lynn summarized the preparation activity during rehearsal and joked, 
“We’ll look wonderful.  It’s all about the look, you know.” She quickly added, “And it’ll 
sound wonderful, too.” Ruth replied, “After the first take, it will.” I laughed and 
reminded her, “We can do as many takes as we want.” 
The attitude of a team orientation (Salas et al., 2005) contributed to individual 
ringers providing support to fellow members’ grandchildren at concerts, a wedding 
engagement, monumental birthday, and the death of a fellow ringer. These events were 
not directly related to the function of the ensemble, as were preparations for the church’s 
Christmas service. However, in all of these circumstances, individuals personally 
contributed to fellow ensemble members, spurred by their sense of team orientation. 	
 
2 A table runner is “a narrow length of cloth laid on top of tablecloths or a bare table” 
(Ettiquire Scholar, 2021). 
     




Team orientation was influential on learning in the handbell ensemble. Cortney 
summed up the importance of personal interactions and being together as a team for 
special occasions:  
Bringing a cake for somebody's birthday, or having the barbecue at Annie's house, 
or attending festivals gives us a chance to form friendships and bonds. This helps 
our ringing because you know you are working together and you don't perceive a 
correction from a ringer as “You think you're better than me”, or “I'm not as good 
of a musician as you [sic].” You don’t get upset about it. So, I think those 
friendship bonds help our performance. (Cortney, interview) 
Many players spoke about viewing individual musicians as part of a larger team-
oriented group which influenced ensemble learning. Several members of the bell 
ensemble described their group work using the orientation of a team in interviews. Bill 
said, “When it comes to bells, the teamwork is imperative for the learning. It's a group 
learning adventure.” Natalie also mentioned a team effort: “I think the thing I like the 
most about handbells is the fact that it's basically a team sport. There’s a real 
collaborative effort.” Cortney stated, “In handbells, you're only as good as your weakest 
link. Seriously. If somebody doesn’t play their part, or they don’t play the correct rhythm, 
it messes everybody else up.” Joyce and Rebecca described the team environment. Joyce 
said, “It's a cohesive teamwork kind of thing. Mostly you're communicating with people 
around you, but because we switch positions all the time, you interact with all the all the 
members of the group.” Rebecca felt, “We just work together as a team, because this isn't 
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just about one-person.” These comments from ringers indicated they enjoyed their 
interactions with peer musicians, as Caslor and Belgrave (2018) found. 
Lynn certainly enacted a conscious joint effort in rehearsals by questioning 
players about their experiences. After we rehearsed “I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day” 
she said, “So it’s just the transition from the chimes to the bells. But that’s really great. 
That’s coming along. Do you feel good about it?” The next week, after a run-through of 
the same piece, she commented, “That’s really getting there. We still have to work a little 
bit on those tempo changes, but… Any questions? Anything you’d like to revisit?”  
A team must “value each other’s perspectives to be successful” (Salas et al., 2005, 
p. 585). Through Lynn’s questions, she showed she valued the views of ringers, and gave 
them the opportunity to express thoughts, request playing a certain area of the piece 
again, and provide feedback to her. Being asked how their musical experience was gave 
players a sense of involvement in the progress of the whole ensemble. Ringers felt they 
worked together as a team with their leader, as opposed to “playing under” a dictating 
conductor. Moreover, ringers learned of the musical challenges their teammates faced 
and how they could work together successfully. 
Even decisions such as how to start and stop pieces were inclusive, conclusions 
made by the entire team. During a rehearsal of “I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day,” 
Lynn commented, “Let’s do it again from the beginning. Did we decide we’re going to 
come up? Or did we do it off the table?” Joyce responded, “Not decided,” and Natalie 
offered, “We did it off the table last time.” Lynn asked, “Will off the table work for 
everyone?” After we nodded our heads yes, we tried it. The question of how to swing on 
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the last three measures of “Angels We Have Heard on High” was jointly decided: 
Lynn: “OK, we need to figure this out. What do you think?” 
Jenny: Low and then come up? 
Bill: Swing on beat 1? 
Lynn: Yes. Swing on 1 for the first two measures, and on the last measure, hold it 
down for two counts and then come up.    
Mutual decisions not only created learning opportunities for ringers, but for 
director Lynn as well. Due to their expertise and the group practice of making joint 
decisions, ringers felt comfortable making requests to Lynn. While working on “Creation 
Will Be at Peace” during rehearsal, Natalie and Lynn considered an alternative 
conducting pattern: 
Natalie: I think at measure 36, can you give us all of the eighth notes?  
Lynn (demonstrated): Subdivided with 1 + 2 +?   
Natalie: Yes! 
Lynn: I think I can try that. 
Natalie: OK, that’d be great. Because I look up and I can’t tell what to do. 
Lynn: I can try that! It doesn’t mean success, but I’ll try it! 
After giving it a test, Lynn asked Alison, “Does that make sense?”   
Natalie responded, “Yeah, that’s way better.” 
 Teamwork processes are likely to improve if teammates accept feedback and 
assistance from other members (Salas et al., 2005). Lynn’s willingness to make changes 
and implement players’ requests was an example of her commitment to team orientation. 
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Although in rehearsals she gave more corrections and direction to ringers than vice versa, 
their suggestions were not uncommon. Having trouble at the end of “I Heard the Bells on 
Christmas Day,” substitute ringer Helen mentioned Lynn’s arm position:    
Helen: When we’re on that last note, you’re kind of holding your hand up. Is it 
possible if you could show us – I don’t know if that question made any sense at 
all.   
Lynn: As far as damping? 
Helen: I’m having trouble damping at the correct time if you’re showing it high 
up there. 
Lynn: OK, all right. So here’s the last three chords. (She demonstrated the 
motion.) Up, damp, and down. Does that make sense? 
Lynn: Yes! 
In these instances, a sense of team orientation from ringers empowered them to 
provide feedback to director Lynn. After learning the difficulties ringers encountered, 
Lynn made alterations to provide more clear direction. These changes benefited the 
ensemble and demonstrated her understanding that different member’s perspectives 
added unique value to the team (Salas et al., 2005). 
Summary of the Five Core Components 
 The previous five sections of this chapter defined and detailed the use of the five 
core components of teamwork from the Big Five teamwork theory in the handbell 
ensemble. These components comprised team leadership, mutual performance 
monitoring, backup behavior, adaptability, and team orientation (Salas et al., 2005). The 
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Big Five theory also contains three coordinating mechanisms which supplement the core 
components: mental models, closed-loop communication, and mutual trust. In the 
following sections, I address these supplemental factors of the Big Five teamwork theory 
in connection to my findings on the handbell ensemble. 
Mental Models 
Interdependent Function 
    Mental models are what individuals use to mentally organize information and 
response patterns to the team’s environment, purpose, and interdependencies among 
members (Salas et al., 2005; Stout et al., 1999). Frequently called shared understandings, 
mental models include information about individual tasks and team coordination in order 
to achieve team goals (Salas et al., 2005). Director Lynn used mental models to achieve 
certain ensemble goals. In an interview Lynn disclosed she felt mental models helped her 
lead, as she consciously tried “to give enough information to everybody to make it work.” 
Particularly, her experience playing in her professional handbell group was linked to 
what mental models she chose in our Campana Ringers rehearsals. She explained:  
I have a mental idea of when I come to rehearsal of, “My handbell director 
probably would have done this” or, “He would have done this phrasing.” So, I 
have that mental idea of how it should come together. I think you have to know at 
least where you’re trying to get to, you have to know that in your head, so you can 
take the group there. (Lynn, interview) 
During her interview, I asked whether she gave the ensemble mental models during 
rehearsal so ringers knew the targets at which she aimed. She answered, “I don’t know! 
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That’s the goal, let’s put it that way!” 
Learning  
Although Lynn was undecided whether her mental models were conveyed to the 
group, during interviews, ringers demonstrated a firm grasp of Lynn’s ideas. Ensemble 
members learned from a specific type of mental model related to team performance 
known as team-related models, which focused on expected team behaviors (Mathieu et 
al., 2000; Salas et al., 2005). The handbell ensemble’s team-related models centered 
around group purpose and performance expectations.  
    Purpose. Players clearly learned their role within the purposes of the ensemble 
from director-provided mental models. Although ringers referred to a singular group 
purpose, Lynn passed multiple purposes for the ensemble through mental models. In an 
interview, Ruth described the religious connection of the ensemble: “In the church setting 
as opposed to a secular setting, we’re ringing for God, not for our own recognition or 
reward. So, we're there to enhance the worship experience for everyone.” Annie favored 
Ruth’s idea: “Lynn always says our purpose is ring to the glory of God. That’s our main 
purpose, the ministry through music, and that reaches people far more than a lot of other 
things. That's something Lynn has always said.” (Annie, interview) 
Several ringers mentioned Lynn’s mental models on group purpose in her brief 
pre-service speeches. Joyce and Natalie shared typical introductions by Lynn before a 
performance. Joyce remembered,  
She always wants us to focus on praising the Lord with our music. She comes 
across with that every time we perform. Usually, she says a few words and has a 
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prayer before we play. She'll say, “Remember we're here to glorify the Lord and 
let's have fun.” She says something like that, and that's always such a good 
reminder. (Joyce, interview) 
Natalie added:  
Before we play, Lynn always makes that we take a breath and a moment to 
remember why we're doing this. That is especially good when we have a difficult 
piece that we might be feeling a little bit stressed about. If we can just let that go 
and know we're doing this to enhance the service and to bring God's message a 
different way. (Natalie, interview) 
Expectations. A second, non-religious group purpose was learned through 
Lynn’s sharing of team mental models. Members of the ensemble distinctly understood 
musical expectations when performing. One benefit to teams sharing similar mental 
models is that they “generally perform better” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 566). During 
interviews, several ringers indicated they similarly understood Lynn’s goal for the sound 
of the ensemble. Joyce knew Lynn wanted the ringers “to be expressive, dynamic, and 
musical- to make the music sound as good as we can do it together.” Bill identified, 
“Lynn taught me that the purpose of the group is to sound as one.” Cherry agreed, and 
supplemented the idea of playing as one:  
The biggest thing about group performance is when Lynn reminds us that it's as 
much visual as it is about the music. Are we all leaning into the music? Do we 
have circles that match up when we're ringing? That’s the kind of thing I would 
never think about on my own. Having Lynn there really makes us a better group 
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because we do think about those things. You’re not just focusing on playing two 
notes and that's it. You’re thinking about what this all looks and sounds like as a 
big picture. (Cherry, interview) 
As Cherry mentioned, the overall look of the ensemble was considered in addition 
to sound. Musicians employed mental models from Lynn about her preference for ringers 
to match their motions for enhanced visual presentation. Ruth recognized:  
“The physical aspect is important. We need to look like we're matching our 
emotions and fluidity and circles. All the visual aspects of bell ringing that isn't 
necessarily so with other instruments in terms of the playing. So, we want to look 
like we all learned in the same way. All of that comes into making the 
performance cohesive.” (Ruth, interview) 
    Cohesiveness. Aware that mistakes would happen in performances, Lynn passed 
mental models regarding ensemble cohesiveness to the handbell musicians. Jane knew 
Lynn mentioned the first step ringers should take if things started to feel uncoordinated. 
Jane remembered Lynn saying:   
When things are pulling apart, without the director having to say that, you should 
quickly look at the director. In your mind you’re saying, “Oh, it’s pulling apart. 
What do I need to do to ensure that we all stay together? Look at the director. 
Then we stay together as a group.” (Jane, interview) 
Natalie, Joyce, and Cherry thought Lynn had mentioned similar instructions to younger 
ringers. Cherry recalled:   
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I can remember when we were all newer bell ringers. It was not uncommon at 
rehearsals for Lynn to be calling out measure numbers frequently, particularly if 
we were starting fall apart. She would say, “If you get lost, you need to look up. 
I’m going to give you as big of a downbeat as I can. Or, ‘Ask the person next to 
you. Maybe they can whisper of measure number. I’ll try to make some kind of 
sign to get everybody on the same page.’” As a group we're past that now, but 
certainly I can remember the days of her talking about that. (Cherry, interview) 
In an interview, Bill shared he knew in places where he was lost, Lynn trained 
him “to rely on the group.” Lynn mentioned in rehearsal, “If by chance you get lost, 
know those spots where you know exactly where you could jump to.” Bill said, “I rely on 
that ability a lot!”  
The cohesive ensemble ideas of Jane, Cherry, and Bill are not duplicated, but 
related and comparable. Maintaining a complete overlap of shared understandings is 
unnecessary to achieve team objectives (Salas et al., 2005). In fact, an “exact replication” 
(p. 566) could reduce members’ diverse perspectives, resulting in decreased possible 
solutions and lesser team adaptability. Salas et al., suggest a compatible and similar set of 
mental models, such as those of Jane, Cherry, and Bill, could lead members to effective 
team performance. 
Flawed Performances. In this ensemble, perhaps Lynn instilled more mental 
models than she thought, as players agreed the pleasure of ringing was more of a priority 
than flawless performances. During an interview Jenny offered, “Lynn always instills in 
us to remember to look at the congregation when we're playing, and look like we're 
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enjoying it.” Ruth agreed in an interview, “Lynn tells us we should look engaged and like 
we're enjoying ourselves.”  
To her ringers, Lynn emphasized the enjoyment of making music over striving for 
perfection. Natalie described Lynn’s words:  
Lynn tells us that most people in the congregation are not going to notice our 
mistakes, unless it's a really, really big one. She says we should let the little ones 
go, because the congregation is just happy to hear us. I always liked that she 
makes sure that we remember that. (Natalie, interview) 
During a focus group interview with Natalie, Jenny, and Bill, Annie added, “That’s true, 
and for performances, Lynn always says, “Just give it your best. Let the music fill your 
hearts and smile. Act like you’re having run ringing.” Jenny supplemented Annie’s 
comment, “She wants us to have fun.” Bill also agreed, “Yes, to have fun!”  
If performed pieces did not go as well as in rehearsals, ringers knew there was a 
good chance we would revisit a piece. While in a rehearsal, director Lynn distributed a 
piece to us and said she wanted to play it again because she “screwed it up last time.” A 
Campana ringer responded, “You weren’t the only one!”  
Through their use of shared understandings, teams can accomplish teamwork 
skills required for effective team performance (Salas et al., 2005). In the Campana 
Ringers, Lynn’s idea of effective team performance was not based on perfection. Lynn 
instilled in ringers that their enjoyment of the musical experience was more important 
than impeccable performances. Encouraging ringers to have fun might have provided an 
underlying benefit for the ensemble. As Jaffurs (2004) found, learning was easily 
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transmitted within a context of fun.   
    Director Modeling. Additional mental models concerning performances were 
learned through Lynn’s sharing of personal mistakes and experiences. During a concert 
with her professional handbell group, director Lynn reported to us that at one point, she 
didn’t know whether she needed Eb or E natural. Instead of picking one, she did not play 
anything in that spot. She said it was better to omit a bell than to play a wrong note in a 
chord. Lynn added, “The audience won’t be able to hear omissions, but they do hear 
wrong notes.” Dawn admitted in an interview she remembered Lynn’s story and when 
she became “lost in “Angels from the Realms of Glory” during our Christmas 
performance, I didn’t play for most of the piece.” Thus, another way ringers learned 
Lynn’s mental models was by modeling her behavior. 
Closed-loop Communication 
Interdependent Function 
In closed-loop communication, the sender initiates a message, a receiver interprets 
and acknowledges its receipt, and the sender ensures the intended message was received 
(McIntyre & Salas, 1995; Salas et al., 2005). Closed-loop communication was used as a 
functional tool within the handbell ensemble. The most obvious example of closed-loop 
communication occurred in rehearsals. Lynn would request to the group, “OK, let's start 
at 70.” Ringers would reply, “70,” and Lynn affirmed, “70.” Then we would start 
together. In that way, we mirrored the information we heard back to Lynn.  
Occasionally closed-loop communication prevented miscoordination in 
rehearsals. During one piece, Lynn stopped conducting and explained, “We have to run 
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that again, we have to back up! How about 17?” We replied, “17?” Susan argued, “Not 
that far! I just got all situated.” Lynn laughed because she couldn’t read the tiny rehearsal 
numbers. She corrected herself, “I meant 37.” 
Learning  
Communication becomes especially important with changes in the team 
environment (Salas et al., 2005). For example, a performance setting may increase the 
complexity of the environment in which the team is working. In this environment, 
communication may become hindered due to the stressful environment, causing team 
members to focus on individual as opposed to team tasks. The use of closed-loop 
communication in any setting ensures information is accurately understood and facilitates 
the updating of team shared mental models. 
Several ringers experienced learning to mimic the body language of the director 
and fellow ringers through closed-loop communication. Ruth cited this type of physical 
closed-loop communication. She explained her opinion, “During the actual playing of the 
piece, all communication is nonverbal in the non-practice setting. It's all about Lynn’s 
hand and body motions conveying what she wants, whether that's tempo or volume or 
circling.” Cherry agreed,  
Yes, like when you're trying to match circles with the people on either side of 
you. Or when Lynn wants everybody to bring their bells down to the table at the 
same time. We’re all trying to get that together. (Cherry, interview) 
Annie elaborated on Cherry’s point: 
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Lynn wants us all to be in time so that we all look together and coordinated. So, 
we follow her nonverbal physical circles. We’re looking at her, and we see each 
other out of our peripheral vision so we ring together. We come up together, we 
go down together, we circle together, whatever. (Annie, interview) 
In addition to movements, ringer’s expressions were also learned through closed-
loop communication. During interviews, ringers mentioned their ability to physically 
mirror their director. Joyce added, “We respond to Lynn’s gestures and her facial 
expressions too, when we’re all together and we’re playing well.” Amber provided an 
example: “When we’re playing and she wants us to smile, she will grin, and we’ll smile 
back.” Ruth thought, “If we coordinate well, we’ll probably get a smile out of her. So 
that's the feedback again. It’s nonverbal in that setting.” Bill agreed, “A lot of it is body 
language. It’s amazing how much body language we use during these periods.”  
Two types of closed-loop communication were used by handbell ringers, verbal 
and physical. In performance settings, verbal closed-loop communication was impossible, 
thus players used physical communications for team coordination. Ringers used arm 
movements to coordinate with what Lynn demonstrated in real time and turned their 
bodies to match motions with their neighbor ringers. During rehearsals, verbal and 
physical forms of closed-loop communication were practiced.  
Mutual Trust 
Interdependent Function 
In the team setting, mutual trust is the shared perception members will perform 
important actions and protect the interests of other team members (Jones & George, 
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1998; Salas et al., 2005). Mutual trust began with ringers who were present for ensemble 
rehearsals and performances. Attendance was a perpetual issue because individuals were 
solely responsible for their parts. No extra ringers were kept on hand to substitute when 
needed, and no single ringer doubled a bell part. Bill, Jane, and Amber mentioned how in 
the handbell group, we trusted everyone would show up for rehearsals and performances. 
If one person is missing, other ringers would need to shift their responsibilities in order to 
cover the missing ringer’s bells. The group made efforts to avoid implementing these 
types of modifications because they generally overloaded remaining players. 
Two ringers were late for our call time before one of our Christmas recording 
sessions. Director Lynn decided we would have to play without them, but fortunately, 
they showed up at the last minute. During rehearsal Amber exclaimed, “I was about to 
panic!” Ruth agreed, “Darn it, why can't we be like an orchestra with six people playing 
the same note?!”  
Mutual trust developed through the natural design of interdependence in the 
ensemble. In an interview Amber explained handbell ensemble interdependency: “My 
two notes need to be interwoven between everyone else’s or they don’t make sense. All 
of us need to trust that the whole group will execute their parts.”  
Because the degree of capability and skills of players was unmentioned by 
musicians, one might assume a degree of mutual trust concerning ringer proficiency 
existed in the ensemble. However, Ruth presented a distinction of the execution of 
ringers’ bell parts:  
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We trust other ringers implicitly. The bell choir is different than orchestras that 
have multiple instruments playing the same line. In orchestra, if one person 
doesn't quite get it, most of the others are getting it. With us, if one bell is not 
played, there's nobody backing that up. So, I think we're all more nervous about 
making a mistake that is noticeable or being distracted by the mistake of the other 
person. It’s live music, this happens. But with the experience of a bell choir that's 
been together a while, we also have the confidence that the next person is not 
going to miss their note because we missed ours, and that there's not going to be a 
complete meltdown. Knowing that one goof isn't going to sink the fleet gives us 
less anxiety about the mistakes that are going to happen. (Ruth, interview) 
The undercurrent of Ruth’s description relates to trust in an interdependent team. When 
members work interdependently, they willingly accept a degree of risk in relying on each 
other to contribute and cooperate (Salas et al., 2005). 
To combat the possible meltdown or domino effect of mistakes Ruth described, 
ringers enjoyed the feeling of being over-rehearsed. Of course, musicians aimed to 
display their best efforts and attempts of the music in their performances. To achieve that 
goal, ringers needed many rehearsals. However, rehearsals also fostered mutual trust. For 
this reason, Ruth believed rehearsals were invaluable for ringers. She elaborated:  
In a higher-level sense, trust will grow the longer an ensemble plays together. The 
longer you play together you just understand how everyone plays and works. 
Then you don't fear about what the person next to you may or may not be able to 
do because we all know. (Ruth, interview) 
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Jane summarized Ruth’s idea: “The rehearsal creates more and more trust. The more you 
rehearse, the more trust you have in everybody.”   
Bill shared Ruth’s thoughts on the extent of trust in the handbell ensemble:  
We have complete trust and faith in each other. To me, mutual trust, is me doing 
my part, you doing your part, and it all harmonizes. That’s what it’s all about. I 
trust that everyone else is going to ring their part, and then we all get that 
harmonization that feels good. We all get that feeling. (Bill, interview) 
Ringers Ruth and Bill described trust in the handbell ensemble as implicit and 
complete. This high level of trust between ringers had a positive influence on the overall 
ensemble, as trust can affect group participation and contribution (Salas et al., 2005). 
Salas et al. noted team members will inspect fellow members instead of collaborating 
with them in the instance of deficient team trust, a concern which did not appear to be 
present for the Campana Ringers.  
Learning  
Trustworthy Neighbors. In this particular handbell ensemble, ringers were used 
to changing bell note assignments and being paired with new stand partners for each 
piece. Ruth explained how this affected overall group trust:  
Because in our ensemble Lynn moves people around to different positions, there 
is a mixing of everyone amongst each other instead of always standing next to the 
same people. That enhances everything because there's a broader common level of 
ability. Everyone is familiar enough, especially after time goes by, with the 
abilities of the person that they're next to. It makes the whole group stronger and 
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trusting because everyone has a broad skill level throughout the bell set. (Ruth, 
interview) 
Occasionally permanent ringers in our group would act as replacements for 
members of another handbell ensemble from our church. In a reverse manner, substitutes 
from the second handbell choir occasionally filled in for our permanent group members. 
In either case, all ringers needed to learn to trust each other for successful performances. 
Lynn planed ahead for substitutes to fill in if permanent ringers of the ensemble knew 
they would miss an upcoming scheduled performance. Joyce explained the atmosphere 
surrounding planned substitutes in a focus group interview with Natalie:  
Maybe they get to practice with the group twice. Two weeks if they're lucky. But 
everybody accepts that if subs mess up, it's the reality of seeing the music only 
once or twice before playing. And we still trust that we can recover and stay 
together and get back together. Everybody tries to be pretty helpful. I know 
Natalie subbed for the high school group, but I don't know how much you got to 
practice ahead of time.  
Natalie replied to Joyce,  
It kind of depended on which time it was. It's interesting subbing and going into 
that group because I don't know if teenagers have that life skill to be trusting. 
They maybe think, “Oh, I don't know this person.” Whereas I feel like in the adult 
group, it's more clear and we are more trusting. Some of the high school kids 
might just not be very open to helping or giving a little assistance if you're 
floundering around. That takes a lot of self-awareness and self-confidence to help 
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someone who’s an adult.  
Trust fosters “a willingness to disseminate information more freely among team 
members” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 569. It is possible, therefore, the high school group 
Natalie substituted in may have had less mutual trust between ringers, as they were less 
open to helping or providing assistance.  
Cultivating mutual trust could be challenging in the handbell ensemble, even 
between experienced substitutes and permanent players. Seeing both sides of the 
scenario, Ruth felt in a focus group interview with Jenny and Natalie, “It's hard to step in 
at the last minute or to have someone step in next to you. But you just roll with it.” Jenny 
and Natalie agreed being a last-minute substitute was tough. Natalie said, “It is nerve-
racking to walk in cold turkey. I'm not going to lie.” Ruth respected those who dared to 
step in and defined any substitute as: 
a hero, but it does create some little bit of anxiety and trouble. Trust is going to 
decline when a new member is introduced, because it's an unknown element. 
Only until time goes by and you can see the level of skill of that new person, then 
the trust will build back up. So it's not a negative about the person, it's just the 
unknown of how much they played and what do they know. (Ruth, focus group 
interview) 
The unknown ringer was a variable that affected the general mutual trust 
throughout the group. Yet, mutual trust was not automatically felt between permanent 
ringers. Jenny contemplated the extent of her mutual trust with other ringers and joked in 
a focus group interview with Natalie, “It depends on which ringer you’re talking about!” 
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Natalie laughed at Jenny’s comment and added, “Well, if your normal partner isn't there, 
and then a random substitute shows up, you have to be trusting of their ability to just do 
their best.”  
Whether ringers were substitutes or permanent group members, reliance on your 
neighbors was important in handbell playing. Having mutual trust between players 
created a unified ensemble and a feeling that ringers could rely upon each other. For 
example, in Amber’s experience, she tried to help her stand partner Susan with a 
troublesome spot in rehearsal. Susan said, “No, I’ll be ok there because you always get it 
right.” Clearly, Susan trusted Amber to the extent she based her own part around her 
partner’s accuracy. 
    Trustworthy Corrections. Due to the position rotation in the ensemble that 
enabled ringers to access abilities of ensemble members, Annie summarized in an 
interview, “I think we're all pretty trusting and if we have questions, we feel very 
comfortable asking.” With her comment, Annie breached a new topic involving mutual 
trust, corrections from fellow ringers: 
Cherry saves me all the time! I ask her, “Where am I? Where’s the D and the E?” 
Because I don’t play bass bells much. Cherry shows me and circles it, and then I 
can get it going. A lot of times we listen to each other. I'll tell her, “Please tell me 
when I'm off.” So she knows that it's okay, that I'm not going to get offended or 
anything if she says, “Oh, you’re off.” I say, “Oh gosh, okay. Where am I again?” 
So, I think part of that trust is kind of giving that person the permission next to 
you by saying “Let me know if I'm off, because I'm screwed up on this one. So 
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tell me if I come in too fast or whatever.” That’s just part of getting your 
performance right and trusting each other that they're not thinking, “Oh, for 
heaven's sakes. I already said that once. This is your B.” We don't do that at all. 
We really rely on each other to help out and I think that's a really big trust thing. 
(Annie, interview) 
In essence, corrections were trusted and taken as a helpful tool by many ringers. 
Bill enthusiastically supported Annie’s thoughts in a focus group interview:  
It’s the willingness that we trust each other– that we’re humble enough to say, “I 
always mess up in this measure. What am I doing wrong?” I'm trusting you that 
your criticism is constructive. And I think a good example of that was at the latest 
festival we went to. Frankly, if you're not willing to take some criticism, you 
could be quite offended with what that director said. But I believe one of the 
advantages that musicians have is we can take criticism better because it's part of 
our nature. It’s partial with making mistakes and correcting them and then redoing 
it over and over and over. So, we trust in the group enough that we’re open to 
accept their helpful constructive criticism.  
Annie and Bill both experienced team trust from fellow ringers to the extent of allowing 
their team mates’ input to positively affect their individual performances. This finding is 
aligned with Salas et al. (2005), who explained, “through the fostering of mutual trust, it 
is understood and accepted by team members that group members are in fact looking out 
for each other and for the good of the team” (p. 569). 
However, while there were more examples of ringers exhibiting mutual trust by 
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favorably accepting corrections, Jenny introduced the reversed attitude:  
You know who will talk about it. Some people will talk to you about it, and other 
people aren't as willing to ask for help. I think that also hurts the trust level with 
people who aren't willing to accept help. (Jenny, interview) 
Jenny’s example of ringers who were unwilling to ask or accept help may correspond 
with an underdeveloped level of group trust. In cases where group trust has not yet been 
developed, “mutual performance monitoring and backup behaviors may be misinterpreted 
as team members keeping tabs on each other” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 569).  
Mutual trust of players was likely to stem from individual personalities and 
experience, Ruth concluded in an interview:  
Sometimes it's a personality thing. But I know for the good of the piece you want 
to give and get as much help as needed in any situation. In our group, it comes 
with time. You do feel confident enough to just say, “I know I'm not getting this 
at all.” That comes with experience and time, realizing nobody cares if you don't 
get it right, as long as you're trying to get it. 
After contemplating the setting, Natalie decided the difference involved a fellow ringer’s 
presentation of a correction, and deduced:  
I think it is about the way it's presented to be resolved. I'm happy to take a 
correction as long as it's not negative or blunt. I like when someone says, “Hey, 
listen, you know, I’m noticing this, and it might be easier to do it this way.” 
(Natalie, interview) 
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Along with mutually trusting their stand partners and fellow ringers, members of 
the handbell ensemble trusted their director to fulfill all aspects of her role. Cherry 
provided an unusual example of director Lynn overseeing trust within the ensemble:  
I think we're willing to listen to each other and not be offended. You just say, 
“OK. I always have trouble in this measure and I'm trying to figure it out.” But 
we've had people who maybe weren't as open to that, and they were getting 
corrected over and over. Ultimately, Lynn saw that the whole group was starting 
to become frustrated that it's the same person that's always kind of throwing a 
wrench in things. That’s an issue of trust that effected the whole group. Lynn had 
to wonder, “Maybe they just need to be in a different group, and not ringing in our 
group?” Eventually, Lynn was willing to step up and say, “OK, enough.” That’s 
an uncomfortable conversation for her because we're all volunteers. We're not 
professionals. But ultimately, she made a fix. (Cherry, interview) 
Cherry illustrated a declining mutual trust between ringers based on tension with 
one group member. Additionally, Cherry included Lynn’s response in this situation, 
which demonstrated Cherry trusted the feelings of her ringers. Her solution to move the 
struggling member to another handbell group increased ensemble’s trust in their director. 
Mutual trust is necessary for members to accept team leadership behaviors (Salas et al.,  
2005). If trust is nonexistent between members and their leader, they will be “less willing 
to appear uniformed” (p. 569). In this case, the group leader would be unable to 
effectively manage the team. 
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Generalizations and Conclusion 
Lichtman (2013) summarized, “In qualitative research, you do not generalize or 
test hypotheses. Rather, you describe, understand, and interpret” (p. 139). Particularly in 
case studies, Lichtman continued, there is not “sufficient breadth to make 
generalizations,” hence the “goal is to get detailed and rich descriptions of the case you 
select” (p. 92). Within the parameters of the studied case, I provided a nuanced portrayal 
of the handbell ensemble. Although some behaviors and qualities may be common to 
other performing ensembles, other details of this single qualitative case may not be 
universal. Attempts to generalize and transfer concrete details of this single case study to 
other ensembles may be unrealistic and irrelevant.   
Members of the Campana Ringers incorporated all five of the core components of 
the Big Five theory of teamwork. Additionally, the three coordinating mechanisms of the 
Big Five theory were applied during rehearsals and performances. From this analysis, it is 
clear to see how the ensemble learns and functions as a team.  
Summary 
In this chapter, I presented the responses of all members of the handbell 
ensemble, including their director. Within the five core components of the Big Five 
teamwork theory (team leadership, mutual performance monitoring, backup behavior, 
adaptability and team orientation) and its three coordinating mechanisms (mental models, 
closed-loop communication and mutual trust), results were divided into categories of 
interdependent function and learning. In the next chapter, a discussion of emergent 
themes is provided. 
     




Emergent Themes External to the Big Five Teamwork Theory 
Emergent Secondary Themes 
In the previous chapter, I presented the primary themes of this study based on the 
Big Five teamwork theory. Several secondary themes related to informal mentoring and 
learning emerged throughout my data analysis phase of the study. I analyzed rehearsal 
observations, individual interviews, focus group interviews, and grouped those data into 
categories. When I noticed close relationships between the categories and relationships 
outside the scope of the Big Five teamwork theory, I collected them into new themes. 
The following secondary themes emerged from my data analysis: Uniqueness of the 
handbell ensemble experience, co-mentoring presence, and ensemble learning sources. 
Uniqueness of the Handbell Experience  
 Throughout individual and focus group participant interviews, many ringers 
commented on the unique qualities of playing handbells. While some addressed the 
structure of the ensemble, others compared it to previous instrumental experiences. 
Ensemble members commented on their reliance on one another as part of the nature of 
handbell playing, which influenced group function and learning. Importance of 
individuals and interdependent work as a team were also mentioned. One missing ringer 
could have a significant negative effect on the group and players needed to maintain 
accuracy while interdependently working together in order to produce intended musical 
effects.  
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    Structure. Several ringers addressed the distinct handbell ensemble design. Ruth 
said, “It’s like having 13 people at one piano keyboard. It’s a different paradigm 
compared to other ensembles.” Natalie similarly noted in an interview, “There's no other 
instrument, even with [other] percussion, where you would really be this close to 
someone sharing an instrument.”  
Amber indicated handbell playing differed from other instrumental ensemble 
experiences and compared her orchestral experience to ringing handbells: 
In orchestra, you don’t start out playing flute and then switch to playing 
trombone. But that is exactly what happens when you rotate positions in bells. 
Also, in an orchestra rehearsal, all the violas don’t turn to the cellos and ask, 
“How can we coordinate this better?” Sections don’t spontaneously practice 
together or problem solve in front of the conductor during rehearsal. (Amber, 
focus group interview) 
Bill elaborated on Amber’s idea and described the experience of an individual ringer 
being an entire section:  
You can go sing with the choir and not even really know how to read music. 
Because you listen to it enough and you have enough other people singing your 
part. You can learn it. You don't have that luxury in bells. You need to know how 
to read music and you have to hold down your own part with bells. So you don't 
have that fudge factor. I think this is one of the things that's been neat about 
playing bells. (Bill, focus group interview) 
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As Bill mentioned the lack of a “fudge factor,” knowing and executing your part 
correctly was particularly essential in the ensemble because a single player’s notes were 
not doubled by other musicians. However, individual practicing presented logistical 
challenges for all ringers. During an interview Ruth summarized, “It's a weird instrument. 
You don’t bring your instrument and music home to practice. You only have it in one 
place, and we don’t have private lessons that are honing our skills.” Bill explained in an 
interview, “I can take my tenor part home from choir rehearsal and sing it by myself, but 
I can't do that per se with the bell.” During an interview Annie believed, “It is very much 
a ‘learn as you practice’ experience. You just kind of learn as you go.” 
Communal learning was not the only challenge in the handbell ensemble. Several 
players spoke about the difficulty of being a handbell ringer. Amber, a professional 
musician, discovered the experience of learning handbells was much harder than she 
anticipated. When she began playing bells, Amber thought to herself, “All I have to do is 
ding a couple notes.” However, she discovered, “It is not that easy! It’s difficult.” 
(Amber, interview) Lynn explained the two-note predicament for instrumentalists who 
become bell ringers: 
A violinist plays all the notes of a first violin part, or even in a choir, you’re 
singing the whole alto part and the whole bass part. You’re not just singing two 
notes. And that’s really what makes handbell ringing so difficult. (Lynn, 
interview) 
In an interview Jack used the example, “If you were a trumpet, you play all the notes in 
your range on the trumpet. In bells, you only play a couple of notes in one measure while 
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another trumpet plays the rest of them.” Jenny had difficulty trying to fit her notes in: 
It’s so much harder to have one note in each measure. When you play the trumpet, 
you play the whole melody line. You play the whole thing. Sometimes we’ll have 
just a 16th note on the “e” or “and.” Those are hard to fill in. It’s like, “Oh no!” 
(Jenny, interview) 
Despite only having responsibility for two notes, some ringers needed to adjust to 
an unusual instrumental mindset. Amber took time to adjust to her new instrument: 
Well, my problem is always that I don't think about dropping a bell in order to 
pick up a new one to play a sharp or flat. Originally I was a flutist, and I didn’t 
put my flute down on a table and pick up another flute in order to play a sharp. 
That takes getting used to. (Amber, interview) 
Although most Campana Ringers had previous instrumental experience, playing 
one instrument with 13 other people required a great deal of adaptability (Salas et al., 
2005). As Natalie stated, “there’s no other instrument…where you would be this close to 
someone sharing an instrument.” Similarly, unlike many players of band or orchestral 
instruments, handbell ringers did not take private lessons, aside from the rare meeting 
with Lynn to solve a problematic area in a piece, and could not practice at home. Each 
player did not have a five-octave set of bells at home, which would be needed as 
musicians continually rotated bell positions in the ensemble. Further, because a musician 
only sounded two bell notes of a greater whole, practicing alone did not make sense 
without the remaining ringers filling in the other parts. Learning with the group during 
rehearsal was another major adjustment for ringers. Annie described it as a “learn as you 
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practice” experience. Because of the need to share an instrument and learn together 
during rehearsals, ringers were inclined toward a sense of team orientation (2005) due to 
the structure and function of handbell ensemble.  
    Personnel Dependence. The reliance of group members on each important 
individual was a unique quality of the handbell ensemble. Ruth mentioned:  
Unlike an orchestra where there are two or three players for most instruments, 
even if someone is missing, someone else is playing their part. Or even in a choir 
if you have ten Sopranos and only six show up, you're still good. (Ruth, 
interview) 
Bill added in an interview, “In choir, you're all singing the same line and other 
people are doubling your part. But in bells, you're responsible for those notes, and 
nobody else is.” Ruth agreed, “In bells, one person missing means one part is missing, 
and it can be devastating depending on where they play in the piece.” 
A playing experience with an error-making ringer distressed Cortney, who 
explained in an interview, “If somebody doesn’t play their part, or they don’t play the 
correct rhythm, it messes everybody else up.” Cherry compared mistakes in the handbell 
ensemble to large ensemble playing: 
It’s one thing if you’re playing an instrument in band. Somebody might screw up, 
but oh well. You can still play your part right. But in bells, if somebody else in the 
group is consistently messing up, it makes everybody mess up.   
Interdependence between each individual player is what makes the experience of 
bell ringing unique to other musical ensembles. Lynn considered: 
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What other music organization is like bell ringing? I can’t come up with anything 
because in bells, you only play your two notes of a piece, and you have to know 
how your part fits into the whole. And if you’re not there, the piece is missing two 
notes. What orchestra, or what choir, could sing all the notes except for F and G?! 
I can’t think of another group that would be like a handbell choir. And that’s 
where you all have to rely on each other to play your part so that everybody else 
can play their part. It’s an interesting musical organization. (Lynn, interview) 
Dawn extended Lynn’s thoughts by providing an example of multi-ringer 
interdependence: 
There was one piece that had a crazy hard spot. The first time we took a pass at it, 
I just laughed the whole time because I thought, “I can’t do this!” It was a very 
intricate pattern that changed every three or four measures, but it involved three of 
us doing it together. I could have learned my rhythm, but if I didn't also include 
Natalie and Annie in it, then it wasn't going to matter. It was still going to sound 
like crap. The three of us had to come together and work all together all at the 
same time, or else it wouldn’t work. Because it was such an intricate section, it 
relied equally on all three of us being able to nail it. It was definitely a team 
approach to music. If all three of us didn't have it at the same level it wasn't going 
to go, it wasn’t going to fly. (Dawn, interview) 
Considering the required interdependence in handbell ringing, the idea of specific 
types of personalities being agreeable to teamwork is not surprising. In Jane’s experience: 
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I have just always found, as director of a vocal choir and a bell choir, that bell 
people in general tend to be more willing to collaborate. Whereas in the vocal 
ensemble, everybody's an individual, and I always have to keep some individuals- 
the soprano, the tenor, under control. I've always liked handbell people better, 
because it's a personality that's just more cooperative. (Jane, interview) 
Cherry provided an example of ringers whose personalities did not blend with the rest of 
the group:  
There were people who played for a little while in bells and quit because they 
didn't like that they have to depend on somebody else. They really didn't like how 
interdependent a bell choir has to be. I think, for whatever reason, they weren't 
team players. Let's put it that way. (Cherry, interview) 
Part of a team orientation (Salas et al., 2005) in the handbell ensemble was 
understanding Lynn’s description of “how your part fits into the whole.” The social 
aspect of making music was crucial to ringers. Missing one person could be “devastating 
depending on where they play in the piece,” according to Ruth. Additionally, learning a 
single bell part also meant learning how it connected to the parts of others. For this 
reason, players thought of ensemble learning as a social process, similarly to students 
who viewed learning as a social process in Peters’ (2007) study. The spirit of team 
orientation in the ensemble included collaborative group work, which was viewed as 
larger than individual’s ideas in Wiggins’ results (1999/2000). These findings were in 
accordance with Dawn’s sense of playing together. In her example, three ringers all 
needed to work together or “it wasn’t going to fly.” Ringers were not found to 
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intentionally oppose ideas of other group members as Wiggins (1999/2000) found, and 
instead worked together harmoniously. 
The practice of mutual performance monitoring (Salas et al., 2005) generally 
worked in favor of ensemble members, although an individual’s mistakes could lead to 
the mistakes of other ringers. The willingness of players to monitor each other for the 
good of the group was an example of a “team player” quality, as Cherry mentioned. Jane 
found handbell ringers to be willing to collaborate, consistent with students who 
preferred learning through peer mentoring as opposed through traditional lecture formats 
and students who negatively viewed group learning structures not employing shared 
authority and continual dialogue (Foster, 2014). The more cooperative personalities of 
ringers go hand in hand with students who used reciprocal teaching techniques and were 
more successful than in environments tightly controlled by a teacher (Johnson, 2015). 
Co-Mentoring  
The practice of co-mentoring permeated throughout the handbell ensemble. Co-
mentoring in this study was the reciprocal teaching and learning which occurred between 
musicians.	The data in this section mainly is presented from the researcher’s experiences, 
a peculiarity of my role as a participant observer in this study.	The continual rotation of 
bell positions in the ensemble allowed me to interact with all members of the ensemble. I 
more frequently chose to highlight those dialogues I directly experienced in order to 
provide a detailed insider’s viewpoint. Ringers often collaborated and solved problems 
together without prodding from the director, which demonstrated a team orientation 
(Salas et al., 2005). Many players expressed co-mentoring as a method of improving and 
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learning together. Amber said,  
In our group, working together is just part of playing bells. We're just trying to 
make it better. If you have a problem, you're going to turn to your stand partner 
and ask them. A lot of times that is how you learn. (Amber, interview) 
Several other ensemble members mentioned the learning and helping that occurred, 
including the director. In Lynn’s experience directing the Campana Ringers, she found 
“helping each other out is part of the team.” (Lynn, interview) 
Collaboration in the handbell group to Joyce was “a two-way street. If someone 
else is having trouble, you can see if you can figure out a better way to handle their part, 
and they can help with yours, too.” (Joyce, interview) Natalie described it in an interview 
as “figuring out together what's going to work the best for playing.” Jenny had the 
experience of consulting with other ringers and explained, “You do look at the other 
person's part in the music and ask each other, ‘How would you do this?’ or ‘When would 
you put this bell down?’” (Jenny, interview) 
Generally, ringers were accommodating, as they problem solved and helped each 
other. Natalie enjoyed helping group members, particularly because as she explained in 
an interview, even if ringers had prior instrumental experience, “the flow of playing bells 
is harder to pick up.” She believed, “I do think I have learned some things over the years 
that can be helpful, that maybe don't come intuitively to new ringers. Because I never 
really played another instrument, handbells make sense to me.”  
Interdependent Function 
 Co-mentoring in the handbell ensemble was not formally structured or planned by 
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the director. Lynn frequently encouraged ringers to consult each other. This was partially 
due to her own co-mentoring experience in her professional bell ensemble. She told the 
story of a rehearsal experience when she arrived at a spot in her bell part with quick 
changes and wondered, “Oh shoot, how am I going to do this?” When she asked her 
director about it, he said, “Fix it. Just work it out.” Lynn explained, “He couldn't stop the 
whole rehearsal there to work with me. So, I asked another ringer.” (Lynn, interview) 
Interrupting the director to ask for help was usually not done in the Campana 
Ringers unless a player and their stand partner could not solve the problem. If the group 
had to stop rehearsing each time a ringer didn't understand something or know a 
technique, they would never get through a piece. In an interview Natalie described the 
circumstance, “If we can't figure it out then we probably need to take it up to Lynn.” Ruth 
tried to work out her own problems but explained she asks Lynn for help when something 
cannot be executed: “If it's unworkable, then I would tell Lynn, ‘This can't be done. We 
need one extra bell or we need someone else to play this note or chime.’ Those weird 
things come up.” (Ruth, interview) 
    Asking a fellow ringer for help was a common practice in the ensemble because 
interrupting the director with individual part questions was generally avoided. Ruth 
noticed sometimes she is “the only one with the tricky part, and everybody else thinks 
their part is nothing. Then I can't say to the director, ‘I need to go over this these 
measures eight times’ while everybody else is ringing their own part wondering, ‘What's 
the problem?’” (Ruth, interview) Solving problems was an ongoing challenge for 
individuals in the ensemble, as they were solely responsible for their own part. 
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Difficulties needed to be worked out quickly to ensure a time- efficient rehearsal. 
Bill agreed with Ruth as he remembered,  
I don't want to be bothering the director, but I’ve probably been guilty of being 
that person. I think, “Okay, Bill, you've asked enough questions. Now it’s 
somebody else's turn.” I try to be conscious of that so I'm not hogging Lynn’s 
time. (Bill, interview) 
From the director’s perspective, Lynn explained the difficulty:  
Here’s the dilemma you get into. You’re working on a song and there's always 
going to be one or two people that want you to repeat their part for the next 10 
minutes until they learn it. Well, you can't hold the rest of the ensemble hostage 
while you teach this one person. So, I always tell the new person that I put them 
next to a strong player so they can kind of learn that way. I rely on them. Say 
there is a technique the new person hasn’t done, but the strong player knows. 
They can say, “Oh it's where you put your thumb on the bell.” You can't explain 
all those things each time in a group that's been playing for a while.	(Lynn, 
interview)	
Learning  
Although all ringers shared information and provided help amongst themselves, 
the expertise of seasoned ensemble players led to learning through co-mentoring from 
general questions and encouragement to specific answers in tough passages. Members 
continually shared their expertise with other ringers. Rebecca cited the advantage of 
ringers with specified knowledge: 
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Everybody has expertise in different areas. I play the high bells, so I'm really 
good at four-in-hand. I can figure out those quick runs pretty easily, but I'm not 
good at the bass bells. Whereas Cherry, she plays those bells and she knows the 
secrets and the tricks. If I'm struggling on something, I can just tap into what she 
can know. There's lots of expertise in different areas and everybody has a 
different background of music. (Rebecca, interview) 
In addition to receiving reassurance from the director, stand partners positively 
supported each other. Joyce monitored her stand partner’s improvements during 
rehearsals and encouraged them with, “Oh, you got that part this time!” Natalie noted in 
an interview a benefit of collaboration was “You don't have to figure it out all on your 
own.” She often aided members with questions by saying, “Oh, I played that five years 
ago, that spot. Let me tell you what I did that really helped.” Bell position rotation could 
prove beneficial to ringers, as they could share knowledge from past experiences. 
Teamwork between neighbor ringers frequently occurred in rehearsals and 
frequently solved problems. Susan exclaimed, “I’m falling apart!” in the middle of a 
section, but Lynn continued conducting. When we came to a stop, Lynn did not address 
Susan because the players around her, Rebecca, Ruth, and Jenny, helped fix her problem. 
Jenny suggested separating bells to one per hand when Susan struggled with a two-in-
hand doubled octave shake. Rebecca and Ruth clarified the rhythm for Susan. In another 
spot, Susan had trouble taking a cue from Lynn. Ruth explained the timing of Susan’s 
entrance. Susan learned she could imitate what Ruth previously played, which resulted in 
a more viable solution than following Lynn’s cue.  
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As well as providing suggestions, ringers were able to make corrections to each 
other. Bill mistakenly rang an A-flat bell instead of A natural during a rehearsal of 
“Angels from the Realms of Glory.” After he used A natural several times, Amber called 
to Lynn while raising her hand. Lynn was busy giving pointers to other ringers and did 
not hear or see Amber. Because we were situated in a circle for this rehearsal, Tracy, a 
substitute ringer two tables down from Bill, noticed Amber, who pointed to Bill. Tracy 
nodded, walked over to his table, and pointed out the key signature. Tracy smiled at 
Amber as she walked back to her table, who gave her a “thumbs up.” 
Reliance on fellow ringers was a preferred practice for some players. Bill decided 
the most difficult aspect to overcome in bell playing is how to not get lost when changing 
bells. Amber explained in an interview, “You need to pick up new bells, so your eyes 
leave the music, and when you look again, it’s easy to lose your spot and not be synced 
up to where others are playing.” Bill described his dilemma: “We don't have the luxury of 
following the melody in our head and then just finding our place in the 
music…particularly in the bass clef aspect of playing.” (Bill, interview) Dawn and Joyce 
in focus group interviews mentioned their appreciation of stand partners who whispered 
current measure numbers to their stand partners. Joyce said while learning new pieces, “I 
totally don’t know where I am, which happens more often than you’d think.”  
Co-mentoring between ringers allowed players to access each other’s knowledge 
and improve their performance. By coordinating individual technical expertise, teams can 
achieve optimal performance levels creating a “synergy greater than its parts” (Salas et 
al., 2006). In the handbell ensemble, this was achieved by the combination of individual 
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musicians’ varying areas of expertise. Their collective knowledge assisted in the group’s 
ability to learn and resolve issues without involving their director. Using positivity and 
encouragement, ringers applied their previous experience and knowledge to make 
corrections. 
    Notation, Equipment, and Technique. Multiple musical issues were corrected 
through co-mentoring. Instances where ringers were mutually consulted included matters 
of notation, equipment, technique, and counting. The riddle of bell notation was 
frequently explained by neighbor players. All of the ringers in this ensemble had musical 
backgrounds playing other instruments. However, bell notation was new to everyone 
when they began ringing. Annie remembered asking many questions when she started:  
It was just total interaction with the person next to me. And even now, I’ll ask, 
“What does that mean?” Once you pick up those symbols, it’s not difficult to 
remember, but things specific to bell ringing I knew absolutely nothing about. 
Relying on the person next to you was critical. (Annie, interview) 
As a new ringer, Amber also relied on fellow ringers for answers to questions such as 
“How do you damp? How do you do a table hit? Do we all pick up bells together to start 
the piece? How do you LV an eighth note followed by a rest?” (Amber, interview) 
Musical notation unspecific to bells could also confuse ringers. However, most 
questions could be answered by neighbors. Plating from the table to Amber’s left was a 
substitute ringer, Charlotte, who asked during rehearsal: 
Charlotte: Why would it be labeled a flat if it’s already a flat? 
Amber: Because of an accidental, probably. 
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Charlotte: Oh, just because that one was a natural. 
Amber: There you go. Yes. That was a polite flat marking they put in parenthesis 
for you. 
Charlotte: But it just makes me wonder more! Also, I’m the bottom, right? I’m 
playing the bottom of the treble staff, right? 
Amber: Right. 
Charlotte: OK, I’m just checking. I thought these ones could be lower.  
Amber: Sometimes there is handwriting on the music to help you, but you have a 
clean copy. 
Charlotte: No, there’s no help here. No help at all! 
Identifying which notes a player was responsible for often challenged ringers. 
When he joined the group, Jack was Bill’s partner for the bass bells. In an interview Jack 
remembered “helping him with what he wasn't familiar with the bass clef. That was 
mostly helping him with identifying the notes and showing him a little bit of technique.” 
Cherry attested in an interview to the difficulty ringers have with bass clef notes: 
“Sometimes when people get down there, they say, ‘I don't even know what notes I'm 
supposed to be playing.’” Bill noted in an interview, “My interaction with other ringers 
helps me to learn. They showed me how to read music note by note as opposed to reading 
chords, or groups of notes together.”  
Even as a professional musician, Amber was reminded to look for her bell notes 
in both clefs. We sight-read a new piece in rehearsal, “Gloria,” written in treble and bass 
with large chords to accompany a choir. Amber played treble clef C and D, and Natalie 
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was her stand partner. Natalie asked Amber whether she noticed that some of her notes 
were written in bass clef. Amber responded, “Not at all! Thank you! Wouldn’t have 
thought to look there.” “Right!,” Natalie said, “It’s silly, because they had plenty of room 
to write them in the treble clef.”  
 What was obvious to more experienced players, such as scanning both clefs for 
your notes, was how to select correct accessories. After we rotated positions in rehearsal, 
Amber noticed we needed chimes for the next piece but was unsure which ones to collect. 
She asked her stand partner Ruth, who explained chimes need to match the bell number 
we had, and mallets were marked by note and octave, such as B4-B5. Together they 
checked which bells, chimes, and mallets were needed and decided where to lay them 
out.   
    Bell layout was frequently addressed by bass players. Cherry collaborated with 
ringers by discussing bell set up and placement:  
Particularly in the bass bells, we want to find the best way to set bells up so 
they’re easier to reach. If we have a run, we want to find the easiest way to pick 
up a really heavy bell so we don’t kill our wrists. We’re always trying to figure 
out better ways to lay out the bells so that this flows more smoothly. Sometimes 
that means a bell is outside of keyboard order to make it easier. (Cherry, 
interview) 
Even if neighbors had planned “a strategy for laying this bell down,” as Joyce 
pointed out in an interview, mistakes happened when ringers shared bells to cover 
accidentals. During a rehearsal Dawn, assigned to Db, asked Susan if she had C#. Susan 
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said no; however, when they rehearsed the section, Susan missed her C# and announced, 
“Yes I am! That was it!” We all laughed. 
 When I began ringing, during rehearsal I asked whether I should set up with the 
G#/Ab bell because I was assigned to F-G. I wondered to Susan, “What if someone needs 
the Ab? I want to be polite.” Susan told me, “No one has ever asked that before! If you 
need it, take it.”  
    Not only did ringers plan specific layouts of bells and equipment, but often 
ringers were aware of the physical status of their bells. After Amber played a bell in 
rehearsal that would not sound quietly, Cherry commented, “Oh, that's the one that needs 
to be tightened. It sort of has a mind of its own.” The director may not have noticed this 
type of problem, but Cherry was “in that same area of bells a lot of times.” She knew 
particulars about each bell, such as, “that one sounds too loud or this one never sounds 
loud enough.” 
I experienced a bell with a mind of its own when I played the bass G# during a 
rehearsal of “Gaelic Blessing.” The dynamic at the beginning of the piece was marked 
piano, soft, and I commented to Ruth that half the time I ring it at the beginning, it does 
not sound. I wondered whether this was because I was not left-handed, my hand using the 
G# bell. While she moved to pick up the G# bell in question, Ruth advised to hit it harder 
because the bass tones do not carry like the shrill bells. After she experimented playing 
the G#, she concluded that it rings more reliably when it is not held straight up, but at an 
angle, like how one would pour liquid. When I begin “Gaelic Blessing” now, I pretend 
I’m pouring coffee. 
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Lynn knew members employed teamwork by helping new ringers learn about 
notation and equipment, but she said they especially addressed bell techniques. In her 
experience, she acknowledged,  
New people can’t get all those techniques. It's just too much to learn all at once. I 
don't really worry about it, because the group members will teach somebody, 
“That's where you do yadda yadda.” (Lynn, interview)  
For example, Cortney, playing high treble bells, saw Bill during rehearsal struggling with 
his large bass bell to figure out how to perform a “+.” In this notation, a ringer would 
suspend the bell and hit it with the mallet in its bend or lip. Cortney shouted to Bill, 
“Hold it with your left hand, and strike the mallet with your right hand!”  
Learning bell techniques required instruction from a seasoned handbell player; 
however, Ruth noted in an interview a peculiarity in the custom, “The problem with 
techniques is that different people around the country decide this is the right way to 
mallet or the right way to martellato. There are always discrepancies and so we do it the 
way our director prefers.” Dawn enjoyed learning by watching other members played 
techniques, such as “how they're picking up or dropping bells and different ways they 
perform four-in-hand. It's been interesting to watch and see what works for other people. 
That’s always helpful.” (Dawn, interview) 
Observation was a frequent method used by handbell players to learn to ring. 
Dawn explained in an interview, “It's not like piano pedagogy where there’s a zillion 
books to work through. In bells, somebody had to teach you, right? So depending on how 
they learned how to do it, techniques can be very different.” Jane felt in an interview she 
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benefited from “watching somebody else interpret it, because people have different 
techniques of getting something accomplished.” She added, “Sometimes they're not 
standard techniques, but since the part is hard, I’ll try it another way that I saw worked 
for someone else. That helps me out.” 
During rehearsal before sight-reading a new piece, Lynn advised Amber she 
needed to two-in hand (playing two bells in one hand) the middle-sized bells, A and Bb. 
Dawn showed her how to place them with the higher one on top, and that the bottom one 
rang like you would knock on a door, and the top one functioned as ringing a regular bell. 
The next week before rehearsal Amber asked Ruth how to two-in-hand for the smallest 
treble bells. She explained they are grouped by octave, not half-steps. Ruth showed 
Amber how to layer them and to do the wrist flick for both octaves to sound at once.  
Cortney saw them experimenting during rehearsal, and commented she learned 
the four-in-hand technique by having A and B in one hand and C and D in the other. 
Then she rearranged the bells with A & C and B & D. She knew another ringer in our 
group learned this way, as well. Cortney thought if she had to do that now, she could not 
because she was too used to having the octaves in one hand. 
    As a new player, all of the bell techniques Amber learned were explained through 
a combination of the director and fellow ringers. Thumb damping, for example, was 
learned when the group sightread a repetitive piece. Lynn warned players it contained 
many thumb damps and to watch out for those. Amber noticed the new notation marking 
and during rehearsal asked Ruth, her neighbor ringer, how to use her thumb on the bell 
for those spots. Ruth demonstrated and also advised most of the treble bells have the 
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pattern of ringing first, followed by thumb damps.  
Ruth also introduced Amber to the bell technique called weaving. Before we 
sight-read the piece in rehearsal, she scanned her music and observed my G and A part 
had a similar tricky spot as her B and C part. She asked whether Amber knew how to 
weave and after she said she did not, Ruth moved to her table to demonstrate. Amber 
watched her hands cross over each other to ring, after which the bells were placed on the 
table in nonchromatic positions. Instinctively, she had been crossing hands over each 
other but was unaware it was known as weaving. Ruth advised that sometimes you must 
put a bell down in an out of ordered spot so that a different hand would be able to reach 
it. Without the practice of co-mentoring occurring in the ensemble, Amber would not 
have received the helpful advice accompanying the demonstration of those techniques.  
Co-mentoring enabled ringers to understand how their fellow ringers performed 
techniques. This was helpful in areas where musicians were required to mirror their 
movements, as ringers could execute techniques in the same manner. However, mirroring 
was not always necessary, and the greater significance of co-mentoring concerning bell 
techniques was how ringers gained knowledge from multiple sources. Players were able 
to employ techniques which best worked for them. Although Lynn taught a technique a 
certain way, she did not correct players who did not perform them in that manner.   
    Balance and Projection. My stand partners also helped me learn how to manage 
musical balance and sound projection issues. When Amber tried playing chimes softer 
during a rehearsal of “O Little Town of Bethlehem,” Dawn advised she might rest her 
thumb on the bell’s note label for more control. Amber exclaimed, “I didn’t know it was 
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supposed to go there!” Dawn responded that it did not, but she felt more control with it 
there. Amber said, “I’ll try that, because in the middle of this phrase I’m playing these 
notes too loudly.” Dawn replied, “That’s all in your head! I don’t hear anything.” 
While playing the Db bell in rehearsal, Amber worked to get it to ring quietly, but 
it would not speak. Amber mentioned this to my stand partner Rebecca who thought, “A 
loud bell is better than no bell.” Ruth and Cherry agreed. Ruth said you can always play 
louder if you’re in the back row because the sound doesn’t as easily project to the front. 
In “Gaelic Blessing,” this idea was confirmed by Lynn, who generalized in rehearsal: 
This is really thin writing. The high bells always sound out, which is good 
because you have the melody. Middle table bells, you can give more sound. It 
probably sounds loud where you are, but even when it’s marked piano you may 
have to play a little louder, because the sound doesn’t carry quite as much out this 
way.”	
In “Glad Adoration,” Amber had part of the melody, which Lynn asked to be 
louder during rehearsal. Her part was marked “mp,” meaning moderately soft, so Amber 
asked the group whether it should be louder. Most responded with “YES!!” and a few 
replied “No.” Amber looked at Lynn for the ultimate decision, who requested for it to be 
louder. She explained it is different to hear your part when you are in the group because 
you cannot hear the balance from being further out in the room. Amber crossed out the 
“mp” and changed her part to say “f”. 
Decisions in the ensemble were made between individuals without the director as 
well as by the whole group. Through co-mentoring, individuals decided where to place a 
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thumb for greater control or how loudly a bell should be rung could be made by ringers. 
Also, through co-mentoring, ringers used mental models learned from Lynn such as “a 
loud bell is better than no bell” to inform their decisions. Occasionally, the director made 
the final call for issues effecting the group on the whole, such as balance levels in the 
ensemble.   
    Rhythm. Evidence of co-mentoring were found on the group’s used sheet music. 
Years ago, the ensemble performed the piece commissioned for Rebecca’s wedding. 
During a rehearsal when it was distributed to our music stands, Amber noticed counting 
written throughout. She told her stand partner Cortney she would bring an eraser next 
time to clean that up. Cortney admitted that was her own writing and concluded she must 
have been trying to help the person playing Amber’s part. Cortney had written in 
rhythmic counting that did not correspond to her part, but for the person playing Amber’s 
part. 
By far, rhythm was the most challenging musical element for ensemble members 
to understand and execute properly. Rebecca admitted in an interview, “Sometimes I can 
overlook a beat or rhythm. Then somebody else will say, ‘Oh, this is how it goes.’” In an 
interview Cortney said, “It’s helpful when somebody will point out a rhythm mistake if I 
didn't catch it.” As a non-counter of music, Susan arrived early to rehearsal to ask, “What 
am I doing wrong?” in the 7/8 section of Rebecca’s wedding piece. Lynn explained the 
meter 7/8 is really 3+2+2, which did not help Susan until Cortney modeled the passage 
for her. Cortney explained, the most help for her was “if someone else can model a 
pattern by taking their bells and doing the same rhythm. Then you can hear it, you can 
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see it, and you can do it.” (Cortney, interview) 
    Complex rhythms created serious challenges, even for seasoned players. Rebecca 
complained about a hemiola written between G and Ab. She tried practicing by tapping 
the rhythm with her hands, beginning with regular quarter notes on the beat in her right 
hand and the hemiola rhythm in her left. However, when she arrived at the tough spot, 
her hands switched roles. Jane made the suggestion during rehearsal to switch her bells in 
her hands. In order to match the composed rhythmic passage, I recommended for Jane to 
think the rhythm of the spoken phrase, “Just shut the door” while performing with the 
polyrhythm. She tried it a few times without success. Lynn suggested she only play the 
Ab, to which Rebecca replied, “I’m being demoted! I can’t do this.” Most of the group 
responded to her, “Yes you can!” 
Rehearsal within Rehearsal. It was not unusual for ringers to isolate short 
sections of music to work on by playing together. This coordination was explained by 
Dawn: “Sometimes we need to check rhythm to make sure that we're all doing it together. 
We need to stop and check it out together to make sure we're on the same page of what 
we’re supposed to sound like.” Being able to feel the rhythm of ringers around her helped 
Jane: “It’s like an osmosis thing. You feel how somebody else is doing it aside of you and 
you just kind of take it on.” (Dawn, interview) 
Annie was a ringer who appreciated being able to play brief troublesome spots 
with her stand partner: “It’s nice to ask the person right next to you, ‘Play there with me. 
I keep coming in on your part. Help me count this out.’ Or ‘Let’s count this out and then 
play our parts. Okay. Got it now! Let’s do it again.’” (Annie, interview) In rehearsal, 
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April discussed a troublesome part for Annie. April explained, “You’ll be able to hear us 
play this part,” and played her an example.   
Rhythmic counting challenged several ringers, who took it upon themselves to fix 
those areas without help from Lynn. In one instance during rehearsal, Rebecca asked 
Natalie if she was playing on beat two, because Rebecca was waiting for Natalie before 
her entrance. Natalie listed which beats she played (2, 2+, and then 3) and which beats 
Rebecca was playing on (1+, 3). They practiced this area several times until Rebecca got 
it right once. Rebecca apologized to Natalie, who nicely replied, “No apologies needed! 
No problem at all!” 
During a sightreading session of pieces for Festival, Susan struggled with a 
section and stopped playing. Lynn stopped conducting. Susan requested a repeat of that 
section, starting at measure 72, but much slower. Cherry asked whether they could back 
up even further. Lynn announced, “Everyone at 68.” It was repeated for everyone two 
more times slowly from 68. This was typical collaborative work in the ensemble. The 
group was in charge of rehearsing nearly as much as the director. 
It was common for handbell ringers to feel they were “the only one with the tricky 
part,” as Ruth stated, or feel “there’s no help” in the music score, as Charlotte described. 
However, due to their sense of team orientation (Salas et al., 2005), preferring to work 
with others and utilize their inputs, this feeling quickly subsided as stand partners and 
neighbors provided support to each other through co-mentoring. Ringers collaborated 
without the assistance of the instructor, in accord with the results of Kaschub’s (1996) 
study. Co-mentoring behavior was exemplified after Susan exclaimed “I’m falling apart!” 
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Her ringer neighbors helped fix her problem, consistent with Berg (1997) in which 
ensemble members arrived at solutions to musical problems. According to Ruth, if 
players could not “figure it out,” they would consult the director. 
As a director, Lynn indicated, “you can’t hold the rest of the ensemble hostage” 
while helping a single ringer with their part. She encouraged players to engage on their 
own, which often resulted in the natural occurrence of peer mentoring, cited by Goodrich 
et al. (2018). Handbell ringers took responsibility to co-mentor each other, similar to 
results of Berg (1997), in which a student social participation structure facilitated 
learning. Ringers did not often challenge each other to justify solutions to problems, as 
Berg (1997) found.   
Fellow ringers explained the fundamentals of bell playing through co-mentoring, 
akin to the results of Caslor and Belgrave (2018), in which mentoring students taught the 
basics of particular musical instruments. Experienced ringers successfully used their 
specified knowledge of bell techniques, notation, layout, weaving, and note identification 
to teach other players. Further, corrections were provided in how to balance their volume 
levels, and mental models such as, “a loud bell is better than no bell.” Providing this 
information meant ringers communicated spontaneously and frequently, as in Hewitt’s 
(2008) study. Dialoguing together through mentoring contributed to members’ interest in 
the ensemble experience and a thriving atmosphere, as Scruggs (2008) found. In similar 
relation to Darrow et al. (2005), ringers effectively taught musical concepts.  
Through co-mentoring in the ensemble, learning occurred without the director, 
analogous to students who learned solely from each other in the study by Green (2002). 
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Several players contributed to helping Rebecca learn and correctly perform her hemiola, 
and Cortney wrote out the counting of rhythm in the music to help her stand partner. 
These examples are comparable to collaborations in Jaffurs’ (2004) study in which 
musicians contributed their ideas and experiences. Jaffurs (2004) found students desired 
to be identified as musicians within the rock and roll culture, conflicting with ringers who 
did not mention a culture associated with handbell playing. 
   Modeling was a helpful technique for some ringers. Susan learned by imitating 
what Ruth previously played and Cortney stated hearing and seeing examples from 
another ringer aided in the execution of rhythms and patterns. Jane described it as “an 
osmosis thing,” as feeling ringers on each side of her helped her take in the rhythm. 
These findings align with results of Campbell (1995), in which a leader modeled the 
intended sound. Frequently players confirmed they were in synchronicity by asking 
neighbor ringers to rehearse certain areas, conducting rehearsals within rehearsal. Small 
groups of ringers modeled and rehearsed together, providing group support which 
resulted in musical learning and growth as well as improved performances. This finding 
aligns with studies by Allsup (2002), Berg (2000), Carmody (1988), and Smith (2018) in 
which peer collaborations influenced musical improvements in the ensemble.  
Co-mentoring Etiquette  
In typical Campana Ringer rehearsals players were “working together and trying 
to figure it out together,” according to Rebecca. Jane felt ringers’ collaboration stemmed 
from a team mindset: “you rely on helping each other because it’s a group thing.” 
Members often chatted with each other in order to acquire knowledge and solve 
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problems. Annie described a circumstance under which these discussions may begin:  
It is uncomfortable when the person you’re standing next to is not catching 
something, and Lynn is right there but she’s not correcting it. She can’t catch 
everything, but you certainly don't want to be the bossy one correcting everybody 
that you're standing next to. So, you kind of have to be a little careful on that. 
(Annie, interview) 
In the Campana Ringers, members experienced corrections from the director and fellow 
ringers, generally presented with gentleness. 
   Correction Politeness. Many ensemble members were aware of an etiquette and 
politeness used when correcting fellow ringers. When it came to cautiousness with other 
players, Dawn agreed with Annie:  
Sometimes it’s tricky because I don't ever want to come off as being like a know-
it-all. So, I have a hard time, especially because everybody's so good in this choir 
and it's not like anybody can learn anything from me. But generally speaking, 
that's the most I would ever do, just after it's happened three or four times. The 
first time around I'm not going to say anything, but after that, I’d say, “Maybe you 
didn’t catch this.” (Dawn, interview) 
Annie’s experience included a delicate approach to corrections:  
There's a fine line. You don't want to be overbearing, but yet you want to be 
helpful. So, you can say, “Did you know that one is yours?” and almost 
everybody takes it really well, and will say, “Oh heavens, no! I didn't know that! 
Why, thank you. I appreciate that. Now do you want to play it instead of me?’ 
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With a gentle presentation, we can joke with each other. As long as you're calling 
out your own mistakes, like “Man. I messed that up again. So sorry!” They’ll say, 
“That’s ok!” That way we're getting it. (Annie, interview) 
 The trickiness of helping fellow ringers was mentioned frequently as a necessary 
etiquette when players gave corrections. In an interview Susan revealed, “There’s a way 
to do it and there's a way not to do it. You should not do it unless somebody asks.” Annie 
thought ringers should volunteer to be corrected:  
If we say something like, “Please tell me if I'm not catching something I'm 
supposed to, or if I’m coming in and I’m not supposed to,” then that person next 
to you feels a little more comfortable correcting you. So I try to always say things 
like that, or “I don't have a problem with you correcting me. Please do.” (Annie, 
interview) 
Regardless of using a polite approach, like Annie, Bill appreciated suggestions 
from those around him:  
I do like when Cherry takes the initiative to let me know, “Well, you're supposed 
to be ringing the flat instead of the natural or you're coming in a beat too late 
here.” It's very helpful when other ringers aren't abashed to correct you.  Some 
people would be more inclined to just let me bumble along and mess up, and not 
get it right. Others are more of, “OK, I can't listen to him getting this wrong any 
more. I'm going to say something.” (Bill, interview) 
With regard to making suggestions and corrections, ensemble members perceived a risk 
of offending other ringers. However, the majority of players’ evaluation of corrections 
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was akin to Annie’s:  
Certainly, I don't think most people get offended. Every once in a while, you 
might hear a tone in somebody's voice, but for the most part I think everybody's 
fine with it. They might say, “Oh, yeah, I have not gotten that one at all and you 
have it marked. OK, now I’ve got it!” Most people are like that, but some are not. 
So, you have to be a little careful. (Annie, interview) 
Courtney justified corrections by ringers in this way:  
Because of the respect and the friendship between the ringers a suggestion is not 
perceived as, “I'm upset that you don't know how to do this” or “Wow, can't you 
figure that out?” It's meant to be helpful, since the entire song will only be as 
good as every individual playing their part correctly. So, hopefully people don't 
take offense if somebody else gives them a correction. It's just a correction. 
(Cortney, interview) 
Unwelcome Advice. Within my findings, a few players were categorized as 
“offended ringers.” Jenny specified in an interview she knew ringers who became 
offended and defensive if she tried to help them. They reacted and said, ‘Well, I'm trying 
really hard. I’ve got as much as I can do right now.” Susan was similarly defensive 
during a rehearsal. She was playing the high treble bells when a bass bell player blurted 
out that Susan did something wrong. In response, Susan asked her, “Aren't you busy 
enough playing with your own bells?” In an interview Susan evaluated the exchange: “I 
don't think you yell across the room about somebody's error. I just think that's 
ridiculous.” 
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Other ringers were unoffended by corrections yet did not enjoy the general co-
mentoring taking place. Ruth lent her position:  
My take is that in a perfect bell rehearsal world there would be almost no 
interactions with fellow ringers, other than to decide who turns a page or how a 
bell is shared if it has to be played by both ringers different points of music.  I 
consider all other interactions mostly being disruptive. It's counterproductive to 
try to do much helping among ringers during rehearsal. Unless it's a really quick 
question, then the problem-solving leads to distracting side conversations that 
interrupt rehearsal. If it’s harder for me, I’d rather figure it out myself. (Ruth, 
interview) 
A significant factor concerning co-mentoring was an overall sense of ringers 
avoiding interruptions during rehearsal. Although Bill enjoyed accepting help from 
fellow ringers, in an interview he revealed he felt strongly, “You don’t want to be a 
bother to the person at your stand.” Ruth agreed:  
If I play a song and realize that I have either complex rhythms, quick bell 
changes, I need to work out choreography between hands, I spend a lot of time 
outside of bell practice looking at my music. I'll spend extra time, especially 
before rehearsal, to work out the strategy so during rehearsal I’m not just 
bumbling along knowing, ‘Oh here’s that bad part of mine’ and I miss all the 
notes and we just keep going. (Ruth, interview) 
Whereas Bill and Ruth did not want to interrupt a stand partner for help, Susan avoided 
asking the ensemble director. Susan described her reasoning: 
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I always feel a little guilty when it's a real serious kind of thing where we all need 
to work on it, and I don't want to keep asking Lynn to go over it for me. So I'll ask 
somebody next to me. (Susan, interview) 
The participatory nature of co-mentoring was supported by some players, yet they 
stipulated when they would provide help. Ruth purposely evaded helping fellow players 
because she thought:  
I guess it’s my personality. I have a very hard time helping other ringers because 
either I don't have street cred or my delivery is just abrasive. So, I don't try to help 
or guide or steer, because people don't want to hear it from me. (Ruth, interview) 
While Susan also endorsed co-mentoring, she hesitated to correct others when she 
noticed a problem. She explained in an interview, “I don’t mind helping people, but I'm 
not going to help them unless they want it.” In the past, Susan remembered ringers did 
not correct each other:  
Back in the old days when we had that group nobody would have ever done that. 
You’d just wait until Lynn corrected you. But it seems like in ours, everybody 
jumps on you before you even ask them. After you play something wrong, I don't 
like comments from someone to tell you that. (Susan, interview) 
Cautious about correcting other ringers, Susan was also careful to protect herself 
during learning interactions. Susan thought in an interview, “If Lynn is directing and 
everybody's kind of having trouble, I'll ask somebody next to me. Rebecca I'll ask. There 
are certain people. Natalie. There are certain people I’ll ask where I don't mind, I'll ask.” 
For Susan, asking players for help was a double-edged sword:  
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I believe that you could learn from other ringers, but I don't like I don't like it in 
our group. I don't like other people correcting me unless it's done in a nice way. 
Sometimes they have an attitude of, “Why can't you get that?’ I also don't like it 
when everybody gets on someone when they've asked a question to Lynn. (Susan, 
interview) 
   Susan described a moment during rehearsal when Rebecca asked Lynn why 
everyone was not adhering to the “Let Vibrate” marking in a certain phrase. Several other 
ringers jumped in to answer. Their interruption of director Lynn upset Susan, who 
responded, “Oh please! There’s only one director here. This isn’t a democracy. People 
think we have more than one director.” 
Handbell members relied on the practice of learning through co-mentoring, or 
what mentoring students in Goodrich’s (2007) study called “helping each other out” (p. 
111). As Webb (2015) found, those in tutor positions viewed themselves as “partners” 
and used “peer familiar” interjections (p. 73). The casual nature between partners added 
to an atmosphere in which ringers were comfortable asking for help from their neighbors 
or certain people they trusted. One responsibility of the team leader was to create an 
encouraging climate for team interactions (Salas et al., 2005; Webber, 2002). In this case, 
Lynn had well-established an inviting environment. Annie preferred to “ask the person 
right next to you” and Susan noted there were “certain people” she would ask. Ringers 
purposefully avoided seeming bossy or overbearing, as Annie mentioned. Dawn waited 
until a mistake had happened a few times before she mentioned, “Maybe you didn’t catch 
this” to a fellow ringer. Corresponding to Webb’s (2015) findings, ringers acting as tutors 
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avoided providing negative feedback to fellow players.   
Co-mentoring in the handbell ensemble included elements of mutual trust, team 
orientation, and mutual performance monitoring (Salas et al., 2005). Through their sense 
of team orientation, ringers preferred working with others and utilized their inputs during 
group tasks. Players mutually trusted others to perform important actions, such assisting 
by engaging in co-mentoring, which protected the interests of the team. Tracking the 
work of other players’ by means of mutual performance monitoring ensured the ensemble 
continued according to expectations.  
Whereas Harrington (2016) concluded the traditional role of the instructor may 
limit student social development, co-mentoring integrated in the ensemble was a social 
practice. Ringers were encouraged by this structure to socially interact. Bill understood 
ringers were not shy about their decisions to provide assistance. Annie requested other 
players use mutual performance monitoring to point out her mistakes, which created a 
mentoring structure allowing for student critique and engagement, similar to Taylor’s 
(2016) study. Hebert (2005) credited cooperative student learning with building a sense 
of community, akin to the way co-mentoring contributed to social interactions and bonds 
in the handbell ensemble. Due to the ensemble celebrating personal occasions together 
and forging friendships, Cortney felt confident no ringers would take offense from 
corrections used in co-mentoring. Hebert (2005) noted band member interactions 
negotiated an spirit of competition, which was not found in the handbell ensemble.  
However, a few players negatively experienced co-mentoring. Although neither 
Susan nor Ruth minded providing help, Ruth preferred to solve her own problems 
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without input or feedback from group members. Susan felt she should only receive co-
mentoring if she initiated it herself, preferring corrections and directions to come from 
the ensemble’s conductor. Her statements, “There’s only one director here. This isn’t a 
democracy. People think we still have more than one director.” indicate she favored the 
authority of the team leader (Salas et al., 2005). While Susan and Ruth were not 
enthusiastic about the practice of co-mentoring, it did not deter them from ensemble 
participation, comparable to findings by Alexander and Dorrow (1983), or hinder their 
ability to interact musically, as aligned with results from Fodor’s (1998) study. Perhaps 
this was partially caused by ringers’ avoidance of verbal conflict, frequently found in 
Fodor’s (1998) student interactions. 
Learning Sources  
No member of the Campana Ringers denied the practice of learning that occurred 
between ringers. The structure of the handbell ensemble employing a director as the main 
authority of knowledge while simultaneously utilizing co-mentoring seemed a unique 
learning arrangement. I felt compelled to ask players about the value of co-mentoring. In 
individual interviews, members reflected on whether they received more help from their 
director or fellow ringers. Their four differing responses are presented in the following 
sections. 
   Even Split. Jane felt this choice was difficult, and responded in an interview, “It's 
different at different times. I think it's 50/50. I really do.” In their responses, Susan and 
Natalie also provided a 50/50 split. Susan said in an interview, “50/50, but it depends 
who’s standing next to me.” Natalie decided, “I would say it's 50/50. A lot of the true 
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theory and stuff like that comes from the director, the very specific musical questions. 
Working out some of the smaller problems definitely comes from the group.” 
    Uneven Split. Dawn based her decision based on her general musical learning. 
She reflected: 
I'm not sure that it's super tipped one way or the other. I learned a lot from Lynn 
because since I joined Campana is a lot harder than a lot of music I've been doing 
for the last two decades prior to that. Because there wasn't anybody else in my 
church who could do it. Just learning a lot of different rhythms and different key 
signatures and how to count and conduct stuff. That's been that's been a huge 
learning curve and I really like that. But I do learn a lot just by listening to the 
people next to me and how they do something or approach something. (Dawn, 
interview) 
Other ringers responded similarly, because help from neighbors was a significant 
factor. When Jack “first started, I’d ask a neighbor about something; maybe some 
particular type of indication on the music that I wasn't familiar with. At this point, 
whatever I pick up I get by watching and mostly I just pick it up on my own.” (Jack, 
interview) Rebecca explained,  
I think there's like an ebb and flow because there might be a song that Lynn will 
give tons of extra help on. Like if we have lots of runs up on the top, we might 
need to practice more. That's just sitting with Lynn while she’s clapping out the 
beat or tapping it out for us and we're really working with her. Or if we don't have 
the really hard part, but somebody else does, they're working with her. And then 
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on some parts, there's accidentals that I haven't seen, and somebody's pointing it 
out to me, “Oh, right. I just didn't see that.” So, I think it's kind of like it depends 
on the song. (Rebecca, interview) 
The director was needed by ringers such as Cherry for what she called “specific 
things.”  She explained:  
I need Lynn for specific things like, “Hey this note doesn't sound right, can you 
look here? Is this really right? Is there a typo in the music?” A lot of those 
answers come from Lynn. But it kind of depends on where you are, because 
earlier on in my ringing career I just felt, “OK, I'm lost or I can't get this rhythm 
right.” I think I've been fortunate that when earlier on there was always 
somebody, another bass ringer, who was a strong ringer, who would say, “No, no. 
Here. It's not that hard.” (Rebecca, interview) 
The Director. Several ringers chose director Lynn as their main learning source, 
citing her experience and knowledge. Jenny explained in an interview she learned more, 
“from the director, probably because she knows more. She’s been ringing for a lot of 
years and is in Mesa Ringers, and knows a lot more techniques.” In an interview, Joyce 
cited Lynn’s expertise: “We all respect Lynn’s experience and when she gives a 
suggestion about dynamics or how to play that certain part more musically, we're really 
listening to her and trying to implement her suggestions as much as possible.”  
For Ruth, director Lynn’s knowledge and demeanor outshone fellow ringers: 
Certainly, I will get more from the director than from other ringers. Probably 
because I usually have thought about things before I need to have her help. I've 
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really given some thought to the situation. And if I couldn't figure it out, I'm 
thinking the person next to me probably in two seconds is not going to be able to 
give me give me an answer. So, I would go to Lynn with that because of her 
experience with playing and directing, and her endless patience, of course. (Ruth, 
interview) 
The director’s preparation impressed Annie and Cortney. In an interview, Annie 
thought, “Lynn obviously has studied the piece and she's listened to it. She tells you 
which parts need a little more work. We do get most of it from her. So, I would say more 
of a 70/30.” Cortney agreed with Annie and mentioned:  
As we first are learning the piece, we are sight reading it, and the director doesn’t 
have the entire piece correct. There may be certain areas that are challenging, or 
she has to learn to direct in a certain way. But I feel the director at the start of a 
song is 90% confident in the right notes, the right rhythm, and just will tweak it 
along with us as we perfect the piece. (Annie, interview) 
    Fellow Ringers. The experience of learning from neighbors and ensemble 
members was crucial for Bill and Amber. In comparison to the rest of the weighty 
experience of other group players, these two ringers had spent the least amount of time 
ringing handbells. Bill explained his choice: 
I learned more from the fellow ringers because they have more time to do one on 
one teaching as opposed to Lynn, who’s having to address several needs all at 
once. I can turn to Cherry or turn to Jack while Lynn is helping the rest of the 
choir or another section. They can give me that individual time. So, I would say 
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probably 80% of my help in learning comes from the other ringers. (Bill, 
interview) 
Amber compared her learning experience to membership other large ensembles: 
Coming from experience in bands, orchestras, and choirs, you basically don't ever 
talk to anyone around you in rehearsal. Also, you don’t have a private teacher 
who's going to help you learn your music or part while learning your instrument 
and technique. So, since we learn as a handbell group while we’re playing 
together, and we don’t go to private bell lessons, we rely on our stand partners for 
help. 90% of what I’ve learned has come from my fellow ringers. (Amber, 
interview) 
 Two ringers felt they learned more from their fellow ringers, choosing not to 
equally divide their learning as derivative from both the director and fellow ringers. This 
choice was unrelated to a preference of co-mentoring as a learning technique as Foster 
(2014) and Johnson (2015) found. In these studies, students were partial to learning 
through mentoring as opposed to traditional teaching methods (Foster, 2014; Johnson, 
2015). The two ringers who stated they learned more from their fellow ringers was 
unconnected to a preference to collaborate in a non-hierarchal relationship or without 
assistance of an instructor, as in the findings of Allsup (2002) and Kaschub (1996). These 
two ringers learned solely from fellow players, akin to findings of Green (2002), due to a 
lack of rehearsal time spent exclusively on their parts, and the nonexistence of private 
handbell lessons. As Jaffurs (2004) found, fellow musicians donated knowledge from 
their experiences, contributing to the two ringers’ understanding of music, similar to 
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results of Berg’s (2000) study.				  
Summary 
In this chapter I presented emergent secondary themes which surfaced from my 
data analysis: the uniqueness of the handbell ensemble experience, co-mentoring 
presence, and ensemble learning sources. In the next chapter I will review this study, 
offering conclusions, implications, and recommendations for future research. 
 
  
     




Discussion of Research Question Findings 
This study was conducted with the intention of exploring the inner workings of 
the handbell ensemble; how ringers functioned interdependently and acquired knowledge 
as a performing team. Although studies on teamwork and collaborative learning are 
plentiful, to date no studies exist which involve the handbell ensemble as a performing 
team or co-mentoring between an ensemble’s adult members. My expectation was for an 
investigation of handbell ringers to be a meaningful contribution to the current body of 
knowledge of studies on music learning, performing teams, and the Big Five theory of 
teamwork (Salas et al., 2005). The following research questions aimed to identify the 
nature of teamwork in the ensemble: 
1. How, if at all, do interdependent team interactions of team leadership, mutual 
performance monitoring, backup behavior, adaptability, and/or team 
orientation contribute to the function of and learning within this handbell 
ensemble? 
        2. How, if at all, do interdependent team interactions of shared mental models, 
closed-loop communication, and/or mutual trust contribute to the function of 
and learning within this handbell ensemble? 
I designed the study in order to potentially offer insight for school and community 
music educators seeking to recognize and employ elements of teamwork from the Big 
Five theory (Salas et al., 2005) and informal learning practices, such as those defined by 
Mullen (2005) and studied by Green (2008), within traditionally-structured ensembles. 
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My preexisting personal relationships with other members of the Campana Ringers, as 
well as the observations and interviews conducted throughout the study, were of a 
subjective nature.	Case studies can be written from the author’s personal experience, used 
to explore the relationships within an organization (Naumes & Naumes, 2009), and allow 
for the investigation of a group with the primary purpose to describe its characteristics 
(Lichtman, 2013).	Therefore, a qualitative case study model was chosen as the preferred 
methodology in order to conduct research to deeply understand and describe a specific 
group of musicians. 	
In this chapter, I offer conclusions relating to ways in which the Campana Ringers 
functioned and learned within the five core components (team leadership, mutual 
performance monitoring, backup behavior, adaptability, and team orientation) and the 
three coordinating mechanisms (mental models, closed-loop communication, and mutual 
trust) of the Big Five teamwork theory. Next, I address the emergent themes from the 
study in relation to the facets of the Big Five teamwork theory. Finally, I describe 
implications from this study and provide recommendations in application to future 
practice and research. 
Organization of Findings  
	 Within	this section, I present conclusions made from analysis of the study’s data. 
This portion is organized using the core components from the Big Five theory of 
teamwork, as demonstrated in Chapter 4. Specific findings of the study are divided into 
sections to answer each research question separately. The first section will cover the five 
core components, succeeded by a section focused on the three corresponding 
     




First Research Question 
The first research question was “How, if at all, do interdependent team 
interactions of team leadership, mutual performance monitoring, backup behavior, 
adaptability, and/or team orientation contribute to the function of and learning within the 
handbell ensemble?” 
    Team Leadership. Leadership was a crucial factor in a group’s success because 
if members were efficiently led and directed, they were more likely to reach common 
goals (Cartwright & Swearing, 2020). Under their conductor’s implementation of a goal 
orientation, instrumentalists reported higher levels of collective beliefs (Matthews & 
Kitsantas, 2012). Similarly to Kirrane et al. (2017), team goals were important to the 
handbell choir, although in religious-associated community groups Cischke (2006) noted: 
The director must keep in mind that the goal for the group is not so much about 
performance, but about ministry. Too often, we, as performers, want everyone to 
live to the level that we set for ourselves, but a bell choir should not be held to 
that same standard because the goal is fundamentally different. Expect them to do 
their best and allow them to minister through their music. (p. 82) 
The handbell director, Lynn, explained differing goals as a community church handbell 
ensemble:  
It’s not just about the music, it’s about the ministry. It’s about people sharing their 
stories with each other, and it’s weighing the ministry over the music. It’s about 
the community as well as just the music.  
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As de Vries (1994) stated, “There can be no leadership without vision” (p. 74). 
Lynn clearly visualized the mission of the ensemble and reminded members of their goals 
and purposes, both religious and musical. Several ringers commented on how ministry 
was our first priority in the handbell ensemble. Ruth and Annie spoke to how the 
ensemble’s purpose was “to ring to the glory of God” and to enhance the worship 
experience. Natalie and Joyce cited Lynn’s pre-performance speeches, which always 
included a phrase such as, “Remember we're here to glorify the Lord and let's have fun.” 
Lynn’s value of community was apparent in the way she allowed musicians time to 
socialize before and during rehearsals. She seldomly asked ringers to stop talking 
amongst themselves, and purposefully instigated conversations. In several instances when 
members rotated bell positions and set up for a new piece, Lynn asked “How’s everyone 
doing and feeling?” 
Following a delineated team purpose for individuals playing musically as one 
instrument, leadership involved many aspects including controlling the atmosphere in 
which the group worked. Great leaders, de Vries (1994) stated, were able to create 
environments in which people have peak experiences. Consistent with the Big Five 
theory’s description of leader responsibilities, an encouraging climate for interactions and 
skill development (Salas et al., 2005) established through Lynn was found in the 
ensemble environment. Lynn’s patience contributed to the encouraging climate, as cited 
by Ruth, Bill, and Annie. Rebecca clarified that the director’s patience encouraged 
ringers to feel unpressured to play perfectly.  
Although Lynn was the director of the Campana Ringers, her leadership style did 
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not embrace the power of a sole authority. This was unlike the autocratic style of team 
leadership noted by Kirrane et al. (2017), in which singers felt their ensemble was run as 
a dictatorship. Cartwright and Swearing (2020) cited autocratic leadership as “not a 
preferred leadership type among prevalent scholars in the field, nor most likely, 
musicians” (p. 333). Vocalists in the Kiranne et al. (2017) study reported they had no 
input into musical decision making. Contrasting with these studies, the degree of co-
mentoring existing in the Campana Ringers meant members’ input was valued by their 
director. Lynn willingly sponsored the practice of co-mentoring and eagerly shared her 
leadership position within the ensemble, enabling them to learn from each other. In my 
individual interview with Lynn, she described, “ringing is something you just need to 
learn and grow at. You can’t just learn it all from just a couple weeks.” She also 
acknowledged bell techniques were “too much to learn all at once.” However, due to 
ringers using co-mentoring in the ensemble, Lynn did not “worry about it” because she 
knew “the group members will teach” other ringers. As the director, Lynn felt “the other 
ringers have been pretty good about helping out,” taking initiative to teach other group 
members. 
In accordance with the Big Five teamwork theory, the handbell ensemble director 
accomplished several leader responsibilities necessary for team success, such as tracking 
abilities and skills of members to establish performance expectations (Salas et al., 2005). 
Within the continual position rotation of ringers, tracking abilities and skills was crucial 
to the function of the ensemble. Rebecca observed Lynn was aware of “who to put on 
certain parts,” and Lynn regularly planned for appropriately-skilled substitutes who could 
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handle the parts of missing ringers. Natalie mentioned the benefit of Lynn’s own high 
school group as a resource she could “pull from” when substitutes were needed.  
Rouse and Rouse (2004) found training was “central to successful performance” 
(p. 614). Additionally, team training was less prevalent in groups in which leaders 
performed. Ringers learned through Lynn’s frequent modeling examples of techniques; 
providing her expertise knowledge through guidance, training, and lessons; and sharing 
her personal experience with ringers.  
    Mutual Performance Monitoring. Campana Ringers musicians often monitored 
one another’s performance. Mutual performance monitoring, an element of teamwork 
from the Big Five theory, ensured teammates correctly followed procedures and 
identified mistakes (Salas et al., 2005). In the handbell ensemble, mutual performance 
monitoring occurred as players read from a score, instead of each player reading a 
separate sheet of music. All notes were simultaneously visible from the musical score, 
which enabled ringers to correct their stand partners. Overall, the ensemble functioned 
more efficiently through this mutual monitoring, as it saved the director from correcting 
minutia. The majority of mistakes were identified by stand partners to their fellow 
ringers. These results were in contrast to Kirrane et al. (2017), when singers monitored 
themselves rather than colleagues and Albon and Jewels (2012), in which students’ 
mutual performance monitoring skills needed to be taught for learning to occur. Handbell 
players made efforts to learn from observing their neighbors and others in the group. 
Through mutual performance monitoring, several ringers learned to count 
rhythms, mirror their partners, and follow the musical score. Players such as Susan, who 
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played by ear, were able to listen and mimic their stand partner’s rhythms. Amber learned 
to blend by watching the motions of her stand partner. Bill learned to find his place by 
listening to which notes his neighbors recently played. Mutual performance monitoring 
was a common practice in the ensemble; when Jenny played at a festival and doubled her 
neighbor, the experience was jolting. Accustomed to playing her own separate part, she 
was convinced she or her stand partner were mistaken while playing the same part 
together. These findings highlight the practice of mutual performance monitoring which 
increased musicians’ learning, demonstrating its importance as a part of teamwork in the 
handbell ensemble. Mutual performance monitoring is also mentioned and considered 
critically later in this chapter as part of co-mentoring etiquette in “Secondary Emergent 
Themes.” 
    Backup Behavior. Backup behavior was an essential element for the accurate 
function of the handbell ensemble. As explained in the Big Five teamwork theory, team 
performance can drastically degrade without backup behavior (Salas et al., 2005). In 
several instances within the handbell ensemble, individual bell parts were not fully 
executed without the help of backup behavior by fellow ringers. Bill’s cry for help 
exemplified the dilemma: “I need three hands for bells and I still have to turn the page!” 
Ringers who shared bells with overburdened ringers enabled the ensemble to cover the 
requirements of the music, thus increasing their effectiveness and creating a synergy of 
teamwork (Salas et al., 2005).   
    Through backup behavior, ringers learned to provide and accept help. Lynn 
explained sharing bells was no longer considered cheating, as in previous decades, and 
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was a more frequent contemporary practice. Some players welcomed neighbors who 
offered to lend a hand, such as Peter who explained, “More bells equal more mistakes!” 
Ringers with this type of attitude were apt to offer help to overloaded ringers. 
Conversely, ringers who enjoyed the management challenge of multiple bells were 
nicknamed “bell hogs.” Lynn taught them they needed to accept group member help and 
give a bell away to avoid looking frantic. The practice of backup behavior in the handbell 
ensemble was in opposition to the findings of Kirrane et al. (2017), in which no backup 
behavior was involved because singers did not feel they should take on the work of other 
group members. This finding could be rooted in the goal orientation of teammates, which 
can influence team processes. Backup behavior could be predicted in team members with 
a learning orientation, the preference to work on tasks involving learning new things 
(Porter, 2005). Opposingly, members with a performance orientation might view ability 
as fixed or unchangeable, thereby focusing less on learning opportunities (Porter, 2005).  
    Adaptability. Reliance on each individual in the handbell ensemble imparted the 
necessity of a high degree of group adaptability. Although the Kirrane et al. (2017) study 
used a musical ensemble, the factor of adaptability was nonexistent. The vocal choir’s 
tasks were pre-determined and group membership did not fluctuate. The choir 
experienced changes only during rehearsal as they adjusted musically to their conductor’s 
comments. At the opposite extreme, Oosthuizen (2014) found adaptation to be a way to 
optimize their ensemble’s resources. Musicians shared information among themselves in 
order to make adjustments in the form of self-corrections. 
Ensemble members in the Campana Ringers were affected by personnel, 
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logistical, and performance adjustments. If one ringer was missing, the ensemble was 
unable to function without a substitute. Lynn often filled in, simultaneously ringing and 
conducting. Planned substitutes also were used, resulting in ensemble members who 
needed to adapt to work with new stand partners. However, without a substitute, ringers 
frequently attempted to cover a missing bell part by taking on extra bells. Distributing 
extra bells to players in these situations required ringers to react to the full process of 
adaptation from the Big Five teamwork theory; to recognize an environmental change of 
condition, assign meaning to it, as well as develop and implement a modification (Salas 
et al., 2005). In this case, members of the Campana Ringers adapted by identifying which 
bell notes were not being played, deciding which of those were most important, and 
temporarily appointing players to additional bell responsibilities in order to cover those 
missing notes. 
Participants noted the greatest learning experience for ringers often occurred 
during position rotation when they abandoned their personal comfort zones. Jenny felt 
changing from C and D to E and F was much harder than changing clefs. Julie preferred 
staying in the bass clef; when she was assigned to treble clef, she uncomfortably cried, 
“Please don’t make me play up here!” Rotation also required ringers to adapt to new 
stand partners and differences in melodic or harmonic part writing, as well to maintain an 
equivalent skill level to other ringers in the ensemble. In all these settings, members 
relied on learning from their neighbors. These findings aligned with outcomes on teams 
in novel situations when members displayed better interaction, enabling them to perform 
more effectively (Priest et al., 2002). These situations enabled members to provide each 
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other with more “shared resources (i.e., communication, feedback) with which to cope 
with complex, dynamic environments” (p. 562).  
During the cessation of public gatherings mandated during the Coronavirus 
pandemic in 2020, the ensemble was not allowed to rehearse together. This created an 
unprecedented challenge for ringers. Instead of playing their part within the ensemble, 
each member recorded their bell part alone. Lynn coached players through their parts in 
rehearsals before recording. However, without the rest of the group or a stand partner to 
provide assistance, solo recording was a new experience for this interdependent team. 
Annie summarized it as “learning a whole new way to play.” In this setting, advice from 
the director helped ringers adapt, similar to feedback received from team members who 
gave “added advantage to adapting to novel situations” (Priest et al., 2002, p. 564). 
Because members were accustomed to implementing changes regularly during pre-
pandemic times in order for the ensemble to function, alterations during the coronavirus 
pandemic were fluently adapted by the group. 
Team Orientation. Teamwork and collaborative learning are “ubiquitous in the 
arts, central to what is often termed ‘ensemble’ activity” (Gaunt & Treacy, 2020, p. 421). 
Rouse and Rouse (2004) noted the inherent collaborative nature of the performing arts 
since “first-rate performances depend on everyone, not just a few team members” (p. 
611). Natalie enjoyed handbell ringing for that very reason and described it as “basically 
a team sport.” A sense of team orientation contributed to the function of the handbell 
ensemble as players collaborated in order to maintain proficient performance levels. 
Connections within the ensemble complemented the description from the Big Five 
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teamwork theory of team orientation. Through team orientation, member cooperation and 
coordination were increased, leading to a ripple effect of information sharing (Salas et al., 
2005). For Bill, learning was linked to his team orientation: “When it comes to bells, the 
teamwork is imperative for the learning. It’s a group learning adventure.”  
Team orientation also was evident in non-performance events. The Campana 
Ringers’ director maintained connections to well-known handbell composers and 
conductors who were frequently referenced in shared bell-related group jokes and stories. 
In addition to their musical lineage, ringers attended events and special occasions of 
individual ringers, such as weddings and funerals.  
Ensemble members’ positive team orientation frequently resulted in an easiness 
concerning group collaboration and the acceptance of corrections by fellow ringers. 
Cortney explained, “You don’t get upset” about corrections from other ringers because 
they were meant to make the team stronger. Cortney added, “those friendship bonds help 
our performance.” Lynn agreed and provided a positive description of the ensemble: 
“Everybody’s overly comfortable with everybody.” Lynn also believed, “Frankly, if 
you’re friends, you play better anyway. You work better together.” 
Addressing the First Research Question 
 The research question could be answered with the data previously described in 
this chapter. Research Question 1 asked, “How, if at all, do interdependent team 
interactions of team leadership, mutual performance monitoring, backup behavior, 
adaptability, and/or team orientation contribute to the function of and learning within the 
handbell ensemble?” The following table divides the five main components of teamwork 
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into categories of function and learning. Within those divisions are subcategories 
included from the resulting data.   
Table 6.1 
Results of Research Question #1 
Interactions Function Learning 










Backup behavior Filling in, distributing help, assistance Bell distribution 
Adaptability Substitutes, Performances Positions, clefs, literature, caliber, logistics 
Team Orientation Lineage, Longevity traditions, comfort, jokes, occasions Group work, team bond 
   
    Interdependent Function. Team leadership in the handbell ensemble allowed for 
the group to function under the guidance of one director. In this case, the team leader was 
the director who performed many leadership tasks, such as assigning members to roles 
and employing team resources. The director created an atmosphere in which the 
experience of ministry and playing music was more important than perfect performances.  
Ensemble members used mutual performance monitoring to keep each other on task and 
employ musical corrections, adding to the overall efficiency of the group. Musicians used 
backup behavior to distribute work evenly throughout the team which increased their 
effectiveness by eliminating overburdened players. Ringers adapted to new group 
members in the form of substitutes, without whom the ensemble could not function. 
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Players showed capability of adaptation, frequently seen before and during performances. 
Maintaining a team orientation contributed to the cohesiveness of the ensemble as well as 
provided a sense of friendship between ringers. 
    Learning. An encouraging learning environment and training provided by the 
director contributed to group learning. Players accepted knowledge from the director as 
well as other group members. The director tracked the abilities and skills of ringers and 
provided training as needed. Ringers also learned by monitoring and mirroring their 
neighbors, backing them by filling in parts when needed. Employing backup behavior 
contributed to ringers’ learning of how to distribute, share, and cover extra bell parts. The 
rotation of members’ positions created continual learning opportunities as ringers adapted 
to new clefs and stand partners. Unprecedented changes were made subsequent to the 
coronavirus outbreak, requiring ringers to learn to play without stand partners. A team 
orientation contributed to social bonds between ringers, enabling them to accept 
corrections from fellow players. Collaborative work together in and outside of rehearsal 
supported ringers’ learning. 
Second Research Question 
The second research question was, “How, if at all, do interdependent team 
interactions of shared mental models, closed-loop communication, and/or mutual trust 
contribute to the function of and learning within the handbell ensemble?” 
    Mental Models. Within the Big Five teamwork theory, teams with shared mental 
models possessed a framework to promote goal attainment (Salas et al., 2005). Mental 
models were found as part of Lynn’s rehearsal preparation. Similar to results from the 
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Kirrane et al. (2017) study, the director used mental models to meet performance 
objectives and establish behavioral and functional expectations of members. The 
Campana Ringers operated through Lynn’s use of mental models and duties consistent 
with the leadership position described in the Big Five teamwork theory: establishing 
objectives, team member roles, and resources (Salas et al., 2005). Lynn mentioned, “I 
have that mental idea of how it should come together. I think you have to know at least 
where you’re trying to get to, you have to know that in your head, so you can take the 
group there.”  
 Handbell ringers shared common perceptions of mental models learned from 
Lynn relating to the purpose of the ensemble and members’ performing experiences. This 
finding was associated with Canonne and Aucouturier’s (2015) study who showed 
complimentary but not identical interpretations were needed for a successful musical 
ensemble performance. Annie spoke about Lynn defining one of the group’s purposes to 
“ring to the glory of God.” Joyce noted how Lynn reminded the group they should “focus 
on praising the Lord with our music.” Natalie cited Lynn’s description and felt the 
handbell ensemble performances during church services served a group purpose of 
ringing for the glory of God in order “to bring God’s message a different way.” Several 
ensemble members agreed Lynn’s desire was for ringers to enjoy the experience of 
making music and performing. Annie provided the example of Lynn’s pre-performance 
speech when she would say, “Smile and act like you’re having fun ringing.” Jenny 
supported Candi’s point” “Lynn always instills in us to remember to look at the 
congregation when we’re playing, and to look like we’re enjoying it. She wants us to 
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have fun.” Natalie added Lynn would tell the group “Just give it your best.” Natalie 
enhanced Annie’s idea, explaining Lynn said to let little mistakes go because “the 
congregation is just happy to hear us.”  
I was unable to determine whether handbell players learned Lynn’s mental 
models concerning certain performance expectations. Occasionally, Lynn shared her own 
ensemble performance experiences as a bell ringer of making mistakes and leaving out 
notes. Ringers responded with similar stories of their own, but whether they learned 
mental models through her stories was unclear. Also, although Lynn did not regularly 
remind ensemble members how to react if they became lost during a period of 
asynchronicity, some ringers maintained similar ideas and behavioral responses related to 
those situations. While Lynn had not stated specific instructions recently, years ago as a 
younger ringer Cherry remembered Lynn’s advice: “Ask the person next to you. Maybe 
they can whisper a measure number” or to look up to her conducting pattern for a big 
downbeat. Jane did not remember this type of advice from Lynn but rationalized she 
learned it over the years from her past directors. Bill was undecided, as Lynn had taught 
him to “rely on the group” but also thought he picked up correctional reactions from his 
previous music training. Due to ringers’ significant amount of prior musical training and 
years of experience playing with Lynn, specifying the source of ensemble mental models 
was inconclusive. Although mental model sources were unclear, this did not appear to 
affect the unity of ensemble members in understanding performance expectations and 
their group purpose. 
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    Closed-Loop Communication. The handbell ensemble functioned in a consistent 
and interconnected fashion by using closed-loop communication. As expected, handbell 
ringers used this method of interaction for the purpose described in the Big Five 
teamwork theory: to assure team members received and accurately understood messages 
(Salas et al., 2005). Often, the verbal repetition of rehearsal numbers between the director 
and handbell ringers prevented some group members from concurrently beginning in 
different spots. Closed-loop communication was used mainly for directives in the 
handbell ensemble, in contrast with Kirrane et al. (2017), where it was used for modeling 
purposes.  
Closed-loop communication in the form of non-verbal body language also was 
incorporated within the handbell ensemble. Seddon and Biasutti (2009) pronounced the 
focus on verbal communication as potentially limiting because it tended to “ignore the 
importance of nonverbal communication” (p. 118). Handbell players learned to mimic 
motions of their fellow ringers as well as Lynn’s gestures. Often, Lynn exhibited smiles 
and arm movements, which were mirrored by ringers. Annie justified, “She wants us all 
to be in time so we look together and coordinated. So, we follow her nonverbal physical 
circles.” These patterns of ringers were consistent with Wollner (2020), who indicated, 
“musicians mirror their duo partner’s play in bodily movements as shown by 
correspondences in movement variability” (p. 54). In most cases, body-mirroring 
establishes a shared communicative space and occurs spontaneously (Muller et al., 2013). 
Annie and Natalie shared body movements when their bell parts corresponded. 
Annie described the experience:   
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When the person next to you moves more, then you do, too. You're playing kind 
of the same thing, so your bells are doing the same thing, and your bodies are 
doing the same thing. Sometimes Natalie and I decide, “We’ll go deep on this” 
and so we bend down and then we come up. Those are fun things to do, and then 
you smile. We can tell just by our movements that each one of us is smiling. 
Annie’s example is supported by Cartwright and Swearing (2020), who found non-verbal 
communication of musicians occurred through signals “using body movements, eye 
contact and gestures” (p. 337). Further, these ringers repeatedly began mirroring 
movements and facial expressions before verbally planning their intentions. This instance 
parallels Wollner’s (2020) summary: “The shared musical and bodily characteristics in 
expressive performances do not necessarily depend on explicit verbal knowledge about 
another musician’s intentions” (p. 54).  
    Mutual Trust. Handbell ensemble members stated they trusted their conductor, 
and a strong degree of mutual trust was deemed essential for the group to perform, 
consistent with findings from Kirrane et al. (2017). A strong sense of trust in team 
members’ intentions is a requirement for expert teams (Salas et al., 2006). During 
interdependent work, teams need mutual trust because they accept a degree of risk in 
their reliance on all members to contribute to team goals (Salas et al., 2005). 
Corresponding with this definition in the Big Five teamwork theory, handbell ringers 
attested to the importance of trust in relation to the function of the ensemble. Amber 
explained, “My two notes need to be interwoven between everyone else’s or they don’t 
make sense. All of us need to trust that everyone in the group will execute their parts.”  
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Bill described the ensemble’s trust level: “We have complete trust and faith in 
each other. To me, mutual trust is me doing my part, you doing your part, and it all 
harmonizes. That’s what it’s all about.” Ruth similarly expressed, 
We trust other ringers implicitly. The bell choir is different than orchestras that 
have multiple instruments playing the same line. In orchestra, if one person 
doesn't quite get it, most of the others are getting it. With us, if one bell is not 
played, there's nobody backing that up. 
Due to the interdependent nature of the ensemble, ringers trusted other players to fulfill 
their parts, but they also learned to trust fellow members with whom they collaborated. 
An important factor for the unification of the group was to learn to trust the skills and 
dependability of a new ringer, a substitute, or a stand partner. Ruth reviewed the mingling 
of learning and trust:  
Trust is going to decline when a new member is introduced, because it's an 
unknown element. Only until time goes by, and you can see the level of skill of 
that new person, then the trust will build back up. So, it's not a negative about the 
person, it's just the unknown of how much they played and what do they know.  
Another aspect of trust was woven through the handbell ensemble since ringers 
monitored one another’s parts and provided corrections. Annie felt trust was significant 
in these instances because ringers relied on accurate and honest feedback: “We really rely 
on each other to help out and I think that's a really big trust thing.” Bill matched Annie’s 
idea, who offered, “We trust in the group enough that we’re open to accept their helpful 
constructive criticism.” Accepting help and criticism from fellow musicians was a 
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distinct aspect of learning in the handbell ensemble, which was possible due to the high 
degree of mutual trust between ringers. 
Addressing the Second Research Question 
Research Question 2 asked, “How, if at all, do interdependent team interactions of 
shared mental models, closed-loop communication, and/or mutual trust contribute to the 
function of and learning within the handbell ensemble?” The following table divides the 
three coordinating mechanisms of teamwork into categories of function and learning. 
Within those divisions are subcategories included from the resulting data.   
Table 6.2 
Results of Research Question #2 
Interactions Interdependent Function Learning 
Mental models Director goals Group purpose, expectations, cohesiveness 
Closed-loop 
communication Direction Body language 
Mutual trust Structure and roles Substitute ringers, partners, corrections, leader 
 
    Interdependent Function. The director consciously intended to share mental 
models with the group. Her mental models were frequently employed by members during 
performances where there were periods of asynchronicity and when providing corrections 
to other members. These shared understandings aided the group in knowing what actions 
to take if unspecified by Lynn. Closed-loop communication was used often between the 
director and ringers, especially during rehearsals. Verbal closed-loop communication was 
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effective to begin at specific places in pieces and keeping the ensemble focused on those 
spots. Physical closed-loop communication was frequently used between ringers as they 
made efforts to match each other’s motions. The degree of mutual trust was realized at 
full capacity, as ringers executed their interdependent roles. A complete trust in ensemble 
members was continually tested during the implementation of substitutes and new group 
members. 
    Learning. Members learned of their ensemble’s purpose and performance 
expectations through frequent reminders and mental models created solely by the 
director. Some mental models aided members to learn how to maintain an overall 
cohesiveness. Learning occurred through a non-verbal communication skill used by team 
members: reading the body language of the director and fellow ringers. Ringers learned 
body language could be employed and understood without verbal explanations. Learning 
also was found in situations requiring mutual trust: outside substitute ringers and 
corrections from the director and fellow ringers. Members learned to trust in others’ 
honest and constructive criticism. 
  
     




Conclusions, Implications, and Future Research Recommendations 
Summary of Primary Findings 
 The purpose of this study was to better understand how handbell ringers operate 
interdependently and acquire knowledge through fundamental elements of teamwork. 
Each of the five core components and the three coordinating mechanisms of the Big Five 
teamwork theory were experienced by handbell players in this study. All eight of these 
components were found to contribute, at varying levels, to the function of and learning 
within the handbell ensemble.   
All of the five main components of the Big Five teamwork theory (Salas et al., 
2005) contributed to the function of and learning within the handbell ensemble. Curating 
the environmental climate, providing training, and assigning ringers’ positions were 
crucial roles played by the team leader or ensemble director. Data from this study 
contained instances in which the director and ringers mutually monitored performance, 
becoming equally responsible for achieving team goals. Mutual performance monitoring 
was enacted due to players reading from the same musical score as opposed to separate 
bell parts. Players acted as skilled adaptors, managing continual rotation of bell positions, 
leading to a high degree of ensemble adaptability. Ringers were accustomed to backup 
behavior by adding bell responsibilities in order to help fellow players. Several players 
thought of the handbell ensemble as a team. The collaborative learning of players 
reflected a sense of team orientation, which led to closer relationships and a sense of 
community between ringers in the ensemble.  
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The three coordinating mechanisms supporting teamwork in the Big Five theory 
were imperative in order for the handbell ensemble to function. Each mechanism also 
contributed to ringers’ learning. Mutual trust was vital to the ensemble’s function and 
played a significant role in ringers’ collaborative learning. Without mutual trust, no single 
ringer could perform due to the inherent interdependency of the ensemble structure. 
Verbal and non-verbal closed-loop communication helped the group function and learn 
from each other. Handbell ringers frequently employed nonverbal closed-loop 
communication, which often resulted in paralleled physical movements. 
Mental models existed in the minds of the director and ringers regarding team 
purpose and expectations, yet they were not singularly distinguished or clearly interpreted 
by ensemble members. A few of the more experienced ringers in the group remembered 
learning mental models from the director. However, other ringers were unclear whether 
specific mental models were distinctly learned from Lynn due to their vast previous 
musical experiences. Some ringers learned, preserved, and maintained mental models 
related to group purpose and experience during performing. This discrepancy did not 
negatively affect the function of or learning within the ensemble. Concerning 
performance expectations, Lynn planned mental models and intended to pass them to 
ringers. The incorporation of mental models helped the handbell ensemble function as a 
coordinated team. 
Emergent Secondary Themes  
 The primary themes of this study are the five core components and the three 
coordinating mechanisms of the Big Five teamwork theory. Several secondary themes 
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emerged in relation to the ensemble’s engagement in co-mentoring. These themes are 
identified and discussed in the next section.   
   Uniqueness of Handbells 
Handbell ensemble research studies have included topics of embodiment and 
musical communitas (Strepka, 2017), accessibility (Coffman, 2007; Durrick, 1994; 
Higgs, 1973), flow in older adult players (Rybak, 1995), and the experiences and 
perceptions of middle school-age ringers (Rohwer, 2015). No extant studies have 
examined the handbell ensemble as a performing team or addressed the issues of 
interdependence within the ensemble.  
During my interviews, 12 of the 15 participants revealed unique aspects of 
handbell playing. A few of these topics specific to handbells have been mentioned in 
previous research, such as the structure of the ensemble in which each ringer equally 
contributes (Strepka, 2017), the challenge of playing together (Lamb, 2015), and 
dependence on individuals (Faris, 1978; Strepka, 2017). Members of the Campana 
Ringers also noted interdependence within the group, practicing difficulty, sole 
responsibility for notes, and cooperative team player personalities.  
Learning Sources. The musical ensemble has been described as an unusual type 
of social group with an intimate and subtle mode of interaction not equaled in any other 
groups (Cartwright & Swearing, 2020). In the handbell ensemble, part of that rare 
interaction was the co-mentoring which occurred between players. During individual 
interviews, 13 ringers were asked whether they learned more or received more help from 
the director or from fellow ringers.  
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Five ensemble members indicated they chose the director, an outcome aligned 
with results from co-mentoring studies by Johnson (2013, 2015). These ringers ultimately 
chose the director but gave significant credit to fellow peers, as students in Koenig’s 
(2011) study. The length of handbell playing experience of these five group members was 
between 20 and 35 years. On the whole, this group cited their director’s expertise and 
ability combined with detailed knowledge of ringers’ skills to be most significant.  
Two handbell ensemble members selected learning more from their fellow 
ringers, similar to student results from Berg’s (2000) study. The two group members who 
learned more and received more help from fellow ringers were the two newest and least 
experienced in the handbell ensemble. Their years of handbell experience summed to less 
than three years, suggesting that new players had less contact with the director and 
received knowledge from other group members. These ringers likely would agree, “Most 
group performers rely on each other to a great extent, but in handbell playing this reliance 
is total” (Faris, 1978, p. 49). 
Three ringers reported an even split, learning equally from the director and other 
group members. The evenly split ringers had between 31-45 years of experience. Four 
players did not specify, as they thought a selection between the director and fellow 
ringers depended on their own musical part. These four ringers totaled between 15-35 
years of playing in a handbell ensemble.  
 From my observations, ringers’ years of experience in the handbell ensemble 
somewhat effected their responses. Clearly, players new to the ensemble relied on the 
help of fellow ringers, but players with more years of experience did not unanimously 
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choose reliance on the director. The responses of the most experienced players did not 
align in accord, as some ringers chose the director while others stipulated their choice 
depended on their experience learning a particular piece. Collectively, ringers were 
accustomed to receiving help from both sources of knowledge. This indicated the practice 
of co-mentoring had a significant impact on learning in the ensemble.   
Learning Through Co-Mentoring 
For the purposes of this study, co-mentoring is defined as the reciprocal teaching 
and learning which occurred between musicians. Co-mentoring between the Campana 
Ringers impacted a wide range of specific musical matters such as notation, equipment, 
bell layout, mastering two bells per hand, percussive bell techniques, balance, and 
rhythm. These topics contrasted with the most common type of co-mentoring in music 
studies, formally designed peer mentoring within school ensembles. In those studies, co-
mentoring research covered broader areas such as how to begin a peer mentoring 
program and their successes (Darrow et al., 2005; Sheldon, 2001), student musical 
growth and collaborative learning in peer mentoring programs (Berg, 2000; Caslor & 
Belgrave, 2018; Fay, 2013; Goodrich, 2007; Koenig, 2011; Parker et al., 2018; Scruggs, 
2008;), learning of peer coaches (Gelb, 2010), and social and musical interactions 
between peers (Goodrich, 2007; Herbert, 2005; Smith, 2018). Whereas adult handbell 
ringers were able to exchange concepts involving refined musical elements, informal peer 
mentoring investigated more expansive topics: school-age students in collaborative 
learning (Taylor, 2016), leadership roles (Green, 2002), using musical imitation (Green, 
2008), and learning without adults (Green, 2002).  
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Co-Mentoring Etiquette. Since no option was available for individuals to 
practice on their own, the majority of individual learning occurred among the full group 
within ensemble rehearsals. This “in situ” (Hager & Johnsson, 2009, p. 107) learning 
propelled the occurrence of co-mentoring, as interdependent ringers had many issues they 
could not solve alone. Ringers used nonverbal learning, also employed by musicians in 
studies by Fodor (1998), Goodrich (2007), and Green (2002, 2008). Ringers also took it 
upon themselves to learn from their stand partners and verbally problem solve with their 
neighbors instead of interrupting the director. While this saved the director much work, 
co-mentoring also created the need for players to be socially conscious of their 
interactions with fellow ringers. 
The overwhelming majority of players maintained a notion of team orientation, 
“we were all in this together,” and help in the form of co-mentoring from other ringers 
was welcomed. As in Goodrich’s (2007) study of jazz musicians, ringers described 
themselves as helping each other while co-mentoring. In Lynn’s experience, she found 
“Helping each other out is part of the team.” Amber described group collaboration: 
“Working together is just part of playing bells. If you have a problem, you’re going to 
turn to your stand partner and ask them.” To Natalie, collaboration was used to better the 
team’s end result or “figuring out together what’s going to work the best for playing.”  
However, not all ringers desired co-mentoring help. Ruth commented, “Problem 
solving leads to distracting side conversations that interrupt rehearsal. If it’s harder for 
me, I’d rather figure it out myself.” Bill did not take the initiative to ask his neighbors 
questions because, “You don’t want to be a bother to the person at your stand.” Further, a 
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few players felt help from fellow ringers was delivered abrasively or too soon before the 
director had a chance to address it. One player did not want to receive help unless she 
requested it and would ask only certain group members.  
Some players took issue with receiving help from fellow ensemble members. 
Annie preferred to problem solve herself, adding her correction delivery could be 
abrasive. Her concern was comparable to Fodor’s (1998) study, in which ringers were 
able to musically interact and communicate with each other despite sarcasm and negative 
humor used by mentors. Susan negatively interpreted uninvited advice as rude behavior 
and would have appreciated corrections only when needed, as in the manner of Webb’s 
(2015) study. Participants avoided using negative feedback with tutees, resulting in 
positive social relationships in the ensemble. The majority of handbell ringers aligned 
with pairs of musicians in the Alexander and Dorrow (1983) study who made musical 
improvements regardless of their type of feedback, positive reinforcement, or error 
correction. 
Ensemble members also noted issues corresponding to providing help. Many 
ringers agreed they did not want to come across as a “know it all” or be “overbearing” or 
offend others by providing help and corrections. The underlying consensus was if a 
correction was presented with a polite and gentle etiquette, co-mentoring was an 
advantageous tool in group learning. Katzenbach et al. (2013) argued a group’s success 
did not lie within group members’ discussions, but in the manner by which they 
communicate. A type of pedagogical tact appeared to be a desired teaching requirement 
to satisfy all learning members of the ensemble.   
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Summary of Emergent Secondary Themes  
Three emergent themes resulted from the data in this study: the uniqueness of the 
handbell ensemble experience, presence of co-mentoring and learning sources. Learning 
was connected to challenges unique to handbell playing, as ringers made 
accommodations in their goal for individuals to play together as one instrument. 
Members incorporated collaborative learning through teamwork and interdependent 
playing. 
Primarily, learning was fundamental in understanding how ringers acquired and 
shared knowledge through interdependent teamwork. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the 
purpose of this study was to better understand how handbell ringers operate 
interdependently and acquire knowledge through fundamental elements of teamwork. 
Information on their acquisition of knowledge might deepen and broaden the 
understanding of collaborative learning. In this study, distinct aspects of ringing in a 
handbell ensemble included learning both from the director as well as fellow ringers. Co-
mentoring enabled players to exchange information and ideas with one another, yet this 
method was more accepted when presented in a polite manner.   
The occurrence of co-mentoring was notable in this study. First, it occurred under 
the traditional design of an ensemble with a sole authority who traditionally acts as a 
singular dispenser of knowledge. Second, the Campana Ringers rotated positions, 
enabling ringers to gain knowledge from multiple group members through co-mentoring. 
Had the learning structure of the team included co-mentoring intentionally fostered by the 
director, elements such as team orientation and mutual performance monitoring may have 
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been less prominent.  
Implications and Further Study 
Implications from the results of this study are associated with literature on 
teamwork theories, handbell research and practice, and community music ensembles. In 
this chapter, I address each of these topics. 
Connections to the Big Five Theory of Teamwork  
Results from this study may be of interest to those with a practitioner’s 
knowledge of the Big Five theory of teamwork. The ways in which the handbell 
ensemble functioned as a performing team were evident in the results from this case 
study. Successful teamwork occurred within the Campana Ringers, while the core 
components and coordinating mechanisms of the Big Five theory played a prevalent role 
in learning within the team and its operation.  
Yet, the results from this study derived from only one case. Astoundingly few 
studies exist on performing teams. The handbell ensemble selected in this case study 
maintained an intrinsic learning method and member interdependency within a traditional 
musical group structure. Due to the lack of exploration of teamwork within music 
ensembles, additional teamwork studies could be conducted with different types of 
musical groups. To further build knowledge on teamwork, future researchers may also 
explore the extent to which teamwork is used in ensembles, and how teamwork affects 
instrumentalists’ learning.  
Mental Models. At the outset of this study, I considered leader facilitation of 
creating and sustaining shared mental models to be crucial to the overall cohesiveness of 
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the handbell ensemble. Lynn felt this was true, as she defined mental models and 
intended to communicate them to the group. However, Lynn’s mental models were not 
recognized or identified by all ensemble members. In this case, team members’ lack of a 
unified understanding of mental models did not hinder the team. Upon completion of the 
study, I recognized mental models learned by members from previous ensemble 
experience may have intertwined and influenced ringers’ reactions. Therefore, I believe 
future studies investigating the use of mental models in performing teams may lead to a 
better understanding of team performance. 
One implication from the results of this study involved the lack of director-
provided mental models balanced by the transpiring co-mentoring in the ensemble. Even 
within the structure of the director as the authority and sole dispenser of knowledge, not 
all members felt they learned more from the director than from fellow ringers. Further 
studies on the implementation of mental models could be valuable to musical teams 
employing collaborative learning techniques.  
Closed-loop Communication. Although theorists of the Big Five theory of 
teamwork included closed-loop communication as a way to ensure “communications are 
heard” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 568), they defined the term as “the exchange of information 
between a sender and a receiver irrespective of the medium” (Salas et al., 2005, p. 561). 
Salas et al. (2005) did not specify a type of communication between team members. 
When Campana Ringers were asked how they used closed-loop communication, several 
cited non-verbal instances. Because of their responses and the analysis of results 
indicating body language played nearly an equal role to verbal communication in this 
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study, I recommend further study on the exploration of body language used in closed-
loop communication. Future research may lead to insights on musicians’ communication 
such as body language used between the director and ringers, between ringers, and body 
language used in musical performing teams.		
Connections to Music Education 
The results of this study advance music education research in two ways. First, 
through the results of this study, I discovered how the Campana Ringers functioned, 
learned and shared knowledge in the ensemble. As predicted, a significant factor in this 
study was the use of mental models in facilitating learning. Lynn was unsure whether she 
dispatched mental models to members during rehearsals. However, ringers clearly 
learned expectations in varied aspects of handbell playing, such as ensemble purpose, 
performance expectations, mirroring physical movements, accepting mistakes in 
performances, and ensemble cohesiveness. Through mental models, the director 
maintained leadership concerning these fundamental ensemble elements while 
encouraging the practice of co-mentoring between ringers. These findings may advance 
current research on how ensembles can cognitively work as a team and the types of 
learning occurring within the performing team.  
Second, this study might inform music learners and educators how a musical 
ensemble functioned as a performing team. Similar to Sundstrom’s (1999) definition of a 
performing team, handbell ensemble members maintain specialized skills in order to 
conduct complex engagements with audiences in performance events. Certainly, the 
Campana Ringers used particular instrumental and musical skills, fulfilling their purpose 
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to perform for church congregations. Further, the purpose of a performing team was seen 
in the handbell ensemble, as it executed performance tasks (Borrill & West, 2005) which 
highlighted the collaboration of its members (Rouse & Rouse, 2004). Musicians 
displayed elements of interdependent teamwork outlined in the Big Five theory, and 
collaborated through the practice of co-mentoring. This case study used a qualitative 
design; therefore, results cannot be generalized to other groups. Yet, this study can be 
offered as an approach for a musical ensemble to be defined as a performing team, which 
might influence research on other ensembles. It may be reasonable for groups such as 
bands, orchestras, choirs, and chamber music groups to employ team techniques such as 
mutual performance monitoring, backup behavior, mental models, and closed-loop 
communication to their practices if educators wish to feature collaborative processes of 
playing music.   
Future Recommendations for Teamwork Research within Music. If music 
educators seek to encourage the collaborative nature of playing music, it is important for 
them to understand and emphasize group interactions. The Big Five theory of teamwork 
has been used as a way to gain insights on interactions of teams in diverse fields such as 
medicine, technology, and the military, but not in music education. Applying components 
of the Big Five to team learning within educational settings could add general knowledge 
about teamwork theories in this field. 
Within the field of education, music educators could use applications of the Big 
Five teamwork theory to create stronger ensembles by purposefully building a sense of 
teamwork among ensemble members. Creating a sense of team would likely assist 
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musicians to experience a greater sense of community in the ensemble. On a personal 
level, this sense of teamwork was what I lacked in my musical ensemble experience prior 
to playing handbells. Had I experienced being part of a musical team while growing up, it 
is likely I would not have felt as alone while playing in bands and orchestras. A sense of 
team would have greatly contributed to my enjoyment of those musical experiences.  
Further, researchers may seek to better understand ways in which teamwork might 
foster ensemble learning, providing novel understandings for contemporary music 
ensemble directors and music educators. Besides my study, the research by Kirrane et al. 
(2017) is the only study of the Big Five teamwork theory in the music field.	Kirrane et al. 
studied a professional adult choir, not amateur musicians. Because music educators 
generally do not work with professional musicians, more studies on amateur adult and 
student music ensembles may be more applicable to their practices. Future music 
education researchers might explore learning through the lens of teamwork in community 
ensembles in order to find elements of teamwork within them. 
Connections to Music Practices		
													The Handbell Ensemble.	This study included three main implications for 
practice in music education. First, this study furthers knowledge on the handbell 
ensemble, as little research exists on this musical group. The results of this study 
contribute to the current body of knowledge concerning community handbell groups. 
Specifically, findings of this study contained information on the operation of and adult 
learning within the handbell ensemble. One type of collaborative learning highlighted in 
the study’s findings which ringers used to function and interact was co-mentoring.  	
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				 Co-mentoring. Second, this research contributes to music educators’ knowledge 
of adult learners in community ensembles. Co-mentoring techniques have recently begun 
to be studied in school settings but have not been extensively examined in community 
ensembles. In the community music realm, this study expands what is known about how 
community musicians engage as a team, learning with and from each other. Community 
handbell ensemble directors may consider how the interdependent structure of the 
ensemble lends itself to teamwork, a perspective which could become more prevalent in 
music ensemble work. The interdependent handbell ensemble structure also influences 
musicians’ learning, and directors may be interested in applying more training to 
members through co-mentoring as a teaching technique in their groups.    	
Understanding interactions of performers within musical ensembles is important, 
as results have implications for instrumentalists’ success. The case explored in this study 
could be used to examine co-mentoring in school music settings. Co-mentoring may 
provide an alternative way to learn music, as well as an unconventional way to participate 
in traditional ensembles in music education such as band, orchestra, and choir. Even 
teachers outside the traditional trilogy of ensembles (bands, orchestras, and choirs), such 
as general music, music history, and music theory, could employ co-mentoring 
techniques with their students.  
School teachers may gain a wealth of information from the informal learning 
practice of co-mentoring in community ensembles. This study could be used as an 
example on the success and importance of group learning. This research may aid 
community and school ensemble directors concerning the application of co-mentoring 
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techniques in rehearsals.  
            Takeaways for Music Ensemble Directors. Lastly, directors of musical 
ensembles may find the practice of co-mentoring useful, as it may save them time by 
allowing students to make the majority of corrections. More important, because students 
learn in different ways, co-mentoring may be helpful for some to model and learn from 
their peers.  
This study can serve as an example in which the handbell ensemble functions as a 
performing team. Directors of community and school ensembles can better understand 
from this study how members interact and learn. Ensemble leaders might learn the 
aspects their musicians enjoy about being a team player. Considering their 
instrumentalists, directors may incorporate co-mentoring into their programs, altering the 
role of a sole authority in traditional ensemble learning.   
Future Recommendations  
Co-Mentoring 
            In US schools, music programs commonly focus on “teacher-directed large 
ensembles that afford students little agency or creative opportunity” (Smith et al., 2018, 
p. 11). Practicing co-mentoring in music ensembles has the potential to alter this 
traditional educational method in which a director acts as the sole authority of 
knowledge. A need exists for basic research on co-mentoring as a teaching strategy. With 
more understanding of the method, music ensemble directors may comprehend 
differences between spontaneously and purposefully designed co-mentoring: benefits and 
disadvantages of the practice initiated by participants or a director. Researchers may 
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choose to explore ways in which co-mentoring shifts the power of a sole knowledge 
authority to the ensemble members, as this understanding may be of interest to school 
and community music educators. 
Due to the lack of the tracking by NAfME and HMA, it is unknown whether co-
mentoring occurs within school handbell ensemble programs. School handbell students 
could learn alternately through formal or informal co-mentoring, but there is no 
documentation on school handbell programs. Future scholars may desire to study these 
undocumented school handbell programs to provide more research on whether co-
mentoring is used and perhaps how successfully.  
            Further co-mentoring explorations in community and school music might 
investigate its social roots. Learning through co-mentoring may provide musicians with a 
more enjoyable ensemble experience, as they gain agency and responsibility for their 
own learning. Scholars have argued the development of musical agency and social 
interactions are key components in music learning (Elliott & Silverman, 2015; Green, 
2008; Karlsen, 2009, 2011; Wiggins, 2016). Consequently, studying the ways in which 
co-mentoring might foster musical agency among musicians may provide crucial insights 
for music educators. 
            Future researchers also should consider different effects of co-mentoring between 
types of group members such as newcomers and oldtimers. Other co-mentoring studies 
could explore which aspects of co-mentoring, such as etiquette and social bonds, 
maintain member participation, and which are likely to lead to an impetus in lifelong 
music learners. By studying this form of participatory learning, researchers could further 
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co- mentoring as a standard practice in American music education. 
Bass bell ringer Bill summarized the core of this study with his explanation, 
“When it comes to bells, the teamwork is imperative for the learning. It’s a group 
learning adventure.” This idea coincides with Johnson and Johnson (2000), who stated, 
“Positive interdependence is the heart of cooperative learning” (p. 500). Certainly, the 
ensemble’s use of interdependent elements from the Big Five teamwork theory 
exemplified the cooperative essence of the group. Elements of mutual trust and mutual 
performance monitoring blended to create an opportunity for collaborative learning, 
which was in this case, co-mentoring. Without mutual trust between members, co-
mentoring would have not occurred, as “the core of mentoring is a close, developmental 
relationship based on mutual trust” (Rymer, 2002, p. 344). In this handbell ensemble, the 
director supported co-mentoring through her trust of group members and 
acknowledgement the importance of ringer’s interactions because they taught one 
another. The experience of learning in the Campana Ringers was distinct, as knowledge 
stemmed from two sources, the director and fellow ringers. Learning in the handbell 
ensemble was truly, as Bill stated, a group learning adventure. 
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Interview Questions for the Director: 
 
1)  How did you begin ringing, and how long have you been ringing bells? 
 
2)  What is your musical background? 
 
3)  How do you provide help to ringers? 
 
4)  How do interactions between and among ringers ease your teaching responsibilities?   
 
5)  Which of the main points of teamwork help you to lead?  Please elaborate. 
Team leadership  
Mutual performance monitoring  
Backup behavior 
Adaptability  
Team orientation  
 






Interview Questions for Individual Ringers: 
 
1)  How did you begin ringing, and how long have you been ringing bells? 
 
2)  What is your musical background? 
 
3)  How do interactions with fellow ringers help you learn in the ensemble? 
 
4)  How do interactions with the director help you learn in the ensemble? 
 
5)  How do you provide musical help to fellow ringers? 
 
6)  Do you tend to you learn more/receive more help from the director or from fellow 
ringers?  Why? 
 
7)  Please add any other examples to highlight your learning and teamwork in the bell 
ensemble. 
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1) What have you learned from the director about group performance expectations 
and group purpose? 
 
2) How do you know how to react to problems (if you’re lost, you make mistakes, or 




3) How have you used closed-loop communication with the director and your 




4) To what extent do you trust other ringers will fulfill their roles and perform their 
parts?     
 
General:    
 
5)   How do mental models, closed-loop communication, and mutual trust help you 
function and learn in the ensemble?   
 
 
Definitions for the Core Components of Teamwork 
 
Team leadership= a director who provides group information, organization, and skill 
development.  
Mutual performance monitoring= tracking the work of others while carrying out your 
own job.  
Backup behavior= the distribution of work so all members are utilized and no one is 
overburdened. 
Adaptability= the capacity to develop and implement change.  
Team orientation= the value of being part of a team and working with others. 
 
Definitions for the Coordinating Mechanisms of Teamwork 
 
Mental model= an explanation of how things work.  Information you have learned that 
enables you to know what to do without having to consult anyone else.   
For example, if you are driving and need to swerve, you know to bear to the right where 
the extra space is, in the shoulder.  Or if you’re ringing and get lost, you know to follow 
your stand partner and watch the director until you can jump back in.   
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Closed-loop communication= the receiver of information responds to the sender with 
their interpretation of the given information.  
 
Mutual trust= the perception that all members will perform their roles and protect the 
interest of their joint endeavor. 
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